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(iii) 
Dynamics of HI Photodissociation in the A band Absorption 
via H-atom Doppler Spectroscopy 
The techique ofDq@er s9eaniscopy was used to measrne the angular âistri'butim of the H - a m  qected during 
the dissoaatim ofisdated HI mdecules excited in the A band m t i m  cmtuiuum by a polarized beam of UV 
radiatim. The obsenrsibles charaderiPng the dynamics of HI photodissociaticm were obtained firom the Doppler 
spectra at nine pbotoiysis photon energies ihraighait the A band The cornpariscm of these observables with those 
obtained in previais studies exhibits d e d  disuepanaes, which are shown to be rbe cuasequence of HI clusters 
that were present in the molecular expansion used in a previous study. 
The high level of amfidence in the precise values of the observables determinai in the present study warranteci 
a formal quaanmi mechanical anai* leading to the determmation of the electrcmic structure of HI in the A band. 
The parameten of the paentiai energy m e s  were obtaiaed for the dissoàative States involved in the transitions 
respcnlsiie f a  A band mai- These parameters allowed for an extrapoOaticm of the observables between and 
beymd the disaete values of photolysis pbotcm energies at which experimenral measurements were performed, 
over the whde A bend absorptim. The assumptim of a direct adiabatic dissociation mode1 provided an excellent 
represen tation of the experimen taï observables fa this primary process. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Pho tofragment spectroscopy 
The term photohgrnent stands fa p h o t o b ' i t i o n  fkagment. Photofragment specvosc0py addresses the 
fdlowing poblem: to cbm%zbx tbe inlimate mechanisms ouxming durhg the primary photochetnical eveats 
i-e. the dynamics of the p b d y t i c  hd-heaking. In the prototype of a p h o t o d i i t i m  proœss, a mdecule AB 
is excited by the absorpcim of a phorai hv, and then the system evoïves to proàuœ two bgmen ts, A m d  B. each 
in their speciîïc quantum state, deooteû cp, and cp, in equation (1-1). 
AB + hv + [AB]* + ~(9,) + ~ ( 9 ~ )  (1-1) 
The fint step of equatim (1-1) tepesen& the absorptim of the photon observed with traditional techniques of 
absapticm spedroso~py. wbile the seooad step is the amceni of molecular dynarnics: the fate of the excited state, 
and iis evolutim mto a velmty disnibutim ofphaobagmmts. Hence, this subject is concerned with three related 
sets of infmtion: (1) the electrcmic structure of the parent m o l d e  involved in the absorption prooesses, (2) 
the distribution of energy in the intenial degrees of fieedom of tbe riascent fiagments. and (3) the correlation 
between the vectar quan tities involved in the global pruœss, kom photoa absorption to fragment recoil and 
intemal excitations. The rnethods of photofragmeat spectrosco~y proceeds through the measurement of (2) and 
(3), and the deducrion of (1) h m  the analysis of the expaimental inf-tion. 
The general case of single photori photodissoaatim includes man y types,' among which we distinguish direct and 
indirect dissociatm mechanisns. The case of direct dissociation, show in figure 1 a), is cbaractenzed by broad 
featureless absorption, and the fiagments evolve cm the dissociative potential FoUowing the ouset of photon 
excitation. On the d e r  hana indirect dissociatim processes involve an additional coupling of the initially 
acdted bound state with motber mdecular s t a k  through wbich dissociation occurs. This mae  amplex situation 
is exemplified by electroaic predissoaaticm, iliustrated in figure 1 b), where a rovibrmic level of an otberwise 
bamd srate is couplai to a dissociacive state. Ine sature of the bound excited state is deduced ftom the discrete 
transiticms in the absorpticm spectrum. The coupling to the dissoaative state reduces the lifetime of ahe excired 
bamd state, and as a carsequerice, this mechanism baadcas the effedive width of the energy levels observed in 
absorptim -y, in proparti011 to the square of the couplhg streogth- In larger moldes ,  vibaiimal 
predissoaatim a mternal vibraticmal eoergy redistribution (ïVR) cm occur wben a bound vibronic state amples 
to another vi-c state abve its disocWh limit Howwx, the present study needs ody to consider the simpler 
case of direct diSSOciatim to descrite the dissociation of HI ensuing absorption in the A band. 
Absorption 
An experhental investigation of pbotofhgment spectrosapy proceeds typicaily in three steps. Fust a beam of 
coberent Iight excites an ensemble of target moleaiIes to ao elearoaic srate, and the excited molecules break apart, 
evdvmg rapidly to th& asymptotic state. SeQaid, the fmal StateS of the photofiagments are probed by a technique 
best suited 1.0 tbe needs of the experiment, In the case of the present experimentai study, the technique used was 
Doppler spectroscogy of the hydrogeri atom fiagrneors. Tbird, the dam obtained by photohgrnent spectroscmpy 
are juxtaposed with the results of absorption spectrosco~y, and the whole set of information is analyzed with the 
metbods of quantum mecbanics. The b a l  results are the charactetizatiioa of the molecular States involved in the 
dissochtim, and amsequently, the analytical representation of the phoro~gmentatim dynamics. 
1 -2 Historical perspective 
The history of photofiagrnent specvoscopy is naturally tied to borh photochemistry and to specvoscopy, 
respectively from the fundamentai quest it bas originated and f3om the enabling analytical probe it provides 
Howeva, aily thraigh a derailed study of the electronic structure of the molecules, may a unifying picture arise. 
In the limit, tbis field can be Linlred to a large iiactioa of atomic, molecular and opticai (AMO) physics. Thus, 
because the list of aU the studies performed in the field is too extensive for this introduction, reference is only 
made to mjcr cealizatjms" and to published worlrs tepreçentiag milestones far the g e a d  and topical paspective 
of this study. - 
13.1 General perspective 
An early milestone in unraveilhg the physia-chemical effect of light upon rnatter has been afhrded by the 
rechnique of flash photolysis, intruduœd in 1949 by Narrish and Pkxd, and refined in 1950 by Porte!?; th& work 
was recognized by the 1967 Nobel prize, "for their studies of extremely fast chernical reacticms, effected by 
disarrbing the equiliiInum by means of very short pulses of eaergy", which was won half-jointly with Eigen Born 
Gottingm. Althwgb great progress has been made fiom this technique, indirect photochernical methods used to 
probe the finidamental processes had a relatively Iow selectivity for excitation and a W i e d  d e t h o n  sensitivity. 
Consequently, the answers to many aucial fundamental questions were either inaccessible or impfaclical. 
The aiginal work of Alned Kasuer cm optical pumping led to his discovery of double resonance, and to the 1966 
Nobel pize in Physics, "for the discovery and develogment of optical methods for studying bertzian resoaances 
in aiamsu. His work had fgr-reachiag amsequences in spectroscopy and in atanic smcture, where its concepts 
can k linked to kvd-QIsSjdg spectroscq.y and nailincar optics in gases. Of specinc interest bere, his wœk led 
A Wow. the C X ~ O O S  in double quotcs arc the original quotcs fran the Nobel foundauoa. taken from the searchabfe data 
base cm theu wcb site ( b t t p J f ~ ~ ~ . n o k l . s J ) .  
to the development of masers and lasers, between 1952 and 1958, by Townes in the US, and by Prokhorov and 
Basov in the USSR f a  which they the joint Nobel prize m 1964. Searching for better gain medium for b. 
Zue and Hetscbbacb4 have investigated v e a a  carefaticms in the photodissociation dynamics of Na1 used as a 
sou~ce of excited iodiae atoms, with regards to the amquence of the Doppler broadened fluaescence m gain 
medium properties- The experimental observaùoa of an efnaent atomic iodine laser based cm CFJ 
photodissociatiai, by Ka- aud E'iam~tel,~ bave stimulateû fiirtber mterest f a  the basic mechanisms in molecular 
photodissoàatim processes. 
Prior to widespread availability of lasers as a laboratory ml, the technique of photolysis rnapping6 provideci a 
nidirnentary means to mvestigate axrelatioos between the photolysis light polarization and the momentum of the 
photodissociation products. The grwp of Richard Bersobn also investigated photodissociation dynamics in a 
mol& beam using m a s  speuranetric deusion,' but the excitation affmded by the mercury-xenon lamp used, 
which spans a few tens of nananetres around 300 nm, was lacking selectivity; also cmly a v d e  infarmaticm could 
be obtained concerning the energetics of the process. 
The disa,very of lasers in the nfties, and their availability for laboratory application in the sixties, bave spurred 
breakthrough developnents, with regards to these limitations. The group of Kent Wilson initiated the field of 
laser photof3agment spectroxopy.' In theù picmeeriag experirnents, an efisive source was used to expand 
mdecular sQeQes in vacuum, which wexe photodissoQated with the 4'" harmonic of a YAG laser at 266.2 nm, and 
the photonagmen ts were detected by quadruple mass spectrometry. Their apparatus yielded masuremen ts on 
the distributions of translational energy, and angular distributicm of velocities, for the pbotofiagments.. They 
applied their rnehds to the investigatim of the photodissociatim dynamics of a few aikyl iodideg and HI'. Now 
in the nineties, widespread availability of very short pulse (10"' - 10-I2 second) laser sources bas enabled 
experimental methods capable of probing the dynamics of primary photochernical processes in real-tirne. These 
soghisticated took have pemiued to enhanœ the knowledge ai this topics. and they have confmed the very short 
cime d e s  of the dynamics which were expected molecular structure derived t3om specuoscopic analysis. 
Also of prïmary importance to the present umck are sane of the studies by M~Iliken'~.'~" on moleailar physics, 
whcse tremaidais realjtatim WUI bim tbe 1966 Nobel prize in chemistry "for bis fundamental work amceniing 
cbemicai bonds and the elecaonic structure of moleailes by the moleailar abital  metbai". 
As the present thesis will demoastrare, it can be said that photoiiagment specumxpy is still in its adolescence. 
Althaigh a respectable body of &ta exists for oumerous .anali molecules, the understanding of the fundamental 
prociesses, and the ratiQlilljzatim of their physical causes, is by no extent definitive. Consequently, tbe challenge 
to unravel th& nature awaits us. 
1.22 Topical perspective 
Amarg the n u m m  studies of photofiagrnent spectrosc0py, tbe leading wark of Welge and cowakers must be 
mmtiaed. Tbey used the technique of Doppler ~ 0 6 c o p y  to probe N&14 and OH" fragment in the UV, and 
they used initiatrui Doppler q e u m q y  of atomic hydrogen (H-atom) at the VUV Lyman a transition.I6 H-atm 
detectjon is a caieal tbeme in Welge's group. They developed a resoaant twc+photm-ioaization mi) technique 
to detect H-atoms, which led to the method of translatimal q e c t m c q y  of H-atm photofiagmeats." These 
technical inoovatiaas were used to investigate the VUV p h ~ g m e n t a t i o a  of &O.'' Lately, Welge and 
wworkers refined tbe time-of-flight (Tom mass spectroscopie dcteaicm of H-atoms by using the -photon- 
resonanœ process to pranae the nau#it H-atrm fragmaits to a laog lived high Rydberg state rather than directly 
ionizing the atoms with the TH process- This improvement resulted in a superior energy resoluticm: 0.396 as 
oppcised to 1-2% for the TPV9 
Welge's group exploitai this tedinique to study the fundamental (FI+@) hydrogen exchange reaction in a aossed- 
beam dynamitai studies.1° The method has dso beea used by Ashfold and coworkers to obrain a precise 
detenninaricm of the C-H bood dissahtion energy of C2H," and to m e r  investigate the dissociation dynamics 
of H,O at  121.6 am photoly~is.~ Very reoently, the group of Wodtke bas demonstrateci that time-of-flight of 
neuoal amns and ahas radical ~ p e a e s , ~  exciteü in a merasraMe dectrcmic state, bas the potential to unravel finer 
derails of the dissoaation dynamics in polyatumic molecules. 
Dcrppler spearoscopy ofphotoüagmenrs has been utilusb by many gmups peviously- Bersohn and bis co-workers 
have mxndy employed Doppler q m m a p y  of H-atœns to obcain dynamical information both on the dissociation 
of Hg (used as a source of fàst H a t o m ~ ) , ~  and aa hydrogen exchange reactive scattering experimeufl, Paul 
Houston has studieda6 and reviewedDa the topic of vector correlation within which Doppler spectroscopy plays 
a central role; he and his coworkers have made extensive uflJOJ1 of îhis technique. 
Of significant i m m c e  to our study, as we wüi see in chapter 2 and 6, is tbe work perfimed by the group of 
De Vries. ïheir work was the first simultaneous determination of the branching ratio and angular distribution 
of the fkagment poducts of HI photodissociatioa, at the 193,222 and 248 nm excimer photolysis wavelengths. 
Their photofiragmentatian spectrosc~py expaiment useû TOF deteaion'' of tbe fiagmerits to probe the 
photodiSSOCiation processes in ICI and IBP, in -1 and CDJn and in m. 
Wiüig and cowurkers have also ccmsiderably ambibuted to H-atom photofiagrnent spectroso~py- Using tbe 
technique of velocity-aligned Doppler spectrosc~py (VADS), they measwed tbe branching ratio6 and angular 
distributions of the photofkagrnent produced by the photdysis of HI at the 193 and 248 am wavelengrb, and of 
HBr at 193 nm.* Tbey also stuàied photoiniti;iteri processes in CO-HI complexes with subpicosecond excitation .% 
Using the method developed by Wdge and -wakers, i.e- high resolution rime-of-tlight (HRTOF) of high-n 
Rydberg states. they obderved effeds of mtamolcniliir 0Ollisicm.s mitiaied in molecular aggregates (called dusters). 
Through the presea t study, ow amtributicm to the field is the measmemen t of electronic branching ratios and 
angular distriôuticms of the photofPagments velocities distributim, fa the dynamics of photodissociation of HI 
ensuing absorption in the A band Determinations of the partial absorption cross secticsus, for each electrcmic 
produa. will ailow a quantum mechanical calcuiatim of the eleuroaic structure for the direct dissoaative states 
respmsible for A band absorption. 
1.3 Motivation for research to pic: evolution of the perspective 
1.3.1 Initial goal: coberent contrd 
Before our investigation on the tqic started, Levy and Sbapiro had just published a study on the cletennination 
of the elemcmic srninrae of HI m the A band.n Assumed well-understood, the HI molecule appeared as an ideal 
candidate CO test a theory of quantum interference in pbotodissociatian dynamics, &veloped by Asaro. Brumer 
and Shapiro.% This theory asserts that the dynamics of molecular photodissociation can be conuoIled, through 
quantum interference between exciced scatterhg states, via the polarizaaon of a photolytic optical excitation. 
Heiice the HI molecule was a mode1 system to demmstrate quantum interference in photodissociaticm; this was 
indeed the initial goal of the present study. 
Repeated d i  aimed at obsarvitlg the prediaeü quantum interference effects in tbe photodissociaticm dynamics, 
did aot meet with success. wthin the precisim of out measurements (4%). it has been asserted that no 
interferenœ effect betweea scattering matter wave producing a noriceable change of the products angular 
distribution, occurs as a resul t of varyïng the polarization state of the phmolysis laser. This result was presen ted 
as an oral papa at a conference two years ago (OSA-ILS '95, in Dallas, Texas). 
13.2 Revision of the assumption: electronic structure d HI 
The amplex experimaiial appiiraais Chat was initially coastnicted for tbe coberent coritrol experiment, has been 
employed to investigate mare usuai questions amœming the dynamics of HI photodissociaticm following 
absaptioa amtinuum, also denominateci the A bend. Tbere was stiU a lot of expenmentai work required to 
annpletely amfïrm the th- ai tôe elecûoaic structure of the fïrst absaption continuum of HI, developed by 
Levy imd S h a p ~ o . ~  Thus, the experimental apparatus and the speufoscopic method implemented were used to 
investigate the validity of that th-. Tberefore the present study is concenied with the description of this 
investigation, and the anaiysis of the measurements that were obtained- 
Through our journey toward understanding the intricace nature of the miaoscopic world, discoveries are 
sanetimes fàmd at the end d a  loog windiag road, and it require patience and ofien serendipity- This certainly 
applied to the broader investigatioa which Ied to the topic at band. 
1.4 Overview of the thesis 
Chapter 2 SUIIIlI121lUes previous studies on the low-lying electrauic States of the HI molecule, and orber related 
Ptogaties of this system, Cbapter 3 inaoduces tbe basic theory desaibing direct photodissociation and discusses 
veaor omelatiai in these pricesses, with the perspeaive of relating them to the Doppler spectroscopy technique. 
Tbe technical aspect of the experimental work is presented in chaprer 4. The data reductioa procedure. i-e the 
statistical averaging and relateü prooessing of the digital rneasurements, is describeci in chapter 5. 
In cbapter 6, the results of systematic measurements. aimed at testing the theory of Levi and Shapiro on the 
elecvonic structure of HI." are analyzed. The anguiar distriùutioas of the photohgments velocities, and the 
branching ratios for the products are obtaïned Erom the analysis of the H-atom Doppler specua. Then a 
comparative analysis exhibit the cenaai result of this work cmcernïng the pbotodissoàation dynamics in this 
molecule. A quantum meàiaaical analysis yielded a quantitative cletennination of the electranic structure for the 
A bend abmptim, aiabling extrapolation of the observable between and beyond our measurements. Chapter 7 
s u m m  the results and introduces a few suggestim regarding expectations for other mernbers of the hyârogen 
balide family- 
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Chapter 2 The low-lying electronic states of HI 
The goal of bis chaptef is to recapituiate our state of knowledge of the low-lying electroaic States of molecular 
HI, prior to the experirnental study descnbed in this thesis. In seaïcm 2.1. a discussion of coupling cases is 
fdlowed by a derivation of the correlatioo diagram îkom group theory arguments- The numerous experimental 
and theoretical studies rbat cmuibuted to the knowledge of this system are introduced in section 2.2. The 
infocmaticm is summarized in d m  23. and the globai picture obtaioed is fiirther annplemented by a discussion 
of the perturbaticm from ion pair cm the electrmic structure. The facrs galbered in this chapter will be refened 
to in the comparative analysis of secticm 6.2. 
2.1 Symmetry: coupling cases and correlation diagram 
To repesait the eigaistates &a quantum sysm, it is a i s t o m r y  to make use of invariance under rotation. In an 
atomic system, the total aagular momentum J is amsened as a coasequence of the spherical symmetry of the 
central potential of the nucleus. In a d i a t d c  molecule, the spatial symrnevy imposed by the intemuclear axis 
results in the caisavatim ofn, the axiai projection of the total electroaic aaguIar momentum. Below we foUow 
the merbod delineated by Henberg' to show how the molecular states can be derived from the corisuaints of the 
molecular field on the atomic symrnetry- 
2.1.1 Mulliken's prediction 
A lot of infcxmatim ai the structure ofmolecular energy levels can be obtained fkom group theory arguments, on 
the b i s  of symmeuy considerations and correlation diagrams. M u ~ * r k e n ~ ~ ~  first demonstrated these prinàples 
for simple molecules such as HI, as depicted by figure 2- 1 taken f h n  reference 9. This picture illustrates only 
those eleuronic stata that passas the popa symmeuy to cake part in a one pbotm absorption spectnim îkom the 
'C, gramd state, denored N by Mulliken. ûne can note that arnougst tbe iïrst gr- of staces, the %,, '&, and 
'II States den& by Mulliken as the QI, a, 'Q a the Q-group of states, chose witb b l  correlate with the 
gramd iodine afan producc, while the aie witb fkû leads to an excited iodine atom. Henœ MulIiken denoted the 
A band absorpticm as the N-Q transition. 
Anorber important observacicm that Mulliken e m p h M  was that tbe T 'Z, state should be too bigb in aiergy 
to amtribute U, the A bcmd absarptioa, beowse it carrelates to the second excitai mfiguratim of the united atom. 
Below, we will fÙrther dis- ccmelatioa in tbe electrmic structure, but füst we shall discuss the coupling of 
angular manenta pertaining to the electronic states inwilved in the  dynamics of HI photodissociatioa. 
Figure 2.1. PEC derivai by MuWcn Iimn chtorctical amsidcratioas (takcn 6nmi ref. 9). 
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2.12 Angular momenta: coupling uses 
The various coupling cases to desaibe anguiar mcwenta in m o l d e s  can be grouped in two classes: the weak 
spinabit aiupling cases (analog of atomic RusseU-Saunders in an atom), and the strang spinubit cases (aaaiog 
ofatomic j-j coucoupling in an a-), 
In the limit of wak spm-orbit oaipliog fix a moiecuie, the orbital eleuronic angular momen tum of each a t m  (LJ 
is oarpled with the mtemuciear field; tbis ckdmws the s h i e  of the energy levels- The projecüoa of the total 
orbitaï angular momentum onto the internuclear axis, & is a good quantum number. The tocai spin S is then 
cuupled with A and the quantizatioa of the projection C of the total spin results; this is the prescrïptiaa f a  A-E 
coupling, also denomi Hund's case a anxpling- In this angular momenturn coupling scheme, O = A+Z is also 
conSemmi. In the amsideration of the general problem. the roîatiaa of the nuclei N, is added to f2 to produœ J, 
the total angular momenturn of the system- Wben A*, we bave the Hund's case b, in which case the total spin, 
S, does not couple to the axis, and it is vectoriaUy added directly to the rotation of rhe nuclei to produce J; the 
consequence is that =ch rotational level (with NzO) is split into (2S+l) components. 
Depending on rhe relative suength of the spininbit interaction within the separated atoms versus the interaction 
energy between tbe ampaient atoms, hm case c couphg schemes need to be considered: the "close nuclei" spin- 
orbit, or Hund's case c coupling, denoted here by (J,, a), and the "far nuclei" spinubit, or MuIliken's case c) 
coupling, denotaï here by (o,, q). 
In the Hund's case c, fint the total orbital electronic angular momentum of the diatom L couples witb the total 
spin of the diatom S, and then the total spin and total œùital anguïar momenta add to produœ J,, whose projection 
ou the inteanuclear axis Q is cariserved; cmsequeatly, the possible values of Q span the range: n = II L-S 1.1 L+S 1 1. 
The vectonal addition of the nucleus rotation N to O gives J, the total angular momentum of the system, which 
is aiso an invariant of the system- In order for such a spin-orbit interaction to occur effiaenùy, it was deemed 
required that the atoms must be in close proximïty, whenœ the "close-nuclei" denomination for this case c. 
In the Mulliken case c, it is the toral electronic angular momentum of each atom Ji = Li + Si, i=I,2, wbich eacb 
couples to the internuclear axis to result in q , and tberefore f2 = o, + o,, is the only good quantum number for 
this oaiplùrg &eme- Mulliken realized bat interaction between diatom partners, at a large enough interatomic 
distance will be such that the interadion energy of the atomic spinubit will prevaii over the diatom interaction 
energy. Cmsequentiy, he amclucied that the "far nuciei" case c must always corne into play, to a variable extent, 
when the niatrm separates; tbe transith occurs in the recouplïng regio$, the region where each individual total 
atomic angular momentum recouples. 
a) close nuclei case c for HI in the X '& state 
b) close nuclei (Hund's) case c for HI 'n,. and far nuclei (Mulliken's) case c for HI 'n, 
Figurr 2.2. Angular mancota couplhg cases in HI, a) close nuclci for the ground clccaroriic 'C, state. and b) compansoa of 
the close and far nuclci coupling in the a, dissociative Stace. 
This important concept cm be used to guide vector coupling algebra aimed at explaining the general correlation 
between molecular electronic states and the asymptotic atomic states. In the ground elecbonic state of the HI 
molecule, the "close nuclei" case c should prevail, on the b i s  of the existence of the strcmg bond, 3.054 eV, 
compared to the iodine spin-abit energy 0.943 eV. The total orbital angular momentum of the electrons, L, 
omtributed by the porbital of the iodine atom, has a nuU projection m the intemuclear axis, as shown in figure 
2.2 a). so it musc precess around it, averaging to zero over tirne. 
In an d t e d  e v e  state of HI, the "far nuclei" case c will rapidly become dominant, if it is not akeady so, 
right upon excitation to the diSSOQative state. As an example, lets consider the 311, state, for which botb the 
"close" and "fhr nuclei" case c coupling are illusoateü in figure 2.2 b), in prinuple, we may assume that the 
excited molecule is tuxu in close nuclei ooupling; then, as the a t m  tepel each orher and the atcnnic spinubit 
energy cornes to dominate the electrcmic structure, the tàr nuclei ooupling better represents the systmn- 
However, it may also be that the recoupling region is, to a large extent, in the Franck-Ccmdon region, in which 
case the dissociative state could be -kd as the ccxtelated sum of two atomic states- The reader sbould note 
that the carpling crmelatim mergy for the aagular momenta should be very weak, of the order of MHz to GHz- 
If the separation of the atoms is suliiciently sudden, there wili be no tune for the correlation between the atomic 
states to evolve; the relatively slow natural fiequency of that correlation is in the range of few tens of 
femioseootids, whicb is more than four ader of magnitude slower than the relaxation time of dissociation for this 
sysfem- Corisequently. the distribution of rhe respective angular mornenta for the atomic parmers will be aiigned 
andor mien te& depending on the polarization of the photolysis excitation, At tbe end of this thesis. we will 
elaborate on the conservation of total angular momentum in the mauer-radiation system. 
2.1.3 Correlation diagram: derivation 
A) Various approach to molecular orbital rheory 
La the present study, we draw many arguments fimi the work of ~ul l i l ier i '~~ to derive the diagram of figure 2.5. 
illusaating the amdatiai bmma the e x m e  caçes of united a m s  and separated a t m .  The electraaic œbitals 
of a diatomic mdecule om be deriveü by using the building-up principle and the atomic abitals of rhe separami 
a t m  (metbod of &Mer and hh, œvaienœ-bood th-). Cmversely the molecular orbital caa be obmined 
fi- the molecularizatim of the isxlecaoaic uaited a m  abiîals (Xe atom in the case of HI), i-e. tbe 
. . 
symmebizaa<in of an atrmic mbital in the mdeailar field. At a bigber level of sophisticaaan, one often considers 
the linear combmatioo of atomic orbital-molecular orbital -0-MO); this appruacô uses the combination of 
original atomic abitals symmetrized by the axially symmetric moleculat field. 
Fa example, the np atomic orbital becximes divided into npu and npx in the intemuclear moleçular field while 
the ns orbital can only become nsa. In the ground elecvmic state of hydrogen iodide, only the pa abitai of the 
iodine atom e n m  mm cbdca i  vaienœ witb the so orbital amtribited by the hydrogen atom, but the npx abital, 
due to the proximity of its energy level, also ïn£iuences the structure- 
Starùng fioai the unired atm, the ground state electron configuration of Xe:(Sso)' (Spa)' ( 5 ~ x 1 ~  corresponds to 
the gmmd state '&, in the (A-C) represaitatim, a O* in the (R-s) represenration- The first exciteci configuration 
of mdeailarized atomic arbitals ( 5 s ~ ) ~  (Sp)* (Spx)' 6sa* correlates to the states of the Q-group: ('a 3&,. 'n,). 
The next excited united atans amfigiiratim is the ( 5 s ~ ) ~  (5p)  (Spx). 6so*. which correlates to the T and V states 
ilïustrated in figure 2- 1. 
B) Heuristic arguments regarding the electronic transitions to the Q-group 
Aaxrding to Mulliken's tbeory, absorption ia the A band results fiom excitation of a non-bonding x-elecîrm to 
an anti-bonding a* orbital. Invdcing molecular &ta1 t ù d ,  the amsequence of this electronic transition is 
to d u c e  the bond ader &om 1 to 1/2. Consequen tly, excitation in the first continuum weakens the bond and 
dissa5ation ocans. Aaother heuristic argument is developed as follow: (1) one needs to excite a hole in the pz- 
shell to generate the Q-gtoup of II mdeailar mies; (2) the x-œbital results 6rom the contribution of the p-elecuon 
by the iodine atan to the mdecular orbital; consequendy: one can loosely say tbat the iodine is the chromophore 
for the A band absorption- 
Cl Correspondence benveen aromic and molecular sates 
As the a t m  apprOQCb each other, the spherical symmetries of the individual atoms are altered by the interaction 
arising dong the inteniuciear axis, and the invariance of the total elecuoaic angular momentum for each separate 
a m  is lost However, the axial symmeuy of the diatom potenciai results in the conservation of the projection of 
the total electronic angular mcxnentum atoag bat axis. Invakiag the Ebfenfest adiabatic law', we expect a 
 espoti pot id en ce betweea the atomic and molecular States as the atans approach or repel each orber. 
Mulliken conciuded tbat the rnolecuiar states of che îirst absorption anitinuum are: {'II, 3&, a,) in the 
custanary (A-Z) repaaitatim. To geaaate these staûs fiam the se9;irated a tmic  orbitals, the cmly atomic tenns 
that need to be amsidered are the grwnd state 'S of bydrogen and the Iowest 'P term of iodine. Aithough the 
hyârogen 'S bas two hyperfïne canpcments separated by 1.4204 GHz, it is a single srate at our experimental 
resoluthn. Tbus the spinaoit cornpaieais of the iodine atom, 'P, and 'Pm are the atomic states respmsible fa 
the symmaries ofthe mdecuiar states correspcmding to the fint amtiauum of absorption. However tbis relation 
of completeness is not reciprocal, since the iodine multiplet also mela tes  to 'II, and to the T 'C, state- 
Atom SO(3) Cm.v 
WS) s, C' 
W )  P, z+em 
hence: 
z+~(z+en)= x+en 
Figure 23 Conespondence ôetweeu 
aulmic and molecular symmetry group. 
for the electroaic orbital piut of tbe 
rnolecuk state. 
Figure 2.4 Tensonal product of orbital and spin 
fepesentation. 
'close nudei' 'far nucleim 
l Hund's case c Mulliken's case c 
Figure 2 5  Correlaiion diagram derived in section 2.1. 
D) Enurneration of m e s  using group theory 
In (A-Z) repesaitatiai, the mderidar abitals are obtained with the aid of the following group theory argumea ts. 
The represaitaaai dan airmic tenu, in the symmetry group of r a t i o n  S0(3), is determinai by the total orbital 
angular mameatum of the temi, and tbe pacity of each atomic term, g a u, depends on whether CJ is eveti or odd 
respectively- UUsg the correspondence of the repmentatiori betweea the atomic symmecry group Sa31 and the 
diatomic symmetry group C,, the& amtributicms remit in the possible molecular orbital symmetries. Only 
molecular states of the type E+ a iI: are obrained h m  the teasor product of the representatims for each a t d c  
systems, as shown in the figure 23. When n=0, tbe resuIting E tenn may bave either + a - parity; the parity is 
de6ned b$ : p=&+l& ptO or 1 corresponds to a term of molecular parity denoted by + or - respectively. 
If the interaction energy betwm the two atomic abicals is stronger than the coupling between the Lr and SI in 
each of the sepafated aunis, we can add the spins of the individual atoms and use the possible values of the surn 
to attnbute a multiplicity to rhe spinles mdecuiar tenas obtained above. In the Iimit of weak spin-orbit coupling, 
the States are denoted by terms of the form: Due to the spin-orbit coupling, the total spin couples with the 
field of the interaudear axis through A-C couphg, and b A + C  is a beuer invariant- 
Fu HI, the total spin can be O or 1. rbe multiplicities are singiet and hiplet, and we obtain the following terms: 
'II,, 3&, x, and 'II- For inaeasing strength of the spinubit coupling, the preoessioa Erequency of tbe 
total spin and orbital angular momenta beoomes so large that they lose their meanhg, and $2 is the sole good 
quantum number eveatuaüy lek  To paperly enurnerate the states, we musc O reduœ the spin wavefunction to 
the molecular group symmetry and, (ii) take the tensor product of the spin wavefunction' projected in the C,, 
groupS; this procedure is represented schematically in the figure 2-4- 
Mulliken show' that the energy of the awiponents of the 'I multiplet, or the Q-group, should inaease in the 
order: 'II, 'II,, Q, 'II,,.. and 'II, f a  reasons similar to the m e  uivdred by Hund's mle for the inversian of the 
atanïc multiplet when the tam coafiguration is mae tban hdf-fiilï. Among these states, oaly a,. 3&, and '11 
are of interest to this study, because single photon traasitions to the %, and are symmetry forbidden. 
Althaigb the large spinubit mergy of the iodine a t m  affects the cwpling of angular momenta in HI, su& tbat 
Q is the only good quantum nuniber f a  the eleurcmic states in this system, the (&C) representation of the 
electroaic terms allows for an intuitive and famihu way to enmerate the states. The amelatim diagram of 
figure 2 5  resulted tkan the consequence of the above coasiderations- 
To amdude rhis SBCtim, the global symmetry of this dynamical systetn is briefly discussed in Mew of its central 
importance in the present study. It must be noted that the A band involves two types of electronic transitions: 
paraliel, 0, and perpaidiailar, A f k  $1, Moreover. assuming that Mulliken is right in his assenion that the 
A band absaptim is due to the N-Q transitions, thea the correlation berneen atornic and molecular symmetries 
predict that the granid state iodine produas are the results of perpendicular transitions, and excited state idme 
produas are the amseQuence of a parailel transition. 
2.2 History: evolution of o w  knowiedge 
Most of the pevious w d c  ai the @~aodissoaatim dHI, which brought new in fmt ion  cm the dynamics of this 
system pricx u, the pesent study, are reviewed below, A few spectrosc~pic works on HI, devoted to the regioa of 
energy above the first cmtinuum of absorption and up to molecular ionization, are also cited whenever they were 
found to contribute useful arguments toward the elucidation of the low-lying elecuonic structure of HI, 
2.2.1 Early studies (1935-1955) 
A) Goodeve and Taylor (1 935-1 936) 
In the mid-thüties, Goodeve and Ta* measured the earliest absorptioa spectnim f a  HI in tbe ultraviolet. Tbey 
obtained a quantitative assessnent of the absaption criefficients. Tbey coacluded that the maximum of the smooth 
continuum of absorption was located around 2250 A. 
B) Mulliken (19364937) 
During the same paiod, M u i i i i  published a series of three theoretical paper~''~ on the low-lying electronic 
states of simple hemcpbu diitornic molecules. In these studies, be  investigated the differences and similatities 
of the elearmic sbuaiue of uni-univalent diatanic molecuIes built &an =-su and pu-sa molecular abitals fiom 
the combination of separateci atoms of hydrogen, metal and halogea- The third pa& of the series foaissed on 
univalent diatomic baiides; the case of hydrogen balides (especialiy M and HBr due to the avaiiability of data) 
was discussed in detail. His thearetical consideratioas, ckveloped on the basis of coupling cases and symmetry 
correlation, yielded an estimate of the low-lying elecuonic structure of HI show in figure 2.1, 
C) Price (19364938) 
Rice'', wbo 6rst m d e d  part of the B band with a rc~olutioa betta than 1 A, observed tbat a spectral feature at 
1762 A was amsistuig of a very sbarp Q-branch, oot w i d a  <ban 10-15 cm-'. with dinuse rotaticmai maure on 
either side; be observeû tbat band in the range exmding &an 1759-1770 A. At mu& higha a a g y  above the 
f b t  continuum, the disuete spechum was also photograpbed f a  the ~KSC time by Rice'' in 1938- Me recœded 
tbe VUV absorption spectra of HI from 180-1 128 A. 
Additimaüy, Pnœ obcained the iaiïzation potencial by extrapolating the Rydberg series of bands existing between 
1 124.4 - 1346-1 A. By observing bat the Rydberg series corresponded to the upper component of the ?I of HI+* 
and by assuming that the spin-orbit catpling of the HI+ ion is very close to the atomic value, he estimated the two 
Iimits ofthe ionizatim potaitial, which correspcmd respectively to the X mm, v = 0) and to the X , v = O) 
at: 10.33 and 10.99 eV. This compares very weil to the mae recent values obtained by Hepburn and Hart'? 
10.386 and 1 1.051 (&.OOl) eV. 
D) Romartd md Vodor (1 948) 
Ramnd and V0ckd3 have rneasured the speurum 6rom 2300 to 1500 A, shown in figure 2.6 a). Tbey observeci 
that the fust continuum, denoted the A band, reacbes a maximum at 2180 A. after which it decreases to a 
minimum at 1900 k A markedly sbarp rise anirs at 1800 k markhg the onset of the B band. 
m a n d  14.15 has theoreticalfy anaiyzed the A band absorption. He bas postulated a shape for the A continuum, 
free of the presumed overlapping by the B band below 2000 A. On theoretical basis, he has decomposed the A 
band into two partial absorptions, as show in figure 2.6 b). where cuve 1 is the total A band absorption, cucve 
2 is the partial absorption due to the 'Q,-N transition, and curve 3 is the partial absorption due to the 'Q,-N 
transition- Nore tbat acc~xding to Romand, the pborolysis of HI would produce a strongly inverted population of 
the electronic spinubit products. Mmeover, he was assuming that the B-band was ptoduced by the 'Q-N 
transitim; this was a reasaiable assumpciai justified on the grand tbat this singlet-singlet transition must be the 
stmgest ofthe Q-grarp and that the much stronger B band appeareü to be a good candidate f a  this assignmenr. 
232 Era of phdochernical studies (19554975) 
Hae are carsidered tbe studies tbat furthef ïlluminated the dynamics of M photodissociation, either as a goal in 
itself, or as a coasquence of re~eatch on a related topic- In general, photochexniai studies provided instructive 
results. but they also suggested more questions, whicb partly morivated the development of photofragment 
speca06~0~y"- 
A) Donovan ami Husain (1 962) 
Daiovan and Husain have produced a series of three articles on tbe generation of excited Iodine amans 1 0  by 
flash photolysis of and HI1', and their collisimal deacti~atim'~ (orquenched relaxation) in various bath 
gases- These studies used the technique of kinetic s p e c r r ~ y ' ~  of the Iodine atan products in the VUV to 
investigate the dynamics of photodisSOciation initiated by flash photdysis. The broadband photolysis source, 
assumed to mcanpass the whde ab6œption amtinuum of HI, was observed to produce about one afth of the 
Iodine atoms in the exated state. 
Fi- 2.6 a) Absarptim rpomiim mcasimd by Romand and Vodp (hm rcf. 13). b) Tbcarrtical dcannpcsitiai. by 
Romand of the tdal absocpticm of Hi into partial absorption by eacb dissociative statcs (hm rcf. 15). 
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B) Manin and WiIIard (1 964) 
Martin and Wrllardp used the photolysis of HI at 1849 A to produœ hot H - a m  with 2.6 and 3.6 eV of kinetic 
energy. Their results provided an experimental test fm the theoretical mode1 obiaineci fiom the analysis of 
Romand ated above. Tbey nored chat due to the effea of the seleclion rule AS=O, the 'Q- N must be several &es 
sumger tban the 'Q,-N. This points to the fact tbat Romand had assumeci that the B band ootresponds to the 
'Q-N transition. Tbe mere presence of spedral structure, near the region where the B band and the A band 
overiap. indicates the involvement of a predissoçiating state, ma t  W i y  located above the Q-group. Because of 
this fàct, the interpretaticm of Ramand required revision. 
C. Huebert anà Martin (1968) 
Huebert and Martinn measured the absorption spectnmr ofHI frcnn 3000 to 1800 A s h o w  in figure 2.7. Their 
result ccmfirmed qualitatively the measurement of Romand, but provided more information and improved 
measurement precisim. By measuring the absorption spectnrm of Hi. with and without Dry Ice packed around 
the di, they concluded that 1, abmbed around 9% of the radiaticm in the range 1850-1900 at S-T-P-, while the 
coam'butim to the absorption by 1, at longer wavelengrh is Iess than the measurement uncertainty of 0.5%- The 
numerical values of their extinction coefficients f a  HI are shown in table 2- 1. 
Table 2-1, Mdar extinction data fiom Hueben and Martin ( fhn  ref. 21). 
D) W m a n  ami Polanyi (2 %8) 
Cadman and Polanyi investigated the  reaaion dynamics of HI witb H-atcnns geaaated by 2537 A gas phase 
p h a d y 9 e .  and by a tïhcûarge tecûnique?. They pmbeü the reactim dynamics via measunment of tbe anission 
intensity fiom tbe inhred chemiiuminescence of elecaoaicaily excired Iodine I@,& product- From the 
combinatim dhse studies, they obtauied an estimated value of 55I25 % for the relative yield of excited atans 
Born the primary photodissociation event at 2537 A phaolysis. 
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Figure 2.7. Absorption spee~p of HI and HBr. in the mp of MM) CO 1800 A. (taken h m  ref. 21). 
w o v t  ~ n k r t ,  un". 
F p  2.8 Thoarro'cai dboompositioo of the cotai absorpticm of Hi suggestcd by Coiiiptoo and Martin (taken h rit 24). 
on the basis of their expcrimcntal measunment- 
E) Compton and Martui (1969) 
Ccmpm and Martins mvestigated the pbOtDdiSSDaatim dynamics of HI. Tbeir phaocheonical metbod was based 
on the abstraction reaction by bot H-atans o c c ~ g  when Hi was photdysed at the 2537,2288 and 1850 A 
wavelengtbs, in the preseaœ of Ca, ,  yielding HD. The analysis of th& results provided an estimate of the 
eleuronic branching ratio for each phatolysis photon energy investigaîed 
Based ai th& vaiues of e l e m i c  branching, they suggested that Romand's earlier themetical decomposition of 
the absarpticm speanmi to pinliai absarptim q ~ s ~  ÇBQjOLI fa the states of Q-group needed reumsideratim. Their 
experimental branchiag ratio, almg wiîh their esthnate of the Qartial abcmptioa aoss section for each states of 
the Q-group. is shawri in figure 28. Himever tbey followed Romand's assumption chat the B band was due to the 
I I I  of the Q-group, using tbe argument that this singlet-singlet transition must be mu& more intense than the 
transition to the 'I states. 
F) Ogilvie (1970) 
Ogilvie measured tbe absorption spectrum of HI in the specaal region 32000-520 cm", show in table 2-2;= 
the uncenainty on the exrinaion d c i e n t s  E was quoted 296. He also calculated the radial wavefiniction f a  the 
lowest vibrational state of the grouad electrmic sut& ('2 & of M represented in equation 2.1, wing the J- 
dependent formula derived by Herman, Tippiug and Short, based on the parameters of a Duobarn p~teniial.~ 
He showeû tbat the radiai wavehiactioa is insensitive to the rotatimaï quantum number J fiom J=O to JdA.  but 
at J=M, correspcmding to T-2000 "K, the vibrational wavefiinclioa M e r  significantly 6cm that for the J=O state. 
where: x = (r - re)/ re, 
cg = 2.71 83 CI = 1.28235 cz = -88.6353 
c3 = 75.7743 ~4 = -553790 CS = 34.0135 
In the same study, Ogilvie dso attempted t represerrt the 6rst absorption conunuum by a transition ro a single 
dissociative potential energy cwve (PEC). Because the use of a single PEC aiiows for only oae spiaubit  
campent, and tberefOre fisils to represeat the two spinubit prodncts previously obsérved in numerous studies, 
his calculated PEC is not usefiil for the pesent sardy. Hawtver will use his meakmment of cxtinaiai 
d a e n t s ,  and the radial fimai011 obtainad fa the gmmd v i i i c  state, later in cbapter 6. 
A J s 4  is the most populatcd state at rcrmi temperature. 
Table 2-2. Absorption &ta measured by Ogilvie (fkom ref. 25). 
G) Olderstraw, Porter arrd Smith (1 972) 
Oldershaw, Pata and Smith investigated the energy partitiming in the phutolysis of HI, by studying the product 
yield firom reacticm of the photochernical H-atoms witb N,O.'? An estimate of 111148 was obtained for the 
proportion of excited Iodine atoms produced by the 279 nrn phocolysis of HI. 
H) Summary of the results fiom various photochernical audies 
From a glanœ at table 2-3, it is readily observed tbat values fot the electronic branching ratio, obtained by 
photochunical metbods, were plagued by large unœrtainty and disaepancïes. Clearly, a more accufate method 






























































































233 Age d photofragment spectrascopy (1970-1995) 
Expesimental techniques of pbotofragment specaosoopy were developed m allow a detailed investigation of the 
dynamics ofphotodissociati(n1 evears. Fundamental i n f i t i m  ou the jissociative states of matter, required IO 
canplement fbe extremdy cletaïleal lmwledge of baiad states obtaiaed by traditional method of specuoscopy, can 
be provided by these sophisticated techniques. 
A) Clear, RiZey anà Wilson (1975) 
Afier baving developed tbe photofragment spectromee, Wilsoa and cowurkers studied the photodissoaatim 
dyaamics of many simple molecular systems, including the photolysis of hydrogea iodide at 266 am.= 
Combining the results of previous photocbernical studies with their rneasurements at the 266 am photolysis 
wavelength, they c a l a  the energy depaidenœ of the partiaï absorptioai aoss section for each electronic state 
of the fust absorption continuum, as show in figure 2.9 a). 
F m  this i n f d m ,  a PEC caicuiatim was perfàmed ushg the refieçtioa method to evaiuate the radial overlap 
of the wavefunuims for ihe bound-to fiee transition. The limited precision of the data used in their partial cross 
&cm calcuhtim did n a  warrant an exact quantum mechanical solution f a  the d i i a t i v e  wavefunction, and 
they made use of the semiclassical 6-approximatioo. The results obtained nom tbis procedure indicated that the 
A band. or the fïrst absorption amtinuum, cm account f a  al1 three allowed transitions to the states of the Q- 
group. whicti are shown in figure 29 b). This result was in marked discrepancy with the conclusion of Romand1', 
but m quaiirauve agreement wiih Mulliken's predictioa4 and consistent with Price's observations5, with regards 
to the pedissoaative nature of the state(s) of the B band, and the direct disociative nature expected for the states 
of the Q-group. 
B) Schmiedl. Dugan, Meier and Welge (1 982) 
Tbe applications of the Doppler speztroscopy technique to the detection of photofiagments have been reviewed 
by Welge and Schmied13' for both one-photon and multi-photon dissociation processes. Soon after* Schmiedi, 
Dugan, Meier and Welggl applied this technique to the &teaion of H-atoms by laser induced fluorescence (LIF) 
at the Lyman-a transition, In the latter work, a linearly polarized 266 nm photolysis pump beam dissociated HI 
mdecules in a static ceil at low pressrpe, and an œ t h o g d  vacuum ultraviolet WZN) probe beam was tuned ovef 
the range of DoppIa stûfteû Lyman a ( ?%*) transitkm of the fast H-atoms. The resulting Doppler profiles were 
acquired f a  few symmetric relative orientations of the linear polarizatiœc of the photolysis with respect to the 
probe beam difeaion. Tbe angular distnaitim and electnniic brandiing ratio of the pbotoQroducrs were obrained 
by a fclward mvidu th  &mique Althwgb values for the branchiag ratio and anisatropy of the products were 
estimated these mea~~~ements, tbe main results of this paper was iimited to the demonstratioa of the proof- 
of-principle f a  Lyman-a detection of H-atoms angular discribution. 
ENERGY (103 cm-' )
E (l mole-' cm-') 
m toc O 
C) Von Veen, Mohamed. Baller and De Vries (1983) 
Van V d  a aï. measmcd the phaoûagment -y of HI by H-rum Éime-of-£light (TOF) qeammpy, 
at the 248.222 and 193 am photdysis waveiengths. Tbey ohravcd tbat a papeanücuiiu transition provided a 
signitiabt amiriham c meir measmd UOES ssaiia fn tbe excimi iodme poduct dumneL In ada <O expiain 
~ e i r ~ & ~ ~ m p b T ) e , ~ w a M a a l o v a m s ~ ~ M ~ 9 h n d p e d i Ç t e d , h œ d c r  
to explain its ooatributim to the transitions of the hrst amtinuum- 
They fitted a repulsive potential fa the excited dissoaative states of the hrst absorption umtinuum, usiog a 
refleaion method to calculate the energy dependence of the bound to fiez transition amplitudes, cm the b i s  of 
their experimental measutanen& ofbraadinig ratios and aagular distri'butîcm of the producîs. Partial extioctims 
to eadi dissociative state assmed to take part in the transitions of the hrst absorption continuum were obtained 
in the analysis of their results; these are shown in figure 2.10 a) and b); the PEC are showed in 2.10 c). 
Enfgy ( r ~ ~ c m - ~ l  
Fi- 2.10. a) Parciai absarptim cross d m  by tbc dissoaaàvc states ('ILa,) Itzdiag to ground state iodine atom products: 
b) Partial -00 cross scctiori by the dissociative statcs ('lI.31,) Icading to the cxcitcd iodine atan praducts: b) PEC for 
calculatad for cach of the dissociative States (ficm ref. 32). 
D) Xu, Koplitz anà Wittig (1 988) 
In this workn, Xu, Koplitz and Wittig used the technique of velocity aligneci Doppler spectrosc~py (a variation 
of the technique ofschmiedl et al?' menticmed above) to charactenze the dynamics of HI photodissociation. Tbey 
determineci values of the anisoaopy parameters and the elecvoaic branching ratios of the products at the 248 and 
193 nm photolysis wavelengths. 
E) Summary of remltsj?ont photofiosment spectroscupy on HI 
The values of the electrcmic branching ratios and fragments anisoaopies, that were obtained by these study of 
photokgment spectrascopy at various photolysis wavelengths, are summarizd in table 24. It is readily 
appreciated that there is a relatively maIl number of wavelengths at which the dynamical variables of the 
ph ocodissociatim ha= beeo determiad Note bat there is a disagreement between the results of Xu et al.= and 
Van Veea" et al. conceming anisoCropy of the excited fkagments, $(If ), and electronic branching, R, at tbe 248 
nm wavelength photolysis. 
Table 24, Summary of the results fian photofiagrnent spectrosaqy studies on HI. 
23.4 Recent works related to our study on Br phdaîissociation 









A) Huber and Herzberg (1 979) 
Huber and EIenbere axnpiied a list of the spectrosc~pic onstants fa HI published before 1979. Tbey tabulated 
a diwciation energy of 3.054 eV, as calculated fian the dissociation energies of 1, and H, and ûom the beat of 
f m c m  of HI. They also tabuiateû a synthesis of the specaoscopic studies on the electtmic smaure of HI in 
the energy range eaannpassing the region fian above the 6rst absaption umtinuum up to the ionization 
thresbold. The most pomiaent contributors to this set of spectrosco~ic data bave beea Ginter and coworkers. 
Electrcmic Branching 
R=o(I*)/[aO+o(I*)] 
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B) Ginter and coworkers (1 970-1982) 
Ginter and cowakers bave publisbed a series of studidS- in which W absorption specaa of HI were 
analyzed to elucidate the molecular electronic stnicture in the range of S58OO to 74400 cm-'- In this range of 
excitation energy above the fint absapticm ccmtiauum, the T and V sotes have bem ideritinex& along with 
nurnerous d e r  States. We will rehm to this result in the tbird secticm of this chapter. 
C) Werner, Reutsch anà Rosmus (1981) 
Werner, Reinsch and Rosmm? have pafixmd ab initio caicuiaîion ofthe r-dependmt dipole manent f a  the 
gramd elearonic state d the hydrogem balides ûan HF to HI, It oui be oated in figure 2- 1 1 that HI distiaguisties 
itseif fian the otber hydrogen balide with respea to this physical propenypropeny Their results illustrate the fact that 
the dipole mornent of HI bas a relatively small seasitivity to its dependence on intanudear distance riround re. 
Tbis indicates a relatively weak perturbation by the ion state. 
D) Chapman, Balasubramaniàn and Lin (1985) 
Cbapman et al." pdcxmed relativistic configuratim interaction calculatims on the low-lying electrmic States 
of HI. Although their calculatioa deviated by up to - 10% f a  the dkociatioa energy, their results agreeâ 
qualitativeiy well with Mulliken's predictions. Tbe qualitative aspects of the PEC f a  the calculated dissociative 
states, shown in figure 2.12, c o a ~  the theineticai expeaation that these d i t i v e  states are properly 
desaibed by the "fàr-nuclei" a Mullitren case c coupling. 
E) Lcvy and Shupiro (1 988) 
Prim to the peserit thesis the wnk d L.evy and Sbapir$o was the latest theoretical study on the photodissociation 
dynamics of M foilowiog A band excitation. It was based oa a collection of experimental data obtained fiom 
photochernical and photofragment spec~oscopy studies. but the data of van Veen et al.= bad apparentiy a 
preQminant Muenœ cm th& th-, which was reasoaabie given the fact that it was the most detaiied study cm 
this systan. As a aiasegueaœ of tbe obsaMtim made by van Veen et al.= regarding the anisovopy of the excited 
iodine fragment chanael, and o f  their conclusicm regarding the low-lyiag elecucmic structure of HL Levy and 
Sbapiro analyzed the dyaamics of dissociation, mcludibg the noaadiabatic intefactions that would ensue- A 
piaoriaI surxmary of their results is reproduced in figure 2-13. Acc~xding to their analysis. the "tnily" adiabatic 
poceatial energy curve (PEC) was determinecl for the four dissociarive states previously assumed by van Veen et 
aLn to participate in the transitions of the ûrsf absorption amtinuum. 
F) Coxon and Hajigeorgiou (1991) 
Coxai and Hajigeagiou4' obîained the mast recent parameters for the vibration al and rotational structure of the 
granid scate (X 'C) of HI fiam the fit ofan M i v e  oaiadiabatic Hamilmian, of a large number of line positioas 
available h m  tbe literaatre. n i e  rovibraîional energy levels are given by the power series of equaticm (2-2). Tbey 
pmvided aoairate parameters for the ground elecuonic siate. We listed, in iable 2-5. the parameters f a  the five 
lowest vibrational levels. Their work provided an acauate description of the ground state f a  Hi molecule. 
Table 2-5 Parameters f a  the levels of the ground e l m i c  state &HI (&an re t  36). 
Figure 2.12- Configuration interactim caicuIatioris of the low-tying clectronic States of Hi (h rcf. 39). 
30 
Adiuhrk ptcntids and diabstk couphg t c m  for the nirt four 
excitai ruie d H I .  In the main figure are adkhtic potentials of the: ' f l ,  
(O), In, ( + 1, 'll, (. x 1 and the 'E, (9 statcs. In the inset ut couplin8 
termrinchcdih&tkrcptc~cnution ktwœn:3ïI,-'Cl, (O), ( + ). 
iad ' n ,-'LI (-O-* )* 
Fi- 2.13. Suaunary of resultr f ian  the caiculation of Itvy anci Shapiro ai the clcctnmic States of the f h t  absaptim 
ccmtinuinn a€= a) adiabetic PE,  witb m c  c~upling in the inscrt; b) PACSS calculatod with caipling (fram ref 40). 
G) Zhang, Dulligan. Segal, Wen, anâ Wittig (1995) 
in this wcxk Zbang et aLa saidied the phoWhscxhtiioa dynamics of HI dimers. The dynamic of this process has 
bem dear1y elucidaceü with unswpassed sensitivity, povided by the technique of hi@-n Rydberg time-of-fîight 
(HRn>F) spearoscopy. They have shown many cmvincing spectrosco~ic proofs that the dissociation dynamics 
of p h o t d t e d  HI dimers pmxxds in a coucerted and predictable fasbioa, a somewhat surprishg r e s u l ~  we will 
return to this topic in the discussion of cbapter 6. 
H) Chparison of the PEC paramerers fiom previous sttuiies of HI 
In ail the determinations of the PEC fa the dissociative states of the f h t  cootinuum, the hinaicmality assmned 
is an expoaential rlepeadeace oa the intemuciear fadius, cxpressed by equaticm 2-3, Each PEC is charaaenzed 
by rhree parameters: a preexpoaential factor A, ;m exparent kao r  B. and an offset C which is equai CO O or 
7603.15 cm", the aiergy separation berween the spinabit s t a : ~  of the Iodine a t m ?  The value of C is k e d  by 
the asymptotic product anresponding to each dissocjative state. 
V(R) = A - exp[-B(R - R, )] (2 - 3) 
A amparison of the values for the parameters obtained in previous studies is listed in table 2-6 a), b) and c), for 
the results of Clear et aLZ9, van Veen et al,= and k v y  and Shapuo* respectiveIy- The values of the average 
transition diples, obtained by Clear et ale3 and by van Veen et al.=, are of Limited usefulness because the 
refïeaiai mefhodU used to dcuIate the enagy dependaie ofthe transition incensity overestimates rhe value ofthe 
transition dipole, p. as it underestirnate the overiap of the grouad and dissociative wavefuncticm. Also tbe 
numerid values obraùied by this method should only be regarded as an approximate relative values- In the case 
of Levy and Shapuo, their proper quantum mechanical calculatim led to much smaller values of the transition 
dipole, which are in the same ader of magnitude than the quantitative estimates obrained by Mulliken. 
Table 2-6 a) PEC parameters nom Qear et al- (taken ami ref. 29). 
states I (P)' (debye3 I A (cm1) I B (A-') i 
1 'II 1 0.1% t 0.01~ 1 21 850 t 350 ( 1-90 k 0.09 1 
Table 2-6 b) PEC parameters fkom Van Veen et al. (taken @am re5 32)- 
States l W2 I A (cm-') I B (A") 1 
Table 2-6 c) PEC parameters kom k v y  and Shapiro. (nom ref- 40)- 
The assumptim, by Levy and Sbapiro, that nooaüïabatic effects are important in the dissociation dynamics of HI, 
had important cmse!quenas ai the values of trausitim dipole and PEC patameters that they obtaiaed. Yet, even 
with their highly sophisticated theoretical m&l, they mly achieve partial agreement witb the absorption 
measurements of Ogilvie, as the reader will appreciate by inspectioa of the figure 2.13 b)- 
2.3 Summary: obsecvations and discussion 
2.3.1 General observations of coirsistency 
A) Energy ordering within the Q-group of m e s  
Following Mulliken, the ardamg of the states above the Franck-Coadoa region, near the equilibrim internuclear 
distance, must be: 3L1,,3k, and' il, in inueasing ader ofenergy. Amongst the previous studies cmsulted by the 
autha cf the present study, al1 agreed on fhis point. 
B) Çoupling case 
Indication of the coupling case at work in a given molecuiar system is provided by its consequences on the 
structure of the eaergy levels and the relative suength of the opticai transitions in that molecular system. Fa 
example, in A-2 oaiptiag, energy separatioa betweea the pairs of states ("II,- 'II,) and ('I, - 3&,) are expected 
to be appoximately equidistant and of the order of the ammïc spin-abït energy. However, in fhe case of "close 
nuclei" (Wund's) case c coupling, the position of the dissoàative energy levels are expected to tie in wo groups: 
the I o w a  pair (a2 - 'XI,) and the higber pair (3n0, - 'I), which wouid be separated by an energy of the a& of 
am a', tbe spindt oaistaat of the halogen amm a ion respectively. The energy separation witbin each group 
is expected to be much smdler thaa a 
At nrst g l a n e  tbe eleanriic structure of the ürst cootinuwn of Hi can be expected to be mauily desaibed by the 
"close nudei" case c ~lopliog at te, the intemuclear distance of the ground state equiiibrium. T h i s  "close nuclei" 
(or Hund's) case c should dominate the anipling in the ground state of the HI molecule, and in the dismciative 
state at r,. Howevef, the large energy of tbe spinubit coupling in the iodine a t m  implies chat the "hr nuclei" 
(or Mulliken's) case c becornes rapidly dominant in the first continuum, and perhaps may even contribute 
signifïcantly near r,. In hct, if the recoupliog of the elecbcmic structure of the atoms begins to be important at 
r,, the description of the disockative state reduces to a repulsioa of oriente. a t m A  in a wilective state of 
correlateû angular momenrum- 
A relativistic dginaticm interacticm (CI) c;ilai)atim was perfonned by Chaprnan et they obïned ab initio 
PEC's for the low-lying elecuonic states of Hi- Inspection of their PEC, showtl in figure 2-12. suggests a 
qualitative agreanat with Muihken ooaclusicm, which prediaed that the "fgr nuclei" couphg should dominate 
the electronic structure in the Q-group of states. 
C) Relaive jrrcngtir of fransifwns 
IL was observed in early expaiments cm HI, rbat the transitims to the 6rst absorptim cmtinuum are relatively 
weak cnmpared to transitions to bound states at higher energies. To explah this observation, Mullikea pointed 
out that the mdecular structure of the fint cootinuum results the moleculanzaticm of the two spiaubit 
canpaients of the ground electrmic tenn of the iodine amm. Redling mat inrramultiplet transition in atomic 
system are either forbiâden or mucb weaker than intermultiplet transition, tbe crxresponding situation in 
molecular system, although relaxa explains the low relative intensity of the fïrst coatinum. 
2 3 2  Disagreements and controversy 
A) Cornparison of resultsJiom previous photof#agmenration studies 
A oomparisori of the otsmabIes measured in previous photonagmenc specvoscopy studies is summarïzed in the 
table 24. Figure 2.14 compares of these measurements with the themetical calcularion of Levy and Sbapiraa 
The reader wiil recall that the latter calculation was based on the results of van Veen et alen Notewarthy is tbe 
faa that the measuremeats of Schmiedl et al?' at 266 am photolysis waveleagth, and those of Xu et al.= at 248, 
are in distinct disagreemen t wiîh van Veen results, and bence also with the theory of k v y  and Sbapiro. 
B) Evolution of our knowledge of Hl  
Coasideratim of pv ious  investigatioos an the low lying eleuronic smicnrre of HI listed in sectim 2.2 offers a 
global perspective oa the evolutim of our understanding of this system. Sam after the hrst measment by 
Goodeve and Taylaq6 Mulliken developed the the- for the electronic structure of simple diata~Ûc molecules, 
and suggested a rigorais mode. f a  the A band of HI, T m  years later, Ranand and cowOckersl" ' 4 ~ '  attenrpted to 
A By cmientcd ataa tbe authœ refm to tbc aientatiar of tbe taol elammic angular momcahim vcctor of the atan. Siacc 
tbc ICMW aieoîatïa~ of tbe atcdc  hgmcnts is a ~ u c n a  of cotai lngular rnaucatum caiscnatioa in tbe light-mattcr 
intcmctim. and the mddv eigeastates are cbvr ta iz td  by a wdidefined statc of totai mgulu mamatum. the at<.mic 
oarclatim must bc rclatcd to the angular manentum of the field. 
apply that theay to expiain measurements that also included the B band above 50000 an". Because the B band 
was so much more intense, he  asaibed its origin as being due to a transition to the 'II state. Photochernical 
measuremtmts of Martin and cowakefSlQ represents an early attempt at tesriag the state of the theocy m HI, 
by a derenninaum d t h e  physid obtimmbles, but they were misled in the assignment of the partial cross section 
of the poduas, by fdowiag Romand's assumptioa regarding the causaiity reIation between 'II state and B band. 
Photofiagrnent spectroscopy, combined with the rise of tbe amputer and the infmation age, bas permitted 
clarification on this topic. Clear et ai." used th& measurements, canbined wiîh a th0cougJ1 documentation of 
all previous waks on the topic to show îhat Mulliken's mode1 was consistent witb the observaticms, However* 
it must be note4 tbat tbey mly obtained measmement at cmly me pbotdysis photon energy, at tbe thea newly 
available 266 nm waveleagfh &an the f d  harmaiic of a YAG laser, Moreover, the quantum mechanical 
eaiailiitim was ratber ande, and deperided largely oa the body of previous photochernid measuremeots, wbicb 
were plagued with large uncertainties. Tbis motivated the photofkagrnent specuosapy experiment of van Veen 
et alSn at other photdysis photon energies, on the besis of which b v y  and Shapiro* developeù their theory. 
233 Effets of the ion pair &te on mdecdar structure 
In order to oûè~ the best undastaading at the end of this study, some fundamentai concepts of molecular physics, 
developed by Mulliken and disaissed by Herzberg, are recalled f a  the d e  of oonipleteness. The relation between 
the relative energy position of the ion pair state, and its consequenoes oa the electronic structure, are discussed 
fa hydmgen halides, with particular attention paid to the properties affect& by their perturbative contributions 
to the elecucmic structure. 
A) Perturbation by the wn pair srore 
Our understanding of the moleailar structure is developed on the basis of firstuder States, such as the mes 
mmtimed m the axrelation &gram of figure 2-5. However, experience in quantum mechanical caicuiatim bas 
showed that in order to better describe experimenraï observatiun, a antpiing betweea the firstuder states must 
be introduœâ, which coc~espcmd to the introduction of a perturbation, and a more exau quantum mechanical 
calcuiatims of sucb states are obtaioed by titiring into -nt these perturbations, 
Of spaaGc mi- fa the ground decaaiic state is the pertutbatim by a speciai state, the ion pair state, i.e. 
the state that amesponds to the separation of the nintrmic mdeaile into positive and negative ions- Its 
importance is detmnined by the ambinacicm of the thrœ fdlowing fads: 1) the ground state of a clme shell 
ltiaumic deaile has a '& symme&y type, and it is also the case f a  the electrmic state anrespoading to a pair 
of clase shell atomic ioas; 2) the perturbation is most signincant betweea states of same symmeay type; 3) tbe 
magnitude of the perturbatim depends on che energy spacing between the Bst order-states. 
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Flgwe  Zl*. Canpachm bdwem the results dphomhgmmt spamscopy pria to the present smdy. Note the 
dhgmmait bhmen the pedicticms &the obervables values dsMd hm the Wy" adiabatic paeotial obtajned 
by Levy and Sbapiro, compared with the later resuïts of Xu et ai., and Scbmiedl et al. 

probably be much srnalier than for a heavier positive ion, since only the proton-proton repulsion can account for 
the repulsion, By comparing the Merence betweeri the enugy positions of Do and WJRJ, with the permanent 
dipole, fi, the reader will note ihat the cl- this zeroi111der icm pair state is to the true (experimental) ground 
state. the bigger is the value of the permaiient dipole. 
B) Radial dependence of the pennruient &pole for HI 
In figure 2-1 1. the permanent dipole manent f i  M was shown to have a relatively smail dependence cm the 
internuclear radius. By inspectim of table 2-7, the reader will note that E, is lower &an E, for aH bydrogen 
haii& mdeailes except for HI. This may be explained by the hct that for HI, the T ion pair, i.e. tbe ion pair H- 
+ I*. does actually lie at lower energy than the usual A (Le. H+ + I'); as a consequace, they may be mixed and 
effectiveiy "balance" each d e r  around the grwnd state equilibrium internuclear disiance of the ground state. 
Because the elearcmeleura~ repulsion tercn can be expected to be stronger for the E, =E(H-/Xe) than for the E, 
=E(H4/X-), these two ion pair States will eventuaiiy aoss, for the singular case of M molecule- This is a 
reasonable expianation for the miking difference in the radial dependence of the permanent dipole for HI, in 
cornparison with the other hydrogen balide molecules, as wimessed by figure 2- 1 1 above. 
C) Position of the T 'C, stare 
A finai point of cmtroversy that musc be addresseci is the assignment by van Veen et al?' of the '2, state to a 
partial a m a n  cross secXi- amtnhting rn A band absoiptian. Mulliken had argued [bat this state will be too 
high to amtnite to this absorpricm because it correlates with the se#ad excited configuration in the united atom 
piaiae, in addition to the hct tbat its syrnmetry musc be mixed with that of an ion pair state whose asymptote is 
relatively high. The E, = E(H-A*) asymptoric Wt was shown in table 2-7 to set a lower Iimit for that ion pair 
state at 1.583 eV above the dissociation energy. Assuming the electron repulsion term contributes an eiiergy of 
the order of 1 eV, this second ion pair amld in kct be involved with the B band. 
In the specaoscopy communi ty. Ginter and c o ~ a k e r s ~ ~ ~ ~  bave k m  working on the electronic structure of HI 
for a few decab ,  and have previously assignexi the T and the V states to h n d  elecuonic states. Tbe V state has 
bands lying in the region of 68O00-720 cm-'. and a diniise bend at 64300 an-' bas been attributaï to the T 'C, 
state. By assigaing rhe T 'Cl state to a partial absorption conaibution of the A band, van Veen et al.= implicitly 
assumed that Mulliken and Ginm were misled. 
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Chapter 3 Theory of the photophysical processes 
The objective of this chapter is to provide a themetical îi-arneworlr to analyse and to discuss the experimental 
r d t s  of this Study- B e f i  g a g  mvdved in tbe details of the theory, a few concepts related to tbis pump-probe 
experiment are introduœû, in ader to provide a better physical piccure. The theoretical formalism and the 
experiniental measurernents wüi cunbine into a dear picture of the phorophysical processes rhat occur in 
moiecular Hl excitatioo to the A band. and in the sub6equeat detection of photofragmetits. 
3.1 Photophysical processes and observabies 
Typically, phocofiagment spectrclscopy employs an intense UV source, usually a laser or other bright optical 
source, to dissuciate molecules into fiagrnent products- The lattef cm be detected using meîhods of mass 
specuoscopy, optical specvoscopy or a mixture of boih. In our study, an optical methoci is used to &tect the 
photofragment products: the technique of Doppler spectroscopy. 
3.1.1 The three steps d our photofragment experiment 
The famal descriptim of our phorofiagmeat spectrosc~py e x m e n t  involves three steps: phoroexcitatim of the 
parent molecules, the dynamics of dissociation. and the product detectiaa. Although our specific experimental 
saidy amsicjereù d y  rbese three steps, it sbould be mentioned that the inirial preparation of the parent molecule, 
and a final detection of the polarized fluorescence fiom d t e d  fkagments. could in principle also be perfimed, 
as anticipated in the theoretical summary of Greene and Zare,' and exploitai in the density matrix fcirmalism 
developed by Singer, Freed and Band (SFB).2 However, the scope of the present experirnental study is 
appropriately described by the wavefimction formalism reviewed by Sbapiro and Bersohn.' 
A) Phozoexcization of parent molecules 
The optical excitaficm of a parent molecule to a dissociative state, and the cmsequent dissociation dynamics, are 
the œnrral topics ofpho~ofiagment spectro~copy. The photolysis laser us& to excite molecules into dissaiative 
state(s) is referred to as the pump laser. Tbe excitaticm of parent molecules by the pump laser is the fint  light- 
matter interaction occurring in the course of our photodissociation experimen t. 
B) Dynantics of dissociation 
Various dynamical effects cm play a role during a dissonaticm event, as we already mentimed in chapiet 1, 
depending on the type of electrmic states invdved and the qxcific mechanism of dissociatioa that results. 
Dissociation po~esses cm be separateci in two types: âirect dissmiaiicm, and indirect dissoaation or 
-m. In a direct dissociatioo process an excited state of the molecule decays into photofkagrients very 
rapidly compared to the typical tirne sale of the moleailar vibration, By conuast, the dynamics of indirect 
photodissociation is usually slowef, because it pfoceeds via the cwpling of an excited metastable state to a 
d i t i v e  state- The pesait saidy is cmceraed with the dissociaticm of HI foiiowittg absorptioa in the A band, 
f a  which the broed feafweless absorption spectnmi suggests a direa dissociatim process. 
C)Detecrion of photofiagments 
Tbe -cm ofphota&gmenfs is perfOrmed with Doppler spectroscopy- This technique uses a tunable cobereut 
ïighrbeatnofnanow linewidih, refened to as the probe beam, to excite rescmantly a selected velocity group of the 
ph-a&. Tuniag the fiequency of the probe laser over the width ofa Doppler broadened rescmaace, and 
coIleaing the amsequent Laser hduced Fluaesceace 0, yields the Doppler profile 
D) Goal of the overall procedure 
To obtain Doppler profXe measurements is the h t  stage of a procedure leading to the determinaiion of the 
dissociative States- Such measuremencs were performed at various photon energies of the photolysis pump 
excitation, Anafysis of these measlnements yielded numerical values fm the observables characterizing the 
photodissociation dynamics. Based on these observabies. a quantum mechanical calculatim ailowed the 
determination of potential energy m e s  (PEC's) f a  the excited dissociative states of the A band absorption- . 
3.12 Tbe observables 
To descnbe the phOtodissoaaticm of HI molecules following me-photon excitation in the A band, the observabtes 
used are: brancbmg ratio6 kmtxm electronic produas, and photohgrnent anisouopies. Tbese observables were 
determmed Ban the experimental Doppler potile, aad they provide sufiiaent information to umvel the dynaaiics 
of photodissociation in tbis system- 
A) Elecfronic brmching of the photoproducrs 
Fdlowing excitation in tbe A band at a speafic eaergy, two produa channels are possible, carespmding to the 
accessible electronic States of the pbotoproducts: the ground ( %A. and the excited ( *,J States of the iodine 
atoms. The dependence of tbe electronic branching ratios on phmlysis photon eaergies charactetizes the 
dissociation dyaamics. In addition to quantifLing the partitian of energy among the product channels, the 
electrcmic branching is of central importance, in canbiaaticm with total absorption aoss seuim (TACS) 
measurements, to the detemination of the PEC's ~arespaidïng to the dismciative states. 
B) Anisotropy of the photofiagments 
Direct photobissociaticm of diatomic molecules with a pump laser of linear pdarizaticm results in an axially 
syrnrnetric angular distribution of the photoiiagments witb respect to the poIarization direction. h the case of 
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an unpoïarized or circularly polarized photolysis laser* the symmetry axis is defined by the propagation axis of 
tbe pump laser* i.e. its waveved~t.''' The anisotropy of tbe photofhgmeat disuibution reveals informatioa un the 
type of electronic states involved in tbe opticai transition- 
Phaofiagmait anisompies are of signincant impcxtanœ in assessing the presence of noaadiabatic effects in the 
d i t i o n  dyaamics,' sinœ large and abrupt varïatioa of the anisotropy dependenœ on tbe photolysis photon 
energy is predicted to result fkom nonadiatmtic ef fed~ .~  
3 The pbotopbysical processes and their tbeoretical descriptloirs 
Initially the molecular ensemble is in an isoaapic state: for any J-value of the total angular momeatum, the M, 
projections are alJ equally popdateci. The optical exatation of the pump beam induces a 6rst anisotropy tbat 
depends on the state of the pump laser polarizatim, and the on symmetry of the ground state and of the excited 
dissociative States- Once the molecular bond is broken and the atoms are flying apart, the challenge remains to 
measure the dynarnical states of the system- 
The pho~oSagmmt dyoamics must be pobed sooa after the cüsxiaticm even t occurrs, in order to avoid collision 
relaxarion with bBdrgramd gas, clr b e f i  the ph-au leave the experimentally accessible zone altogether. 
Doppler spectrosc0py of the H-atom photofiagments is useâ to p e r f i i  tbis task. To this end, a probe beam is 
tmed aramd the Dappla-shifted resaiaat fiquericy of the H-atoms to obtain a Laser Induœd Ruorescenœ 0 
signal. 'Ibis seand light-matter mteractim involves a specinc traasititm in the H-atm hgments; it exploits the 
dependenœ of the precise resonant Erequency of a given H-atom, cm the projection of its velocity onto the probe 
ais.  The faulting Doppler specvum is effectively a projection of the photoftagments angular distribution ont0 
the probe beam axis. It is a 1-D projectiaa of the 2-D angular distribution of the photofragments. 
Doppler spectra were measured for two orthogonal orientations of the pump polarization versus the probe laser 
beam axis. The Doppler specoa, orthogonal in this vectorial space, can be invened to retrieve the aogular 
distribution of the p h o t o ~ e n t s  using a mathematical procedure outlined below. Tbe angular distribution 
results hm the phouodissociation dynamics, wbich is c h a m e d  by physical observables- The determination 
of the observables is the goal of the products detectioa performed witb the Doppler specrrosc~py. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to Ihe matbernatical relaticm between Doopler specva and physicai observables. The 
determMatiar ofthse obsavables &an these Doppler specaa is the 6rst goal of our analytical procedure. Once 
detenniaed with sufncient accufacy. the values of these observaMes are used ia a quantum mechanical analysis 
leadiag to the determination of the PEC's for tbe dissoaative states of the h t  absorption ccmtinuum. Tbe 
quantum mechanical analysis of chapter 6 is a numerical implementaticm of the the- desaibed hereaftef. 
Drrring tbe last cwlo decades, the thamical understanding of the photodissociatim processes have evolved a great 
deal as a result of the inaeased availability of expcrimental observations, and of powerful cornputers, wbich 
spwed develupinent for numaical implementaticm of quantum mechanical methods. The tbeory of diatomic 
phaOdiSSOgatjm has beai developed to a high degrce dsopb~(111 by SFB2, whose deasity matrix formulation 
a l l m  the systematic description of ali the posiôie steps maitimed in section 3.1.1. Howevtr, the thecweticai 
description of the physicai processes occmbg in the pb otodiSs0Qatia-i dynamics of HI is developed aïmg the 
lioes of the wavehmdioo f-2, because it saWied the immediate requirements for the analysis of our 
experimentaï results. Only some cmcepls deiïned in the work of SFBZ will be used in discussing sane mer 
points. The basic ainceprs that suftice to the operatioaal anaiysis of the present study (chapter 6) are introduced. 
3 2.1 Basic pbysical concepts 
A) Phorodissociation reacrion 
Coasider a gas of isolated HI molecules. at a density low enough to ensure that the photodissocjation is a 
unimdecular pocess, i.e. tbat iatermolecuiiu muisicms are negligible borh ia the photodissociation process and 
up to the time of phocoûagmait detection. A molecular expansion (see chapter 4) is used to produœ an isotropie 
ensemble of HI molecules at a relatively low temperature; i-e. the population of the fotational (N) and vibrational 
(v) quantum number is predoaiinantly in their respective grwnd state: N-O, v- O- Optical absorption of HI 
md8CU1es m the A baad excites dùea dissociative States, which relax rapidly to their correspoading assymptotic 
atomic products. Tbe pb~SSOaaticm reacticm can be denoted by equatim (3-l), where O",~'*. etc 
represent the indetenninacy in the number and identity of the exuted states. 
Two aspects of the reaction are explicitly undefined in the equaticm (3-1): (i) the exact number of excited 
disçociative states involved in the absorption continuum, and (ii) the correspondence between dissociacive states 
and atanic poduct cbamels. Our gaa) m writing equation (3- 1) is to represem t tbe controversy tbat existed when 
we appmached this tqic (see chapta 2). and that bas been resdved through the experimeaial measuremeots and 
the axrespoading quantum mechanical aoalysis pafmed in the prescat wcuk 
While the number and symmetry type of the elccoollic States are întrïnsic pqenies of the moiecule, the nature 
of the v d e n c e  kwmm the cbnchtive state and producc chanael can, in general. be made cornplex by the 
presence of noaadiabatic interaction during the act of dissociation. Although previous s tudidd had coaciuded 
tbat these incetacticm wae significanî, tbe peseat shidy will show, ai the basis of our experimental measurements, 
that it is not the case; the disaepaucies between ours and previous results d l  be explaineci, 
B) lmanraneous piiotoexcitaion and fasr recoil 
The symmetry of a diSSOQative dectronic state determiaes the possible molecular orientations, at  the t h e  of 
exatariat, relative to tbe pobrizatim of tbe paaoiysis radiab'i<m field. Because the angular frequency of molecular 
rotation is m a e  tban three aders  of magnitude slower tban the augular tkequency of the UV radiation k i n g  
a b c t d ,  agiva moleaile appears fiozen drctiag an eleccrooic transition. Thus the absorption of a quantum of 
radiation cm be approximated as being instantaneous, on the tirne scale of nuclear motion- 
In the fïrst absorption continuum of the HI molecule, the aoss section is non-zero only at energies such that the 
fiagrnent atoms are produced with a large kinetic euergy in the centre-of-mas, in the range of 0.50 to 3.5 eV, 
Once a molecule is excited, the atoms recoil axially, due to their mutual interaction, within a few cens of 
f m m d s .  On the other han4 the @ai of mdeailar rotation is of the order of three picoseconds, two aders  
of magnitude longer than the fragment recoil rime; this justifies the axial recoil approximation, which assumes 
that the trajectary of the fragments is along the direction of the vibrational motion- 
C) Symmetry of elecrronic srares 
As a result of the vectaial nature of the electramagnetic radiation, two types of electronic transition may occur 
at l m  intensity of the photolysis radiation: parallel a perpendicular transition. Each ~ ~ ~ r e s p o a d s  to a change of 
the projeai011 of the total eleuroaic angular manenmm mto  the intermolecular axis equal to O or A respectively, 
The terms parailel and perpendicular take theu meaniag fim the geomeuic relation between transition dipole 
and intermolecular axis, within the h e w a r k  of the dipole approximation for electronic uansiticm. For a 
diatomic molecule, a parallel transition is represented by a transition dipole vector that lies p d e l  to the 
molecular axis, and ootfespoaâingly for the perpendiculat transition. When irradiated with linearly polarized 
light mdecuiar excitation to an excited state occurs wiih a probability P that depends oa the relative aientation 
of the transition dipole )i with respect to the electric field E as: P = IE-)il = {E j~ cos(8))'. 
D) Global perspective of the theoretical trearntent 
In bief, this wak will show that the direct pholodiSSOCjati011 of HI, foLlowing absaptim in the A ban& is very 
well represeated by assiuning the validity of axial reçoil approximacicm, and tbat the dynamics of di-tion 
prcrieeds acüalmicaiiy, i.e. excitatim to a specific dissociarive state is followeû by evolution to fiagment product 
withour transition to orber stares. These assertions are base. on the facts that: (i) there is no physicai evidence 
that nonadiabatic transitiûûs between the dissociative States play a role in this system, and (u) the axial recoiI 
approximation reproduces the measurements within experimental uncertaînties, Mmeover, the steep radial 
dependene of the excitai dksaiaüve SlnfaCeS, anci the fotaticmal constant of the electranic ground state, are sucb 
that the initiai rotation of the mdecule could not am signiscaatly the aagular distribution of the pmducts in 
the experimental ambitions used in bis wœk Ccmse~uenîiy, the angular distribution of the fiagrneais is solely 
detamined by the symmetry of the saaies invdved in the excitation, ïôese assertions are coacisely expressed in 
the mathematical fonnalism developed bereafter. 
3.2.2 Mathematid forniplkm 
A) Conservation of energy 
Caiseryatim ofenergy in the photodissociation reaction is expressed in equation 3-2 where ho is the photolysis 
photon energy, &(HI) is the parent excitation prior to photoo absorption. D,(HI) is the molecular dissociation 
energy. E(H) and EO fepesents the psibIe product excitation, and K(m,S is the centre of mass kiaetic energy- 
Eo(HI) + Iw = E(H) + E(1) + K(mH-I) + Do(HI) (3 - 2) 
Eo (HI) e O; E(H) = O; E O  = {O, 7603.15 cm"); Do (HI) = 24630 cm-' 
The 6rst absorption continuum in HI, which span the range [32000 - 520001 an", produces either the ground 
( fP,,J or the excited ( *& electrmic spin-orbit state of the I-atan produc!, wbile the cmly elecuanic state 
energetidy available for the H-atom is the ground state- The use &a molecular beam expansion reduces the 
initial thermal excitation (300 "K) of the parents to a low level(10-30 "K); thus the initial parent excitation is 
negligible campare to the phatolysis excitation and dissociation eaergy. 
B) Hamihoniun 
The energy operata is expessed by equatian (3-3), which is the sum of the operatas for the matter Himiltcmian 
&, and the operata representing the radiation-matter intefactioa Q. Tbe matter Hamiltonian, equation (34). 
is the energy operator in the a b c e  of tbe radiation field, while the Iigbt-matter interaction is represented 
in terms of the semiclassical dipole approximation of equation (3-5). The energy of the radiation field is 
quantjzed, but tbe vedor properties of tôe radiation field and the form of the interaction are described ciassically. 
This custmary fepresentation satishctorily describes the measusemen ts jerformed in the presea t study. 
H = H M + H I  (3 O 3) 
In the las& equatims, R is the intemuclear distance, r represeats the electroaic &grees of freedom, n reférs CO an 
asymptotic electtmic product. m is an index cienoting an excited dissociacive state, and the index i and j are 
indices fm bound states. 
D) Boni-Oppenheimer approxinmwn Md PEC 
The separability of the mdecuiar wawîbcciai impüatly assumes the Ban-Oppenheimer approximation, i-e. Lbat 
the eiectnriic degras of needan foüow ar1ia)riady the motion of the nuclei; tbe electrm distribution reanaages 
i W m  real time, withmt experimciag transitims betweea the eigenstates of the instantarieous electrcmic system. 
Cmsequentiy the matter Hamiitoniab is separable as a sum of nuclear and elcctrcmic Hamiltonian (3-9). Because 
the eleclrcmic wavefimcticm depends parametrically cm the internuclear cuadinate R in equatims (3-10). the 
eigaistates of the electrmic Hamilmian also depends cm R Tbis dependeace de6nes V(R) in equation (3-1 l), 
the potential energy airve (PEC) representaticm f a  that molecular state. 
In practice, the PEC f a  îhe gramd state is obtained fian a numeticai fit to spectrOSCOgic caistants oôtained 
experimentally. This was done for the ground state of HI by Coxoa and Hajigeorgiou (see cbapter 2). For the 
direct dissociative states, it has bcen aistomary to represeat the PEC by the analyticai f m  of equatim (3-12). 
E) Transition amplitude and Franck-Corrdon Appruximotwn 
W1rbh tbe dipole approximation, the transition amplitude 6nnn an initial bound state 1 TJ to a final dissociative 
state 1 'f, & .n-) on be calailated with equittion (3-13). Integrating oves the electrooic coordinates in (3-14), the 
result is an R-dependent transition dipole k ( R )  of (3-15). Faced with a Iack of information on the radial 
dependance ofk(R), me usually invdres tbe FrandECmdai approximation (FCA), expressed in equatim (3- 16); 
it will be showed to desaibe the observation appropriately. 
*m.i = ( ~ ~ l r - r l ~ ,  &. k. i} (3 - 13) 
= (xi ~qi l j G ) ( ~ ~ , n - ) - e  (3 - 14) 
= (xi b i ,m(~) (~&w)-e  (3- 15) 
s Bi.,) -€](xi /%en-) (3 - 16) 
F) Partial and total absorption cross sections 
The calculation of a transition amplitude, nom the gfound state 1 i) to a given diSSOaative state 1 rn), ailows for 
the definition of a partial absorption cross section to state m (PACSS(m), or a,), as shown in (3-17). Note that 
we daioted a, tbe partial absorption cross section to a srare m (PACSS(m)), and an the parrial absorptiau cross 
section f a  the pru&ct n (PACS(n)). Note also that rigorously speakiog, R is the relative yield fbr excited product; 
although the branching ratio is sometime defined as the ratio of the relative yield, R defined in the present work 
is a ratio, and it clearly quantifies the product branching, so it is a proper qualifier of the branching ratio. The 
occurrence of noaadiabatic transitions in the dissociaticm dynamics is discussed in appendix G. Because no 
indication of the presence of noaadiabatic effect was observed in the results of our experimental smdy of Hi 
photodissociatim, a direct relatiau is expected between d i t i v e  state and product, as expressed by (3-18). 
The taaï absorpam aoss section (TACS) is calculated by summing all PACSS(m) in equalicm (3-19). while the 
elecuonic branching ratio % for the produa n, is simply the ratio of tbe partial absorption cross section for the 
product a (PACS(n) or an) divided by the TACS. as expressed in equatim (3-20). 
Total absorption cross sectio~x = Zan (3 - 19) 
n 
Electr;onic branching: R,=&'/bT (3-20) 
To calculate the TACS in terms of a suni of PACSS(m), using the wavefunction of the bound ground srate and 
the wavefunctim of the dissociative exated state, the expression (3-21) was taken fian Le Roy' et al. This 
formula is us&, to the PEC for each state of the A barid. in chapter 6- In (3-2 1). E ,  is the decadic molar 
absorption in (1. mole" cm "). ~38.43946-1P~ m is the reduced mass of the photofiagrnent in amu, v is the 
photon frequency in cm". K, is the asymptotic kineric energy (cm'') of the fragment product n, and g, is the 
Note that in equation (3-211, the uabound radial wavefunction A. B, C) is âetermined by the same 
parameters tbat defines the PEC. In principle, the goal of the photofragment spectrosc~py is to determine the 
parameters of the PEC for each dissociative state of îhe absorption cmtinuurn, almg with th& respective 
traosirion dipole. These physical quantities charaaerUe rbe phdissociation dyaarnics for this system- 
In the present wmk, the electronic branching ratios were determined experimentally for the products of HI 
pholodissa5atim following absorption in the A band. The anisotropy of the product velocity distributions. and 
th& dependence ai excitatim phom eoergy, mec also determmed experimentaiïy, as they are maal parameters 
to cbaraderize the symrnetry of the dissociative States- These physical observables were in tum used to calcuiate 
the PACSS using equations (3- 12) to (3-2 1) in chapter 6. 
G) Anisotropy of the fragments angular disrn'bution 
The angular distribution of photofkagments produced by d radiation of a linearly polarized field can be 
represented by the relation (3-22). The anisoaopy parameter, @, expressed in (3-23). is determineci 
~ e n t a l i y .  'Ibe angle q, between the transition dipole and the molecular a i s ,  is oonstrained by symrnetry 
to either O" or 90°, coeresponding respectively to parallel and perpendicular transition. The deflection of the 
fiagrnent recoii velocity, due to initial parent rotatioo, defines the angle a which is approximated by the 
superpositioa of asymptotic axial recoil, and initial tangenthi speed of molecular rotation- 
A By weak. it is meant tbat second order process induccd by cht field am ncgligcablc. 
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In the case of HI, the axial velocity of the H-atoms recoil is of the order of 15-103 m/sec, while the orthogonal 
tangenthi velocicy, due to initial parent rOtatjm, is oftbe a& of60 mlsec- This corresponds to a=0.0043 radian, 
and Pz(cosa)=0.99999, i.e. a negligible deflectim, and consequently the axial recoiI approximatioa is justified, 
After exaration to a repulsive state and rapid dissociation of the diatomic molecule, the anguiar distribution of 
recoiIing kagmeots reflects the possible molecular orientations at tbe time of excitation. Measuremmt of the 
ariisotropy of the iÏagments veimiies pemiits a cmelatim betweea the vectœ properties of the radiaticm field and 
of the mdeailar dynamics. If the dissociation d d  proœeâ instaotaneously upon excitation to the dissociative 
suce, the angular distribution of the hgments ptoduced would refled exactly the molecular symmehy of the 
correspoading transition dipole. Tbe finite tirne reqpued foa the atoms to recoil into the& asymptocic atcxnïc 
states, combined witb possible initiai parent rotation, may effively blur the angular distriitim of 
photobgmen ts. 
To describe the extent of the blurring effect due to rotaticm of parent molecules, Jcmahs has defined a lifetime 
functim g(m) expressed in equatim (3-24), f a  which o is the angular fiequency of rnolecular rotatioa, and s 
is the effective tirne required to reach the asymptotic state. For the case of prompt decay, u t - O  and g(os)- 1, 
while fa slow decay, m l  and g(wf)- 114. Fa the cise of the H1 molecuIe. 0=4- 10" rad/sec, s=20- 10''s sec and 
g(or=8- 1013)=0.9998= 1.0; hence, the blurring due to initiai parent rotation is negligible. Tberefme in the case 
of such a tàst direa dissociaticm, if the produds emerge from a dbsociative state of pure symmeuy, the anisoaopy 
parameter p on d y  cake one of two values: k(2-11, correspmdïng to a palle1 or a perpendicular electronic 
uansiticm respectively. In principle, if a mixture a f s m s  baving ditfereut symmetries amtributes to the famatioa 
of a product, the angular distribution anisotropy for bat product can have any value within the range [-1.21. 
3.23 Discussion d finer details d the theory of photodissociatioa 
A) Recoupling of the m m i c  structure 
S m  distiaguisheû three mtenuclear regiotls to deçcni  the dissociation of a diatamic molecule: (i) tbe molecular 
region aromd the equiiibrium position of the ground eiectroaic state, usually refered to as rbe Eraack-Cmdm 
regioa, (ii) the recoupling regioa, where the electrmic structure tearraages itself kcxn molecular into atomic 
staies, and ( Ï Ï )  the atanic regim, whicb extends to infinity ikan the point of negligible interatanic interaction. 
The electrdc structure of HI caiculated in chapter 6 suggests mat reawipling of the atanic œbîtals occurs 
relatively early after the eleamüc excïtatim to the dissociarive states. Also, the fast dissoCiatiori dynamics couid 
be describeci as the results of the eledfcmic repulsion of a m s  in an incunpatible. but correlateci orientation of 
theù respective anguiar momenta. In the case of HI, the reooil is so sudden that reorientation of the electrmic 
angular momenra of the atoms canna take place. Trernendous repulsive force and limite- time preciudes such 
reanangement, which. if they d d  occur, would coerespond to nonadiabatic transitions between States 
correspondhg to the same asymptoric produa. Consequenrly the dissociation dynamics is ccmstrained to its 
simplest case: dynamics on a single PEC. 
B) Absence of ro f a t i o ~ l  rrwifion 
Excitation to a direct dissoaative state can be vie& as the "ioaizatim" of the bond's orbital. The bonding 
charactef of the grouad electtmic state of a m o l d e  is the result of electron exchange between the atoms, 
associated with an inueaseü proùability of the electrm distributioo beiig centreci between the nuclei, and a 
distributim ofeleuam exchange tkequen~es. lf the bond is "ionized" upoa excitaticm to a dissociative state, no 
torque can be applied to the bond by the radiatioa, since the bond no longer exists. 
Because the HI molecule fWs apart within few tens of femtoseconds upoa elenronic excitation to a dissociative 
stares of the A ben4 no vihtional a rotational smte is established on the repulsive surface. F a  the îkee system 
of arirms, tbe correspardiag stafe is described by a radial scambg wave in the continuum, and a quantized impact 
parameter atstanrrry to quantum scamhg tàemy? WMe tbe ttie vibrational degree of fkeedom in the bound state 
corresponds to tbe radial motion in the scattering state, a rotational level in the bound state corresponds to a 
quantized impact patameter in the scattering state. 
While the radial wavefimaims of the ground and excited state are used to calculate the energy dependence of tbe 
relative transition intensity between grwnd and d i d a t i v e  state, the slower rotational degree of Geedom, and 
the corresponding inpact parameter of the unbound state, can be msidered as a "spectator" in the process. As 
a consequence, the impact parameter is a direct corise~uenœ of the rotational quantum number of the 
mesponding bound stale. Cbapter 7 discusses cmservation of angular momentum in this process. 
An additicmal argument in favour of the absence of rotational trausitioa in fast recoil process is that there is a 
6nite time required for the system to undergo a rotaticmal transition, ia tenn of the bwnd state, or to effectuate 
a change of impact parameter, in term of scattering phmftagmeats in the dissociative state. On aamunt of the 
large manmtum of the phmfiagments, this would rqwe the excited molecule to "wait" a time of the ader of 
the rotacimal penob befiiiire the ph-ents separaie. Such a transition is ph ysicaily impossible, because there 
is no mechanisn tbat owld pmmt the fepdsive paiarrial fiorn acting- This provides another argument to jus- 
the axial & appoximation. As a caisequence, elwmmîc traasitims to diect dissociative States of HI can be 
said to be insaisifive to m m ,  at least within the iimits dtbe  present investigatioa (Le- Js4), and the pogcrisity 
for rotaàW transitim cin be expeaed to be negligible for excitation to direct dissociative state- If the rotaticmal 
smiaure was observaMe, this d d  ainespaid to Q-haacb mly in the absorption spectnim. Note, bowever, that 
only a broad single Q-bcanch is observeci in the B-band of HI, lying at higher energy (see chapter 2). 
C) Abseme of mnadiabatic rransition 
In general, nonadiiabatic transitions between dissociative States may occur during the dissociative h a l f ' i o n -  
The physical causes of these interactions can be Cmolis crntpling ( A k t L ) ,  spinabit interaction and avoided 
crossing (W). Coriolis effects can becme signficant when the lUnetic energy of fragment translation is 
cunparable to the kinetic enagy of initial parent rotation, averaged over the tirne of dissociation; accordhg to the 
above corisideratiais, an experimentai caiditiais predudes these effects for HI, Accordhg to SFB2, noaadiabatic 
transitions are expected to ocau predominantly near the energetic thresbold for product fmnatiolt in 
photodissociation; they are favoured by relatively long time spent by the photoproduds in the regiai where 
interatomic faces are signincant, Appendix G finthes disaiss rhis topic for the interested author.. 
3.3 Doppler spectroscopy of H-atom photobgments 
3.3.1 Background 
The startmg point of our experimentai methad is the Doppler spextro5copy technique. Application of the Doppler 
qwmsmpy technique to the detectim of pbotobgments bas been reviewed by Welge and Schmiedllo fa botb 
one-photon and multi-photon dissociation reactions. S m  after, they developed its application to the detection 
of H-atoms" by laser induced fluorescence O at the Lyman a transition- In the latter work, a Iinearly 
polarized pump beam, at 266 nm wavelengih, was used to âissociate HI molecules in a low pressure static cell, 
and an orthogonal vacuum uluaviolet OrllV) probe beam was tuned around tbe Dopplrr shifted Lyman a 
transitions (%-*P) of the fast H-atans. The resultirig Doppler profiles were aquired for few symmerric alignments 
of the linear photolysis polarization, with respect to the probe beam duectioa. The anisouopy of the 
photoftagrnent angular distribution was obtained using a forwafd convolution mechod. 
We miproved the metbod by canying ait the experiment in a seeded free jet expansion; this minimized scattering 
Iosses and background for fluaescence detecticm, in addition to reducing the probabiiity of intamolecular 
collisions during the unirnolecular photodissociation process. 
3.3.2 Rfnciples of the method 
In ader to define a matberaatical relatim between Doppler profde and angular distribution of pbotobragments 
velocities, an explicit expressim of the angular distribution mua Eirst be provided. Each product hgment is 
idencined by the spinulit state (&, Vin) of the I-atom m e n t ;  therefae a distinct magnitude of the H-atm 
ffagment velocities and a ormesponding symmeby of their angular dismbutim can be atuibuted t each 1-atom 
spinubit product. 
A) Energy and mmentum conservorion 
The kinetic energy availaMe in the centre of mass of the p h o t o ~ e n t s .  K(m,,3, is given by equatioo (3-2). 
Consenration of linear momenhmi in the direct dissoaatia~ results in most of the available kinetic energy, 
MJ(M,+MH)--99.21% that is, king  systematically imparted u, the H-atm fiagrnent in ai i  half-collision events. 
This Eraction of K(m,,) determines the magnitude of the velocity for each H-atom product Thus, momentum 
conservation results in most of the available kinetic energy k ing  chanaelleci into the H-atm kagrnenu- 
Taking into aocooat the PACS of each s p i n d t  product at the Vanous photoa energies of the nfst absorption 
coatinuum, i.e. in the pboton eoergy range of [3.97,6.451 eV, the photdysis of HI can prduœ H-atans in the 
range of kinetic arergy O€ [O-gl,3.39] eV for the ground state spinabit produccs, and in the energy range 
of [O-35,2-43 eV for the excited state Im,& produ* Note bat the kinetic energy spcead for a given product 
depends soleiy on the initial energy dism'bution of the parents pria to photon absorption, and oa the energy 
resolutim of the photdysis laser. 
B) Angular distribution of photofiagrnent velocities 
Fu eacb dissoaative state. the anguiar disttibutim of tbe phmfiagmeats can be represen ted with equaticm (3-22). 
The sbengtfi of the opticai transition determines a,, The symmetry type of the electronic states involveci in the 
transitian is reflected through 9, the anisotropy parameter. Tbe transition dipole ~ i ,  (3-15) defines Pm, via its 
vectorial propeny, and a, via its magnitude. 
3 3 3  Doppler profiles and angular distributions 
Fa a given experimental value of rhe phmolysis photon energy, the experimental determination of anisotropies 
and brancbing ratio of the products ensues kom the link behveen angular distribution and Doppler profiles- 
A) Doppler sh@ 
When a fast moving a t m  interacts with a laser beam, tbe apparent ttequency "perceived" in the moving fhme 
ofreferenœ is shifted by the quanti@ w given in apcioo (3-25). In that expression, w, = Av, is the Doppler shift 
of the produa a, Ir, is the probe wavevectoc v, is the atomic velocity of the produa n, and v, and v, are the 
reçooant hqumQes dthe H-atm in motion v, and at rtst respedively. Tbe vectorial dependence d a  Doppler 
shifted tesiai;mœ is exprcssed by quaLioa (3-25)': uUe that if v, is in an/sec, and k, is in cm-', the w, is in H&mz. 
wn =AvD =vn -VP =kP*vn (3 - 25) 
Because the velocities of the bydrogen atoms produced in our W y  are of the ader of 2-10' mls. the last 
expression of the Doppk shift is amxate to witbin 1 part in 1@ with respect to the exact relativistic expressioa- 
This mae than suffices fa our needs, s i n e  the resoluticm of our laser system bas only a precisioa of 3 parts in 
1 O6 at best. while mainmiairig 1 part in 1@ routinely. In our experimental arrangement (see chapter 4), the 
molecular velocities in the fiee jet at the expeshental volume are nearly perpendicular to the plane dethed by 
the pump-probe lasers. and the angular spread of the velocity at the experimental volume spans a W-angle 
Q,,s3"; msequently, the initial molecular velocîties in the jet are perpendicular co the laser, to a gcmd 
approximatiai. Because the efkcts of perpendicular velocity on the Doppler shift are seconduder -(v,/c)~, they 
can be safely negleaed. 
B) Doppler profile of rhe angular distribution 
To a p p c b t e  the nature CI€- physicaï measmement we amsider the angular distribution of the velocity vectm 
for an aisanble &Satans  corre-spon&g to a given spinubit product, ive. having a single velocity magnitude, 
illustrated in figure 3.1. A specmnn of Doppler shifted frequencïes, a Doppler profile, co~responds to the 
probebility distnltion for rbe possible projection of the H-aumi velocity vectors on to the probe axis orieutatim. 
Because the Doppler shift depends on the projectioa angle 8 of the velocity vector mto the probe axis, a given 
Doppler shifted fkequency axrespaids to a m e  in velocity qme- The fiaction of the H-atm velocity dis tribu rio11 
excite. by rhe linewidrh of tbe pobe ber carespaids to Lhat frauioa of tbe velocity distribution included between 
two m e s  (60) in velocity space. This is illustrated by figure 3.1, where a) displays rbe angular distribution for 
a single product, and b) depic& the axresporiding Doppler profles which would be measured wilh an ideal probe 
(zero laser Linewidlù), and a realistic probe (finite laser Iinewidth). Therefore the relative intensity in a Doppler 
speanrm, at a given value of Doppler shifted fiequency, is propxtïcmal to the sum of the probabilities that an H- 
atom has iu velocity p i n  ting in all the symmetric directions ccmespcmding to that value of Doppler shifted 
Erequency. The general mathetnatical expressiml* f a  the Doppler profile can be written as in (3-26)- where the 
function F represents the vectarial field of velocities. The velocity field F can be expressed as a sum of two 
components of radial velocîty in equation (3-27). wbere the indices 1 and 2 refer to eacb eIecctonic ptoduct- 
D,(w)= Idv3 F(v)-ô S(w - kp -v,) (3 - 26) 
vn 
F(v) = {VI 11 (8.0) + v2 1203. 40) (3 - 27) 
The aagular distribution of the velocity field L, amtains the dependence on 8 and 4. Sinœ the mathematical 
relation betweea the angular distribitioa and the Doppler potile is linear, the simulated Doppler profiïe is 
ohtained by m g  tbe amaibutions of angular distributions cœresponding to eacb product chanael- in ader 
to srnipl@ the task of caicuiating the pattial Doppler pronles amsponding to the angular distributims of each 
product, the polar axis of the spberical thme of reférence is âefined along the probe wavcwcm 4. The 
caiaibriai of each partial poale teduces simply to a 2n integraticm over the azimutha1 angle in equatim (3-28). 
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Figure 3.1 Grapbical de6nitim of a Doppler profile spoantm illusttating tbc aurcspmdcnœ betwccn Doppler sôîftcd 
kquency and vcloci~y group. fa a giwo augular distributicai of h p e n t  wlocities pDbcd by W. The a m i d  surface 
rcpmcnt the bamdary dan aogular clœnain corrcspoading to a redistic d u e  of the probe kewidth; an idcal and a d s t i c  
s p m p .  lbat a n  bc measurcü witb such a pro& hcwidth. is simuiatcd in the louer part of the figure. 
additional index "O" ccurespoad to the maximum value of the accessible physical range- Hence, the numerical 
calarlatioa of the simulated Doppler proNes, for eacb velocity group. proceeds by (i) a rotation of the sphericai 
h e  of ceference such that the polar axis lies almg the probe laser, followed by Ci) a 2x integraiion over the 
azimutha1 angle, and Ci) the substitution of wJwQI=cos 0 f a  the trigcmmeuic expressions- 
Thus, the seleaed fragment must possess a veiocity sufficientiy large to ensure that the range of Doppler shifted 
kequencies is much larger than the probe linewidth, in ader to provide information on the fragments angular 
distribution with this technique. It must be mphasized that the applicability of this Doppler spectroscopy 
technique to the present measurement of branching ratias and anisoaopy parameters is a consequeace of three 
properties present in the dynamics of HI pbotodissoàation: (i) the large kinetic eaergy release in the H-atm 
fragments, (ii) the relatively large spin-cltiit aiergy splittïag in the ground state configuration of the iodine atom, 
and (iii) the iaherent symmetry in this proces- This fortunate combination allows the possibility to distinguish 
experimentally betwem the velocities of the electrcmic products, and amsequently this permits the measurements 
of animrqies and prodm branching ratio6 in ihis phO(odiSSOciaticm process. These appropriate conditioas result 
fian the name of the elecuonic system, i-e. the energetics of the electronic States excited in the A band and the 
lightness of the hydrogea atom. A narrow bandwidth probe laser was made available (see chapter 4) to execute 
this experiment, and it allowed for the practicai implementation of this technique. 
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Chapter 4 Experhmntal Method 
4.0 Introduction 
The specinc q uesticm radded by the œntrai exp&ment of tbis w œ k  and the general method CO answer tbem, are 
introduced befae embarkïng on the detailed description of the experïmental equipment and procedures. Whea 
phomexcited in the fîmt absorption amtinuum, in the range of 3 1000-SU100 cm-' (3 -85-6.45 eV), HI mdecules 
undergo direct dissociarion- The determiaatiai of the dynamics of this process is the problem at hand. Two 
pradua cbaanels are opea, as Wustrateci m equatim 44. The nature of the excited state of HI has been discussed 
in cbapter 2 and wiU be discussed îùrther in chapter 6, in the light of the results obtained in the present work, 
A salient f- dthis unimolecular process is tbat 99296 of the available kinetic energy in tbe centre-of- mass 
is directexi into the H - a m  fragment, as a result of momenam coaservation. Tbus, the H-atoms possess large 
velocities which differs sigaincantly between tbe two produa channels- These praperiies of the HI molecular 
system ailows the -OQ of the photodissociation dynamics to be made via measurements of the velocity 
distribution of the H-a tm pbotohgments- 
Foilowing dissociation with linearly polarized Light, the angular distribution for each photofragment channel is 
generall y describedl by equatim (4-2), wbere 8 is measured witb respect to the linear polarizatioa vector of the 
photolysis light beam. The value of Bi cbaracterizes the anisotropy of the velocity distribution for the Eragment 
product 'i', and it is presaibed by the symmetry of the excited dissociarive smte. The branching ratio f a  the 
produa 'i' is defïned as: K=ui/(C, O,), where the indices n and i can take values representing either the I*(-P,,J 
or the 1 (*& produa channel, and a, is the total cross-section f a  a giveo product chamel, 
Ii (0)  = (ai I 4n) [1 + Bi& (COS O)] (4 - 2)  
The goal of the ~rcstnt experimental smdy was to probe the photofragmeatation dyaamics by measuring the 
anisoîmpy pmmwz & and the produa brahchmg ratio: R The technique of Doppler specaoscopy of the H-atm 
fragment was selaaed to pafm ihis tas& at varîous pholdysis watnlengths tbroughout the th t  absaptim 
continuum. Canpared to d e r  techniques developcd duruig the 1 s t  two decades (S. chap. 2)- Doppler 
speansoopy &ertd a balance of measurement pecisi011 and &ta throughput appropriate for our investigation. 
In tbe fOUOwiag, tbe pbcaahgment spactromem cmstniaed in our labocatory is desribed- Essential aspects of 
the procedure required to execute the experimentai measuranents amclude b i s  chapter. 
a) HI Dissociation 




4.1 Conceptual description of out- photohgrnent spectroscopy expriment 
4.1.1 Doppler specîrœwopy detedion 
Doppler spearoscopy, a linesbape spectroscopy method. is enabled by the generatioo of a coi~erent narrow-band 
(0.65 cm") VUV plobe beam, and the symmetry present m the phOtodissociation dynarnics of HI ensuing 
excitation in the A brmd Crxrelatim of Doppta far symmeaic orientatims of the pump polanzatim with 
respect Co the probe beam axis, enables oae to retrieve tbe différentiai aoss seuim f a  produang the H-atom 
photohgments, 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the phom dynamics (phoiaiics) in the overall pumpprobe system. The photoaic processes, 
intended by the experimeatal design, are tbe photodissoaatim of HI by the pump laser beam, and the excitation 
of the H-atom photoaagments by the probe laser beam. A concomitant absorption of the probe laser by HI 
molecules, due to an accidental monant excitation of HI to Rydberg States, results in both red-shifted and 
resonance fluorescence, whicb contribute to spurious signals on the H-atom L E  derector. Therefae, a filter 
d d b e d  below was insmxl in fiont of the LJF de~e~tor, in ader to minimize the background signal due to this 
strong red-shifted fluaescence. 
4.1.2 Pbdodissociation in cdüsiob-free conditions 
A common trait of photof3agmeot spectroscopy methods is the use of a supersonic expansion to prepare target 
molecules. This was done with a pulsed source of gas expanding in high-vacuum. The prïmary effects of the 
expansiai are u, cod the intenial degrees of fi-, and to provide a coIlision-free state of the target molecules, 
in ader to simpliQ the study of the photodissociation dynamics initiated by a pump laser pulse. 
4.13 h r  photodissociation dynamics 
a) Global laboraro~ setup 
A diagram of the overall layout of the laboratory is shown in figure 4.2. The experimentai laboratory space 
reqirireb to realize the secup desfnbed in this wœk is approximately 10 X 10 square metre. The vacuum cbamber, 
where the photoQhysical processes OCCUT. is located in the upper left part of the figure 4.2. Lasers and otber opticai 
devices are discussed in the next Section, aiong with the rndssku jet source. The signal detectioa, eleurcmic 
amplificatian, and amputer acquisitim and conad are tbe subjed of the following section. 
b) Speciftc details of HI photodissociàtwn Ur the A bond 
MiQ0600Pidly. the inoaeailar dissoaatim ocaas within a few tms of femtosecoabs, fian photcm absorpticm to 
fragments separatiar. U p  dissociatim, the H-atan fragments acquire a speed of the ader of lS. 10' m/sec., 
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Fi- 4.3 Escape time fœ the H-atan hgments at various photolysis photon cnugics of the A band absorption. 
The experimental volume is de6ned by the intersection between pump and probe beams, and mesures 
approximately 5 cubic millimetres. In the middle of each 200 psec gas pulse of the molecuïar fie jet, a 10 
nanosecond pulse of polarized W radiation pumps the Hi m d d e s  to dissociative States; after a delay of 10 
nanosecm& the pbamPgiiaie have already feacbed their asympmic scattering smtes, and they are pobed by 
a beam dpilsed VUV of 10 nrnicffeamd durarim. Energy amtxwirri easures üiat the fisc H-atoms have moved 
only a snall disfance during the primppmbe delay in a~~~parisoa t the dimensiai of tbe experimental valume, 
and amsequently the large majority d the H-atrms are still within the experimeotal volume. 
Figure4.3 shows the escape cime at various photo1ysis mergy aaoss the absorption amtinuum; the escap rime 
is quantined as rhe cime required f a  a 0.5 mm displacement. The pulseü photodissociation experiment is 
perfonned at a 10 Hertz repecition rate, determined by the YAG laser at the base of the optical train. 
4.2 Description of the apparatus 1: crossed moiecular jet and lasers beams 
Tbe generaticm of the fke moleailar jet used to produœ the gas target is brieîly discussed below- An operational 
description oftbe mtense lasers, relatai optical devices and nonlinear optics coniponent used to generate the pump 
and pobe beams is reporteb- The lasa system and the merhods ofnmlinear optics are briefly outlined, almg with 
the signal measured f a  wavelength calibrarion and teference. 
a) Vacuum vessel 
The molecular expansion occurs in the experimental chamber, which is a vacuum vessel contaiaiag the puisai 
valve, qmsemted by the cyiindricai shape in tbe lower left of figure 4.4. The chamber was partiy iaherited from 
Dr- Scdes, and p d y  built at the machine shop of the hiversity of Waterloo for Dr. Hepbum. The dimensions 
of the vacuum vessel are 50 un height and 40 un diameter. The k g e s  at the top and bottom ends of the cylinder 
are miirit.. to fit the Abia  400 Italian standard Tbe two sets of niamemcaiiy opposite £langes are arrangeci on two 
orthogaial axis, matamexi in a plane a d  to the qlïndrical axis of the chamber; tbese flanges are of the Alaria 
25û srpe, and were installed ai its side, such that the distance between the interna1 faces of opposite fianges is 45 
cm. Optical ports for 1 inch diameter window were instaiied on each Alaria 250 flanges, in order for the pump 
and probe beam to intersect under the fiee molecular jet expansion in vacuum, as shown in figure 4.4. The 
experimental apparatus has ben consuucted to allow the pump and probe beams to cross in an orthogonal 
geometry, approximately in the middle of the cylinder- 
The vacuum vesse1 was coupled to a ayogenic crap which was joined to a diffusion pump (NRC. Model VHS-6, 
type No. 1û4) baving a pumping speed of 3 0  litres per secoad. A mechanical pump (Alcatel, Model 
ZM2008AC). baving a pumping speed of 5 c f h  was backing the diniision pump at 5- LU3 Torr. The ayogenic 
trap was filled witb liquid niaogen, in order to prevent oil backstreaming Erom the mechanical pump into the 
vessel, hence providing clean optical windows for up to 60 bours of opération. Ten to ûfkn litres of üquid 
nitrogen was required eveq 6 h a ~ s  to maintain poper opaaciai of the trap- The ultimate pressure of the vacuum 
vessel was 2-16' Tar and the typical background pressure during free jet operaticm was 2- IO6 Torr. 
b) Cryostatic gas source 
In ader to àeiiver a well-defined amceatraticm of gaseous HI:& soiution to the vacuum expansion source, we 
have developed a aygenic HI:He source, illuscrated in the upper patt of figure 4.4. This design exploits the 
constant equiiiùcium vapour pressure produceü in a thermostatai HI source. The source is thermostated in an 

etbanddry iœ siush bath, wbich provides a temperature at -72 OC, at which the partial pressure of HI is 96 Torr- 
Applying a quieuurit badr pressure of HeLium at 2 aanospheres absolute, and maint=rinmg a very slow fiow (= IO 
ml/mia) of He gas, thennai equilrium can be maintained in the 500 ml source of Hi, which results in the 
ptoduccio~ of a very stable H H k  mixture at 4% oonaeatratim. See appendix A fa more &tails concerning this 
system and the flow determinatioa of the gas mixture. 
C) Puked vulve 
A high speeû pulsed vaive, wich a 0.5 mm orifice was used to produce a pulsed supersonic free jet expansicm at 
a position 10 mm above the experimental volume- The length of the gas pulse was typically 200 psec, and the 
quiescent pressure of a HI:He mixture used behind Ihe prlsed valve was corisistently 2 atmosphere. The electronic 
driver that powered the pulsed valve has beea designed and constnicted by Jacek Szubra, fiom the Electronics 
Shop of the University of Waterloo- This driver aiiows a variable widtb of the gas pulse, an adjusanent for rbe 
amplitude of the valve opening, and can be triggered either internaily a externail y- 
d) Free supersonic expansion of u seeded molecular jet 
In his review, Le* has dearly ülustrated the numerous advantages of jet expansims for laser specuoscopy. 
Supasaiic expansiai of the gas mixture emerging fiom a pulsed valve results in adiabatic cooling of the interad 
degrees of f k d a n  in agas mixture. The characterizatioo of this proçess is of interest ro the present study, to the 
e x m t  dits use to estimate both the concentration and the temperature f a  the intemal degrees of Ereedom of HI 
molecules in the target region, i-e. the experimental volume- Further consideration of the details of this topic are 
discussed in apperidix A. The resuits of these amsiderations indicated that in the typical conditions used in the 
preseat mdy. i.e- the expansiai ofa  5 96 HTrHe mixture, the conceatraticm of the HI molecules 10 mm below the 
n d e  cudd vary becween 1 .O- 10' and 1 .O- lC7 mole/ml, wbich amespond to a number density of 6- 10'' - 6. 1016 
molecules/cm3, and the rotational temperature was estimateci to be in rhe range of 1 to 15 "K, and most likely 
around 10°K- 
4 3 2  Laser systens 
This portion of the experimental smp is desaibed in two parts: (i) the YAG laser system, whicb initiates the 
series dopîical evaiis, and Cu) the dye lasers pumped by the YAG laser. Using metbods of nmlinear optics, the 
visible laser beams poduced by the cije bsas wem anplayed to gaiaate, respectively, the probe beam at a tunable 
fhquency, and the pump €mm at seleaable tkeqwnq. The layout of the optical beams in our experimental setup 
is üïustrated in figure 4.2. 
A Scrics 9 high spatd solenoid valve manufacturcd by Gcnerai Valve Corpcratioo, 202 Fairficlcl N J. 07006. 
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The Nd:YAG laser produces the initial coherent Light at a nxed infÏared (IR) wavelemgth of 1.064 )un. The IR 
beam is pertially carverted into a visible Light beam at 532 nm (GREEN) and a near-ultraviolet light beam at 355 
nm (BLUE) by nonlinear pocesses in KSDP aystal; these pooesses are reféned to as hannonic grneration. These 
BLUE and GREEN hanncmics were used to excite mable dye lasers, on the besis of which the pump and probe 
wtze g e n d  The BLUE barmoaic of the YAG pumped the dye laser îhat was used to generate the UV 
photolysis pump beam, while the GREEN bitrmmic pumped the dye laser Psed to generate of the VUV probe 
beam. W e  dalmate cri a 6ew aspects of the laser system Lhat wese maal for our laser spectroaqy experiment- 
THG 
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Figure 4.5. Schcmatic rrptesentatioa of the YAG laser. MG back mirror, T: tclescopc, U4: quarter waveplate. MF: b t  
mirror, kapodiza. Otha cwpolicnts arc dcscribcd in the tnt 
a) Injection-seeded YAG laser 
Figure 45 shows a scbeaiirtic of the YAG laser system. A QuantelA YAG laser, mode1 YGSSICSF-IO, stands at 
the base of the opticai sysrem. It produces pulses of 10 nsec (E.WHM) at a repetition rate of 10 Hertz, with a time 
jiaer betweai pulses of 5 nauoseconds with respect to the Q-switch üigger, and a IR fiequency bandwidth of 0.4 
cm''. The YAG system includes KD'P aystals f a  2°d harmonic generaticm (SHG=GREEN) and 3d harmonic 
generatian (THG=BLUE); the hannoaic crystals are an integral part of the Iaser head assembly. 
The additiai ofa seed injectioa system improves the perf~tmances of the laser, by reducïng the time jitter to 0.5 
nanosecoad, and producing a bandwidth of 0.013 an". Tbe seed injeciia system is essentially an isdated cw 
laser mde simultan8wsly resatant with a single mode of the hmt cavity and the centre of tbe gain medium. In 
A The Amcrican opcratioo of the Quantel canpany bas now changed its name to Cmtiriuum ofta' it k u m c  independent of 
the h o c h  motkm cunpany. 
addition to greatly improving pulse-to-pulse stability in these system, seed injedion can aiso enhance the 
generatioa of 3"' hanncmic by up to 40 96, under proper aperathg coriditions. 
The maximum and tbe typical output powa used are shown in table 1. The maximum powers are measured before 
the laser beams proceed through the next stage (e-g., IR was measured before the SHG crystaï, etc.); hence, they 
illustrateci the maximum power available îkom this system, as measured by che autha- The typical powers were 
measured during namal operation amditions, wiih proper seed injectim. 
Table 4.1 Typical and maximum perfiance the YAG laser used in îhis work 
I Power output at Fundamentai: IR I 2''' Hiumcmic: GREEN various harmonies 1 3 ' ~ p m m i c  BLUE (mJ/pulse 8 532 nm) (mJ/pulse @ 355 am) 1 
Maximum power" 1 1100 1 500 1 190 
1 Typid power usedB 1 700 1 400 1 100 I 
The parameters of the YAG laser amfiguratim that cm be optimized are briefly outlined. Each rods of our YAG 
laser is pumped by two high power flashiamps. The powerc deliverd in the flashlamp puise. and the delay 
betweai the pulses of amplifier and oscillator flashlamps, determine the maximum output of the YAG laser, in 
our typicai operatmg caiditioa, the voltage caiadliag the electrical power delivered to the flashlamp was reduced 
to 1.40 kV fiom the maximum value of 1-44 kV allowed by the Q-switch hoId-off (1.54 kV in our case). 
The set of two waveplates placed before the amplfier rod combined with the tilt angle of the SHG aystal, 
determiae the fkactim of fundamental power converteci into GREEN 532 am- Tbe THG power also depeads on 
q t a l  tilt angle and m the poser and pd;irizaticm of the 1064 nm and 532 nm iight beam; to adjust or optimize 
the 355 nm power, the polarization of the IR light can be varied by a waveplate plaaxl before the THG crystal. 
The fiaction of the SHG mjeaed into the THG aystai can be ma& less tban unity by using a dichroic mirra with 
a 30% or 50% reflectivity, as oppossd to the 100% value used in tbe default configuration. We used a dichroic 
mirra witb a reflectivity of 50 46 to m d  chat part of the GREEN output to dye laser 1, as indicated in figure 4.2. 
the rest of it king coupIed with the temainiag fundamental IR radiation in the ïï3G aystal to generate the BLUE 
harmoaic- After coaversioa in tbe THG aystal, the mnaining GREEN light was used to moriitor the proper 
A M h u m  powa that coo be ptoduced indcpcadeatly fa cacb harmoaic by the laser systcm, 
II PO1IIIiCfb produccd with the wtQn in our typical amfîgurcitio~. 
'The limit of the maximum fia~hlamp powa that an k sdcly bandie by tiw Iser depends on the quality of the alignment 
of tbe YAG laser oscillata. spccifically the Q-switch lasiog hold~ff. 
behaviour of tbe s e e d - ~ ~ o ~  pocess by observing the mtertereace pattern from a Fabry-Perm etaion, also shown 
in figure 42. The remainiag IR power, approximately 2 0  mJlp, was used for frequency mixing with the output 
of  dye laser 1 in a KD'P aystal, as descnbed below. Uader these cmditions, 200 mJ/p of GREEN power was 
produced, out of the 50 96 split 532 n m  beam, to pumpA dye Iaser 1, and 110 mJ/p of BLUE radiatioa was 
produœd to pump dye laser 2. 
b) Dye lasers 
Two ~ ~ 2 0 0 2 ~ ~  Lambda Wysiks dye lasers were used in this experiment. Dye laser 1 used a solution of 
Fluorescein 548' (F548) dilutai in a solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in ethanol; the optimization of the 
sdutiai  is disaissed m a ~ ~ e n d B c  . The optimum amoenuations ofF548, for osciüator and amplifier solutims, 
are respectively 550 and 155 mgh in ettianol solvent amtainhg 80 mg/ï of NaOH. 
Usuig tbese sdutions pumped with a power of 150 mJ/pulse of GREEN harmonic (532 am), a conversion of 33 8 
was obiained fa the 555 nm output. Tbe Laser LuieWidtù was d e r  than 0.2 cm". as measured with narrow fines 
of the iodine WF çalibratim specuum. The output of the F54û dye can be tuned in the 540-565 nm range, 
The d e r  dye lasa was pumped at 355 am with a cypical power of 100 d / p .  The table b- 1 of the appendix B lis& 
the laser dje solutims used in tbat laser- A laser pumped at 355 nm exhibited a conversion efficïency of 12-20%. 
4.23 Pump h m  generation 
The generatim of the pbotolysis pump beam laser is generated by doubling a dye laser beam in a BBO crysral- 
The fundamental 6requency of the dye laser was filtered out, and then the stare of polarization was umtrolled witb 
the aid of a Soleil-Babinet compensatar. Figure 4.6 is a scbematic represen tation of the process. 
a) Frequency mrnrtg in crystal 
Sum-Erequency mUring of ihe wavelength 1, with 1, in a noolinear crystal can generate, under proper coriditions, 
radiatim at a waveleogth A,. Fix the usual collinear beam geometry , the requirements of energy and momentun 
conservation are expressed by equatiims 4-3 and 44 respectively. 
A 'Ibc maximum pump power specificatioo f a  the Lambda physics dyc laser. 120 d/pulsc, is iimitcd by damage thrcshold 
of the gratïng dut to n a a b  effccts such as self-foaissing in the d a t a  gain medium. However* the pcemplificr m d  
the amplifier can b a d k  a much higba pump powcr, givcn u m ~  additicmal pecautioci. By iriscrting a Neutrai Daisity (ND) 
flter in k a t  dtbe acillatœcunne to d u c c  the oscillator pamp poanr within bpocificatim, up to 225 mJ/pilse of 532 nm 
d d  be injecteci in the dyc laser without damage: the ND filter was sclccmvd to safdy handie a totai powa of 200 mJ1p. 
Ruarcscein 548 is a tradanark of Exciton, hc.. Dayton. OHIO, USA 
In (44) n(1) is the &active index at the waveleagth A. if the büetiïngence of a nmlinear crystal allows one to 
simult;ai&y bah of the above relatims for the thret wavelengths, efficient fiequency m g  can occur- 
This is usually &me by tüting a speatic aystal axis, with respect to the k vector of the Light, around the E vector 
of one of the optical frequency cunpoaeats of the sum; however, fine adjusment can also be done by thermal 
caitroi of the crystal, which relies on the anisorrogy of thermal expansicm in these materials, and the associated 
change of rehctive index ellipsoid. 
The output of the dye laser pumped wirh 355 nm produced pulses of 12-20 mJoule/pulse of energy in the blue 
regim of the visible. 'Ihe tight beam was sent through a BBO crystalA to generate 05-5 nü/pulse of UV, second 
harmonic grneration, to be used as the photolysis pump laser. The case of second harmonic generation (SHG) 
corresponds to A,= This UV output, pfoduced coliinearly with the fiindamental beam of the dye laser, is 
linearly polarized in the horizontal plane, perpeiidicular to tbe vertical polarïzation of the fundamenmi. 
The fidamental and secoad hamonic are sepafated by a PeUia-Broca prisme, and the fimdamental is sent to a 
b a n  dump, as showa m figure 4.2. Tbe Pellin-Broca prism and beam dump combination is effectively a perféct 
tiiter to rejea the fundamaiml fnquency, as sdiematicallydepicted ia figure 4.6. The axis of the photolysis pump 
is defiaed befaeband by a pair of iris placed oa each side of the vessel. Using tbree 90" prismsc, the second 
harmmic beam was steered through the windows of the vacuum vessel. onto the photolysis pump axis. 
b) Polarùation optics 
A Soleil-Babinet compensatoc (Optics fa Research, Mode1 SB-10) was used to cootrol the state ofpoiarïzation 
of the UV pbOtOLysis Ligbt, mce a beam of the rigbt frequency bas been produced and aligned onto the pump axis. 
The Sdeil-Babinet cunpensator was inserted between the last 90" prisn and the entrance window of the vessel. 
The p t i m  of this optical device is desaibed in the sectian 4.4.5 below. 
A BBO: B-Barium Bœatc crystai. obtakd 6ran INRAD Ca. 
F d  silica prism f.bricpted by IntcraQcics, Ottawa, Coaada. 
9û' pMm made of fusd silia. fkan Esai Roducb hc., Oak Ridge. NI, 07438415S.USA 
Figure 4.6 Schematic for the gena-ation of a pump beam with an adjustable state of polarization., 
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Figure 4.7 Reprrsaitation of the optical layout for the 365 nm genmcion usad for VUV geoc~tion at 121 &,: rpera~e 
for ofigament. DM: dichioic maiior, PD: photodiode, A/4 aod U2: quutcr- aod W-wavep1ates. PB: Peiiia Broca prism. 
4.2.4 V I N  probe barn generation 
a) YAG and dye lasers beam rnLxing 
i) IR beam sttaping 
The IOdQ nm aad the 532 nm pulses are smiultaneaisly emitted Erom the YAG laser. As shown in figure 42, the 
1064 nm beam is h t  passed through a &hy Line. to compensate fa the delay acquired by the 532 nm pump 
inside the dye laser, such tbat botb tbe fundamental IR pulse of the YAG and the output pulse of the dye laser 1 
are synchrcmized. Thm the 1064 nm beam propagates to a reduang teIescop% cunposed of a amverging lens 
( e l 7  an) and a diverging lens (&=-5.0 an); the -5 an leas was mounted on a X-Y-Z translation stage, to aliow 
optimizatim of the resulting beam divergence and its overlap with the axis for 365 nm generaticm. mis 3.4: 1 
telescope reduces the aoss seaion of the IR beam, initially 1 cm in diameter, to about 3 mm, so tbat it better 
matches the dye laser beam aoss section, which bas an elliptical profile of 2 X 1 mm. 
Befme msertiog any foucwbg elements into the optical Ûain, great care was taken to optimize the divergence of 
the lOdQ nm beam by adljiictnig the distane kwmm the leas of the teiescope. This delicate operation was crucial, 
because there is great risk of rliunaging the followhg optics by inadvertent focussing of the 100 al@ IR beam. 
Also, the convergence of the IR was varied to make the lïght beam as parallel as possible: the beam divergence 
was adjusted and the beam size monitored at few points almg a 6 m long beam path, in a iterative process. 
ii) IR polantarion conirol and a i s  defiriirion 
After the telescope, the pdarizaticm of the 1064 nm ix!am was optimized with a 1/4 waveplate for its transmission 
through a ünear polarizer, this provides a maximum power in linear polatization state, and decouples the effect 
of adjustment of the YAG's harmmic generatm aystal mto the polarization of the IR output. After this, the 1064 
nm bmm was alïgned on the mixing axis with the aid of a 90" glas  prisn mounted on a horizontal translation 
manit. to ~ U O W  for 6ne adjustmmt of the IR beam mto the mixing mis. Two apertures insraüed dong the IR axis 
defiaad the mUgig axis fa 365 nm geoeration. After the 90" turniag prism, a Al2  waveplate was installed in the 
IR beam path to orient the liaear pdarizatim horizontally, as reqwed for frequency rnixing process in tbe KD'P. 
iii) Generdon of runuble 365 run radiation 
Suni-6requeacy mixing of 100 mJEp oC 1064 am Iigbt with 50 ml/p of tuaable radiation around 555 nrn, in a KD'P 
aystal (Inrad. model Ml) genaates 15 ml/p ofnmaMe radiation amund 365 nm. A scheniatic laywt of the probe 
beam genaatiOQ mghsizs the repeseatation of the opticai ampaients, as seen in figure 4-7. Each minœ and 
pnsn of the opticai layout are mounted on a lOaematic double-hinge mount to allow vertical and horizmial tilt 
adjustment of the light beam- 
To spatially overlap the two beams, a dichroic m i r r d  reflects the a-wave of the vertically polarized dye laser 
beam with an efficiency of more than 995 46, over a 50 nm range centred on the 555 am waveleagth; an 
addit id antir~uàîcm coating, depasited oa the secoad sudàce, penaits >95 % transmission for the x-wave at 
1064 Kun. Vertical spaciaï overlap of the two beams was achieved by using the interna1 telesoope of the dye laser 
fa the transverse adjustment, such that it intersects the dichroic mirrar at the beigbt of the mixing axis, set at 18 
cm above the optical table- Horizontal spaual overlap of the IR with rhe 555 am beam was provided by 
translation stages at the base of the kinematic mounts holding the dichroic mirroc and the iR prïsm located at the 
beginning of the axis for the fiequency muring of the IR with the dye laser output, 
Due to the large birehringenœ of the KD'P aystal, the spatial beam overlap of the IR and dye Iaser has to be doae 
without the srysîai in place. Once the two beams are collinear, the aystai is installe4 and the sum fiequency 
mixing pnx~ss is oprimized by nming tbe tilt angie of the aystal with a motorïzed ~ u t o a a c k e r ~  system, a serve 
caiuolled unit h m  INRAD. At the optimum tilt angle, 8-15 rxü/pulse of 365 nm W radiation was produced, 
depending primarily on the divergence of the IR beam, the linewidth and divergence of the dye laser. and the 
quality of the overlap between the two laser beams. The optimum tilt angie for mUong depends on wavelength; 
tbe angle must be adjusted every tirne the wavelength of the dye laser beam is changed. This is done by the servo 
rnechnhn of the ~uto t racker~  system. The principle of operation of this device relies on the symmevy of the 
sum-mixing beam, and the way this beam cornes into shape as the crystai is tuned in and out of the optimum 
angle. In praUice, me bas to "teach" the servo where to "l&" for the optimum tilt, and the algorithm of the servo 
is &visai to maintain the optimum tilt as the wavelength varies. The optimum angle is sought by using a dither 
of adjustable amplitude on the tilt angle, and then measuring its influence on both beam symmefry and power. 
Under proper operation, this device maintains better fban 90% of the sum fiequency signal adjusted initially. 
After the sum-fnixïng process, the 365,555 and 1064 am radiations are separateci by a Pellin-Broca prism. ïhe  
beam profile of the UV radiation was nearly Ciaussian, with a FWHM diameter of 1.0 mm, 
b) Generation of tunable radiation for VUVprobe 
A fiw-wave-mixiug 0 terhni- d e d  noareSOQaat third harmonic generation (THG) in phased-rnatched 
=Ar g a d ,  was used to generate the tunable VUV radiatim in the region of the bydrogen Lyman a transiticm. 
by Bequency eipling the 365 am radiaticm- This technique has beea used in most optical deteccjm scbeme f a  
the H-atans." After camparing with other FWM techniques, THG was also found most appropriate to generate 
the coàerent VUV probe beam. Tbe opticai ceii and gas manifold to bandle tbe KrAr gas are illustrated in 
appeodut C. Using 12 W/p at 365 nm and a leas with a focal of 20 cm, an optimum k A r  mixture of 300.785 
mbars was used to generate VUV radiation around the Lyman a îransition. witbin a tuning range sufticieat to 
ea- the Doppler braadened hesbape &the fia H-atans, as seen in figure 4.8. Appendix E discusses this 
technique in more detail. 
Figure 4.8 Tuning range of cohcrcnt VUV radiation by THG fa a gasc mixant of Kr.-. = 303785 mbars. 
A polatizer was added to the IR beam a k r  the reducing telescope, as seen in figure 4.7. We must meatioa the 
subtle rationale for this device. If the IR poiarization varies, as a result of an adjustment of the YAG harmcmic 
aystal. an elliptical state of IR input polarization may translate into a fiequency dependent UV polarizatim of 
the 365 nm lasa beam. Because tbe tesaiance Duaescence is pdarized6. and tbe photoftagrnent fluorescerice was 
detected mly at a specific angle, the LIF detection was sensitive to relatively small changes of the probe 
pobiaîicm. Ccmse~uently. instiiiiing a pdatizer m that position ensures that the IR polafizaticm will be coastant, 
and it avoids the possibiiity of that inadvertent proMem altogether. 
Ionise caliaratiai spectra wze meamred cm the mable visiMe Erequency tôat was mixed with the 6xed IR beam 
used to pabœ tbe amable W at 365 am. 'Ibe wavelengih referace spectrum was always recocded, a lmg with 
îhe orber signais of interest, using the 1, LIF assembly Uustrated in figures 4-7 and 4.2. This measurement, in 
cambinatioa witb tabulaied wavelengths for the 1, molecule, provided both a vacuum wavelength refereûce and 
a refeteaœ of linearity f a  the tuning mechanism, which was vital for the present study. The availability of the 
iaaer measurement was of crucial importance for the data reduction procedure, which is delineated in chapter 5. 
b) Monitor e t d o n  reference 
Linearity measwements to characterize the wavelength tuning mechanism of the Lambda Physik F22002E dye 
laser have also been acquired fknn the ûinges produœd with a monitor eralon included with this dye laser. 
Cornparison with wavelength linearity measurement obtained fkom the 1, LJF calibration amfinned the 
observation of a problem witb noalinear deviatioa in the wavelength tuning mechanism of this laser. This 
imperfection of the dye laser bas been characterized, and as a result of its reproduàbility, appropriate correction 
was POsgMe. This poMan and its characterization are desaibed in appendix D- At this poini, it should only be 
said that the two methods used to cbaraderize tmeaxïty of hming mechanisn provideci very consistent information. 
4.3 Description of the apparatus II: electroniç control and synchronization 
In this purnp-probe experiment, there are three physical quaatities that are rneasured during each pulsed 
experiment: the pump laser intensity, the probe laser intensity, and the laser induced fluorescenœ O f h n  
rescmantly excited speües in the experiniental volume. The physical origins of these three signals are represented 
schematically in figure 4.9. an discussed beiow. After describing the detectim of the signais and their 
amplification, this section proceeds witb the description of the electronic synchronization between the various 
ccxnponents of the experimental apparatus. 
43.1 Detectors and signal amplification 
a) Pumg intensity signal 
The pump is a coherent beam of UV, in the range of 200 to 300 m. Its is generated with a nuence in the range 
of 0.5 to 5 mlJpuise, as measured befcre the envance window of the experimental chamber. and after the steering 
and polarization -tics- The absolute intensity of the beam was measured with a bimeral ihennopile detector 
(Ophir, Mode1 AN, derector head rnodel10A-P) dririag alignmait and optimïzatim of the ncmlinear optics devices 
used to genezate the phordysis UV. Himever, the slow rcspoase time of the thermopile maices it impractical fm 
meastvement oa each pulse, which is required fa power n-cm of the rneasurements. Thus the relative 
intensity for each pulse of the W pump beam was measured with a pyroelectric detector (Molectron, Pl-3 1) 
positiuned a f b  the exit window of the vacuum diamber, on the pump beam axis- A reflectim of the W beam 
6m the surface of a quartz window was used to cut the intensity by a factor of 5-10 (depending on the angle 
:onochomator 
V W  PMT 
m Beam 
Figure 4.9. Vacuum chamber and slave of tbc PMT to pi& up tôt UF signal 
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of reflection used), to avoid saturation of the detector, which occurs around 0.3 mJ/p for our beam size. An 
integraîed opamp within the Pl-3 1 âetector provides an output signal in the range of LOO mV and a width of few 
rniaoseconds, such bat no fiathes amplincaticm was requited pior to the input of the gated boxcar averager 
(Staafad Research Systaa$ SRS, mode1 SR250). The output ofthe boxcar was corinected to the ND amverter- 
b) Probe intensity signal 
tbe VUV probe beam is gaiemai by THG, the collinear W radiation at the fundamental hquency must 
nrst be separated pria  to W M m .  A O2 meam  anm mi monochranator ( A m  Research, mode1 VM-502) 
was used to se~arate the 365 am W and 121 run VUV radiation; the moaochrcnnator was evacuated witb a 
mecbanical pump through a Liquid aitrogen trap to pevait oil badcsueam to the mcmochromator. The VUV beam 
exited the mcmocbromacor and was sent to a VUV PMT (Hamamatsu, mode1 R1459)A. The signal output of the 
PMT was sent to the mput ofa fàst preampliner (Phillips Scientific, model 6954, B-10) having a gain of 7.47 for 
a 10 nanoxzmds pulse for 50 ohms load. The output of the prearnpliner was sent to tbe input of anorher Gated 
Integratœ and boxcar averager (SRS, model SR250). to integrate the ampli11ed pulsed signal, and to provide a DC 
output to the A/D converter. Appendix E discusses the Linearïty of PMTs and electrmic preamplifiers. An 
eleummechanical shutter was installed befcxe the entranœ window of the THG cell, to allow zeroing of the probe 
and LiF signals in a systematic fashion, by a software oommand at the beginning of each spectral measusement- 
C) U F  signal fiom H-aîoms photofiogmenr 
The LIF radiaticm aniW ûan the species excited by the VUV probe beam was deteaed with a VUV PMT (EMR 
photoelectti~)~; tbe PMT was insestecl in the LIF detection sleeve iilustrated in figure 4.9. The sleeve was 
evarxiated with a mecbanical pump through a liquid nitrogen trap. Tbe L E  P m  was secureci inside the sleeve 
via an insert machined out of Nyim* which also saved as a hoIda for an opticaï tilter (Acton ~esea fcch )~  installed 
ia fhmt of the PMT to Mo& spurious opticai signals. This tilter was crucial for the detection of the H-atm LIF, 
by Hocking scutered radiation fiun the pump beam, and disaiminating out the rd-sbified fluorescence resulting 
from absorption by accidentaily resonant Rydberg States of HI. 
The sleeve holding tbe LW PMT, illustrated in figure 4.9, is terminatecl by a amical "snout" which was 
instrumental in ophhing the Signal-twNoise ( S M )  ratio of the LiF signalfiom H-uzoms- The details of this 
snout, designed and machined by the autha. are showed in figure 4.10. This shape was optimized f& three 
A Hamamatsu pbotanuitiplier tub, madel R1459, with a LiF window and a solar blind Cs1 photoalhode of quantum 
cfnciency 16 % at 121.6 nm. 13 96 at 147 om, 1-104 % at 233.7 am, 5*10-': % at 365 am 
EMR pbotoclcctric. Schlumktger, mode1 5416-08-17. sdar blind (Cd) photocaihode and a LiF window- 
Actm Rcscarcô. part no. 122-N-ID: 20 nm FWHM band-pass m n d  122 nm. peak ansmission of 14%. 
Dimension: 
; Hole to clear 
; 440 Allen screw OtRi!f 15/16 X 3132 314 
purposes: 1) to king the PMT as close as possiMe to the experimeotal volume while mioimizing the picinq) of 
spurious signal, 2) to bold an opticai window trausnitriag VUV, and 3) to limit the field-of-view to the 
experimental volume. The flange terminaring the snout was aishioaed with an *ring to carefiilly hold a 2 mm 
thidr LiF VUV windowr. A caïc Minira, indicaieû m figure 4.10, was machined as a part of the tlange, to block 
the intmse na-specular bEeck scatmhg EcOm the probe exit window and other elastic VUV scaüeriog processes, 
which is e f f ' v e l y  a source of noise. The bWer reduced the field-of-view of the PMT to the experimental 
valurne The signai firm the PMï was seat to a preampLifie$, whose output was fed to boxcar (SRSSO) and AiDC 
channel. 
d)  U F  signal fiom 1, ce11 
The numerais resoaanœ liaes of the iodine mdecule enable the use of an iodine ceil as a wavelength calibration 
referenœ for the dye laser 1, which was tuned arouod 555 nm- This device is based on a sealed siüca cell 
oartaining I= vapour which was irradiated by the visible laser beam, after the IR + dye kequency mixiog process 
geaerating the UV beam at 365 nm. ïbe beam was atmuated by 2-3 aders of magaihide with a Neutra1 Density 
filter, psior to irradiating the iodine vapour. The ceIl was endosed in a cube assembly with a spherical reflector 
to d e c t  the fl ucxesaenœ in me end, and a PMT at the Mher end. A pass-band filter, inserted between the PMT 
and ihe ce& was seleaed to attenuate the elastic scattering fiom the pump by at least 1000, while ûansmitting as 
much as pssible the fluorescence at slightly lower fkequency. The signai due to fluorescence fiom resmant 
excitation could easily be made 5 times stronger han the one due to non-resonant elastic scattering, whicb was 
sufficient for our needs. No further amplification was required prior to boxcar gating and ND conversion. 
e) Monitor etalon infensity 
hotber signal of interest was obtained by recording the interference h g e s  produced by sending îhe dye laser 
beam mto a moaitor etalon- The ammganeat used to srecure tbis measuremen t used a reverse-biased PIN silicon 
phaodiode (Marrda, MRD-510) khind an apertme dose size is set to be d e r  than the fringe widtb at that 
partiailat locaîioa. The kee spectral fange (FSR) of the soiid-state mcmitor etalon is 0.67 cm'', aad the typical 
bandwidth of the laser is 0.2 cm". The details related to this measmement, used to coafïm results of linearity 
measurements obtaiaed from the 1, œii, are desaibed in appendix F. 
43.2 Electronic synchroaiutioa 
O) System requiremenfs 
There are tbree levels of synchnniition: the pumpprobe radiation-matter interaction and the amsequent L E  
A Engclhard/Harshaw Optical aystal. part no. 02502V; 1.0" dia x 2 mm Lithium Fluoride VUV window. 
Mode1 IF 934 #2, dcsigned and built by Ivan Frola. UW elcctrcmics shop: gain of 453 9400 MHz in 50 Q. 
signal, the pulsed valve opening and the lrinetics of the gas, and the HV efectrcmics for the YAG laser, i.e- 
capacitcr charging and fhsblamp excïtatia of the YAG rais. The elecQmic units that must be synchrmized are: 
the pulsed valve driver, the YAG laser and the gared boxcar integrat~~, which were used to store the signal from 
the detedas, mtil they were dïgitized by the A/D amverter aud staed in the RAM of the amputer. The Mole 
experimentai apparatus is syncbnniized by a master dock provided by the AT cornputer. 
A TSR ( ramiaate and stay r e s i b t )  mutine was iristalled at the intemipt7 OxlC to set the timer O of the 8253 for 
an intemal clock at 20 Hertz, which was used to geaerate a 10 Hertz square wave at the bit 8 of the Parallel 
Input/Output interface (PUO. described in the next Sedia) of the AT cornputer niaaing the acquisition a d  
ooatrol software. Tbe 10 Hertz square wave is sent to trigger a synchrmized delay genera td  (SE) unit ihat 
triggers the other electroaic units. 
b) Description of the cycle of events 
The cycle of the synchnnized eveats in the pulsed e x m e n  t is desaihi in the foflowing. The chah of events 
begins with rishg edge ofthe square wave prodUCBd at the pin 8 of the PYO, which triggers the SDG unit. A first 
(Charge) signal tnggers the charging of the YAG capaator banks; when the capautors voltage reached a 
predenned levei, an end-of-charge level is set to zero by the YAG control unit. Tben the flashlamp discharge of 
the capacita bank can be safely triggered by the Eue pulse- The flashlamp discharge pulse has an approximate 
duration of 100 psec FWHM. 
The pulsed vaive driver is ben niggeted. It takes a few bundreds of microseconds to mechanimlly open the valve, 
and few tens of mi4068a11d for the gas to reacb the experünental volume- An adjusfable delay is set to have the 
gas pulse synchronized 4 t h  the pump and probe laser at the experimencai volume; the duration of the gas pulse 
is cypicaiiy U)O )rsec FWHMFWHM A Q-switch pulse is provided witb an adjustable delay chat pennits to trigger lasing 
of the YAG civity wbai energy storage is maximum m the rods. This is usually adjusted for maximum YAG iaser 
pmtr.  Appoaimatcly 50 n a n m  a f k  triggering tbe Qswitch, a pulse of the photolysis pump hits the target 
in tbe experimaital volume. Ta aancrwirnds later, a pilsed pobe interrogates the fragments produced; the deiay 
be- pump and probe puise is d&ed by a Merence of opticai path. 
Neatly simultaneais to the pobe excitation, the fluaesceace of the excited thgrnent is detected by the LIF PMT, 
while tbe pump zmd p b e  ïntensities are measured by the deiectas desaibed above. A PIN photodiode, exated 
by the scacteriag h m  the 6rst optics oo the table. is used to trigger the boxcars for each pulsed signai. Each 
-- -- 
A Oclays Gcncrata Unit, desigo and built by Jacck Sabra. U W  Elcctroaics Shop. 
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boxcar output is a ~ e c t e d  toan A/D cbaanel. Tbe amputer software uses the falling edge of the IO Hertz cl& 
to trigger the A/D amversicm and data staage. 
c) î ï ï g  requirements 
Every 100 millisecorid, a sequenœ of electronic signals are used to trigger drivers at specific time, and a set of 
àelays enampasjing 8 arders of magnitude in time aeed to be generated. The stability of each decttoaic delays 
has a limit of relative precisicm of 1W. as a amsequence of the thenna1 stability of the resistcxs and capacitors 
components used in the RC loops of the monostable multivibrators integrated circuit (National Semiconducta, 
part no.: 74HC221A) used to buid the SDG unit. Therefae, pcecisicm at shorter time scale relies cm triggering 
on a Ligbt pulse of the systan, by ushg a MRI)-SI0 PIN phorodiode, reversai b î î  at 15 volts; a 0.1 nanoseamd 
. - nseume is speafied fa this &vice when used in tbese amditioas . The signal of a photodiode is used to trïgger 
the gated boxcar integratm fa the fast sigaals of tbe various detectcns. The table 4-1 lists the mits and the 
synchroaizatim deiays presaibing the rcquired pafamanœ of the SDG unit, 
Table 4.2 Specific requiremea ts for the synchrmized delays generator 
4 3 3  Computer and hsrdware Interface 
a) Compter 
The experimentai setup was amcrdled by a PC, (Tatung TCS-7000) based on a 286 processc~. Two interface 
car& were used fa ammunicaticm to and fhm the amputer a paralle1 port and an ND amverter. 
b) Paraflet inputfowput (Pm) card 
The parallel port was provided by a 32-line digital I/O subsystem @ata Translatim Inc., mode1 DT2817). to 
transmit data betweea the host pcessor and extanal deviocs. 
C) A ~ l ~ g - t ~ - d i g i t d  converter ( A . )  card 
Digital amversion of the DC signal Wm the boxcar was açarnplished by a 12-bits mmoiitbic amverter (Data 













































43.4 LABSCAN. soirware fiw &ta acquisition and c m t r d  
A general descnptim of the softwiae developed fa data acquisition and amtrol is outlined, LABSCAN bas been 
developeü in % laaguage, extending fhe template structure initially developed by Dr. Doug Milbum. The author 
is indebsd to Doug f a  bis geaerous helping tips and advice, at the beginning of LABSCAN development. The 
robustaes of this software lies in its d-deni ied sbuchae; it is designed in a moüular fàshion. for ease of use and 
upgradmg. Fin& the varias fimdims of the main menu are outlined. Then some mer details of the system are 
hi@ lighted and suggestions for improvement are men timed fcir the benefit of an eventual upgrade developer. 
a )  Mode of &a acquisition: rypcs of scan 
LABSCAN perfcxmed data aoquisitim against two types of variables: the rime, in increments of laser shots (100 
msec), or the waveleogth of dye laser- Rior to doing wavelength scan, a wavelength initializatim must be 
perfrxmed, after whicb the wavelengtb position is Éracked in memory, and the "smoorh drive" concepf ensures 
cansistaicy ofrepeated measumnents. The rime scale is re6reshed f a  each rime scan- Whenever a user initiates 
a given scan type, ditto fuoctioas suggest the parameters curreatly staed in the active register (RAM) of the 
cornputer, Erom either the last data acquisition, a last data read fiom the disk This ailows the coavenience of 
template definitions for parameters setup. 
i)  Grating scan anà ïntracmiry etalon scan 
Two types ofwavelengfb scans a n  be p a f i e d -  a namal graring soui. or an intracavity etalon (ICE) scan which 
takes advantage of the maximum possible resolution for the dye laser system. Typically. one can use a grating 
scan to m e a m  a givai speunnn at namal resdutim, then an ICE scan can be used to look at finer spectro5copic 
details; the former aiiows a resolutioa of 0.18-0.25 an-', while tbe latter offers a resolution of 0.O6-0-08 cm". 
Gfacing scans aily requires driving the stepper rnoror of the gratiag. On the other haad an ICE scm Jso requires 
slaving the grating to the etaian moCion. and the master-slave relatimship has to be calibrated every time the 
intracavity d m  is insîalied or a new waveleogth range is seiected f a  measurement. A systematic procedure bas 
beea desigaed and implemented in LABSCAN to ease greatly the senip of ICE scaas. 
By design? the m c k h g  of the etalm-grating master-slave relaticmship should be maintained over a scanning 
range of appmximately 4 A ampd 5550 A. me amsisteocy of the rdrticmship is ülustrated io figure 4.1 1 a). 
by amiparing the same specnal measurement fa a regular grating scan and fa an ICE scan: propec rraacking is 
obeyed over 1.5 A. However in 4.1 1 b). a suspicious ciramatic in the intensity of the ICE scan is oôsmd 
iuamd 5536 A in amparhm CO the reg- grati~g scan. Detailed amsiderations showeü tbat the cause of this 
impafedim in the grathg etal00 relaticmship is the noaliaear deviaticm of the tuoing mechanism of the gratibg, 
as discussed in appendix D. Finally, it should bt aoted that data acquisition rquires loager time at higber 
resoiution; hence the photokagrnent specuoscopy data of a i s  study were acquüed witb regular gratïng scans. 

b) Graphic Uuser ïnzerfrres (GUI): real-the anâ Menvard 
Inspeaicm ofreai-tmie data acquisition reqitires the ability to vary the magoincation scales of the data f a  visual 
chedgLlg ofthe digital iafmmîïcm being acquired Afkr acquisition, the requirements for display are dinerent, 
as they are driven by the need of coarse analysis- For example, they are likely to require comparative overlap of 
data ftan difkmt mes and cmm operaüai. Additiclially, capabdity f a  basic data manipulation is a neeüed tool 
for h t  band &ta validation. As a results, two GUIS were designed and implemented in this program, 
c) Basic data manipulation capabiliîy 
As sam as experimenial data bave beai acquired, sane basic data manipulation must be done in order to evaluate 
the mfOcmaticm obained, and to appopriately assess the next course of action. To satisfy this requiremenr, basic 
operations are implernented in the data manipulation submenu of LABSCAN, such as pump and probe intmsity 
normalization of the LIF signal and data averaging- 
d) Binary dara fonrtot 
The format used to save the data nle oa disk is the same biaary format used in GENPLOT'O; it was originaliy 
defined by the authors of the Ryan-McFarland Fi7 compiler. This is a very robust fonnat witb respect to error 
checks, and it bandles an unlimited number of blocks, each having a maximum sue  of 4 Kbytes. 
e) Peculiar properties of the overall sysrem 
(i) Enect of inenia on the grating drive 
As a resuit of the striagent requiranent for wavelength resolution imposed by the Doppler spectrosacopy method, 
a great deal of- was paid to aisure repeatability of the spectral measurement. It has ben observai chat, when 
the dye laser grating was controlled by another previously written program, specteal measurement were nac 
repeatable, within the precision of the laser resolution: the position of the spectral features were randomly. yet 
continuously, shifted on the wavelength axis, by tbree to six rime the wavelength resolutioa. Figure 4.12 
illustrates the problem: iodine LIF spectra were taken at diffèrent step size of the dye laser grating motion; the 
spectra measured with 1 motor step and 2 mota steps resoluticm did not coincide- 
Detaiïed invlestigatio11 of this problem revealed that it was caUSBd by the software controiier* which exceeded the 
maximm step rate speaficaticm fiir the stegQer maux driver &the grating, and accelerateü the tuning mechanism 
wirhow considcrufion for mechonical inenkt in the system- The gmeral result Erom these amsiderations bave 
resulted in the "Smootb ilrive" algaïthm far rd-time caitrd of the motor drive. This concept bas beeo included 
in the sdtware amtrol fa the stepper motor driver of tbe grating. The effectivemess of the concept is clearly 
danawated by figure 4.13: the spectra measiaed are independent of the step sue. Appendix D fivtber discusses 
tbis anicept btxb m the speafic antext of this study* and in the general amtext of rd-time amtrol optifnization. 
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Figure 4.13. S i m i l u  meMtrrmcnt as io fi- 4.12. but acquired iftcr the impkmcniptim of the 'Srnaab Drive" driva. 
(ii) A/D conversion: Channel cross taLk 
The data acquisition system used pria to LABSCAN was also plagued with cross-taik between AIDC chandel; 
using a precise DC saurce to test the A/DC tard, it was observai that there was about 3-6 % cross talk between 
the mput &annels of the A/DC It was found that proper bandliag of the stanis flags of the A/DC car4 and two 
to three a d d i t i d  successive read operaticms to the same channe1 pr ia  to storing its value, solved this problem. 
fl Suggesred improvemcnîs for cvcntuaI upgraâe of the UBSGîNprogram 
In the following, the author suggested sane mail yet pactical improvemeats that cwld be implemented in the 
UBSCAN program, with signis~mt enhancaneit of the system fa operation in a laser spectrosc~py laboratary. 
(i) Automaric characterirarion of the gr- drive nonlinearity 
In its present status, the program can store straighrfcirward measurements of fringes from a monitor etaion. As 
it was discussed in appendix D. these measwements could be used to detennine the wavelength nonlinearity, and 
this infamation carld be mred in the amputer memœy, such as to aUow for real-time correction of the nonlinear 
deviarion- Recalling that this nonlinearity is reproducible, after this prcceüure has been completed, the grating 
could be scanned witb a iinearity better than its bandwidth without intracavity etalon, and corisequently etalon 
tradcïng d d  bereiiable ova  the daigned bandwidth: 4 A @ 5550 A Implementation of these features wmld 
greatly enhance the capability and effectiveness of the dye laser as a laboratary ïnstnimenr. 
(ii) Variable rate of rime scan 
The t h e  scan option could be made to store data point at a variable interval, so chat temporal stabiiity of 
experimental measurement could be assessed over few hours, a even days, without creâting huge &ta files. 
(iii) Numerous A/DC readout 
An assumptim tbat is almost aiways made, whai using an experimental system such as this one, is that the output 
level of the boxcar is a perfect DC level, which is proparimal to the boxcar input. While rhis is mostly me, the 
presaiœ of HV discûargts in the YAG laser and hi@ airreat discharge in the solenoid pulsed valve can introduce 
temporarily noise burst durhg each LOO mec cycle between laser pulse. Also, it would be useful to have the 
optioa to measure the output signal of tbe boxcar at the maximum A ,  rate. between two laser pulses, and to 
display the output of such a measurement for visual inspection. 
If a time dependent noise structure is present, it cwld be tberr possible to select the optimum t h e  window to 
collect the signal at the output of the boxcar, a to collm a greater number of reading cycles within the time 
avaiiable. in ader to average out tbis hypotheticai noise, 
4.4 Experirnental procedure 
The experimenial procedure of this pump-probe experimem involved a considerable number of operatioos- To 
avoid overwhelming the reader witb the complete details of the expeciments, oaly few essentiai manipulatioas, 
that led to the cenoal results presented in this wark. are repated hereafter. 
4.4.1 Aügnment OC tbe axk  b e r s  .ad jet 
Pna to smding the pulsed laçer beams uiu, the experimental chamber, the axis of the pump and probe laser were 
aligned m such a way as to aoss under the pulsai valve. The experïmental volume is defhed by the intersection 
of pump and probe laser beams- An additicmal amstcaint for the pump-probe alignment was f a  the location of 
the expecimeatal volume be within the field of view of the WF P m  detector. The pulsed valve had X-Y 
adjuiment that permits motion in a plane p d l e l  to the pump-probe plane, and which allowed one to optimize 
the overlap of tbe fke jet with the expimental volume. 
The prescription f m  this procedure is to pennit the laser beams to mvel through their respective set of optical 
porrs, diamemmlly positioned cm eacô si& of the vacuum chamber. To achieve ais goai in a systematic M i o n ,  
optical apertures were installed in the path of eacb optical axis, witb the aid of two He-Ne lasers. The He-Ne 
bans, which wtxe used to sirnulate Lbe pump and probe beams, were used to i n s U  the apertures collinearly witb 
the optical ports of the vacuum chamber, in such a way as to define the overlap of the pump and probe laser an 
optimum position. The optimization of the LIF detection was mmitaed, through the empty sleeve of the LIF 
P M ,  by observing the light scattering nom a needle tip installai at the intersection of two --Ne beams, The 
locatim of the experimental volume was optimized whea the needle's tip was cenued in the field of view of the 
LIF PMT. Once the LIF detecticm was optimized. i.e. the He-Ne laser beams were defining the expecimental 
vdume at an optimal location for LE detection, each axis position was located in space by placing rwo variable 
optical apertures (iris) œnued on the &-Ne bearn, and arranged on borh side of the vacuum chamber. 
4.43 Aiignment of dye b e r s  for diner i t  optics 
To achieve etficiea t pociesses of n m e a r  optic$ it is essential to pay special care to the quality of the input laser 
beam at the fundamental fhqueacy. Tbris, while pmaxübg with the alignment of rhe pulsed dye laser, a trade-off 
benveea maximum power on me han4 and optimum beam quality and narrowest Iinewidth aa the otber han& 
musc be ma&. It has been obsarved rhar, when the htter preûaminates, bettec ncmlinear coaversicms are obcained. 
Good beam quality is beneficial fa ncmlinear optical processes both in gas pbase, through a srnalIer spot size 
obtained at the fioais and tbe aiase~uently higher peak power, and in a crystal, wbere the divergence of the beams 
is mticat due ro sensitive frequency dependence of the apthum aystal tilt angle- The latter also Mines the 
spread of the angular acceptance f a  that aystal. 
a) Tbe beam prohle is detennined by the osciUator outpur; the laser liaewidth was typically 0.17-0.22 cm". 
b) In the preampliner stage, the tilt and height of tbe cylindncal pump lens allowed fm trade-off between power 
and linewidth. A perfèct overlap of the pump beam with the optical axis of the preamplifier inaeased the 
pmpensity for broadbend ampiiûed spoataoeous emissim (ME) f-ck to the oscilïator, which may mnpete 
with the aarmwbaad wavelerigth sekmd m the oscillator cavity; this situation transhtes into degradation of botb 
beam profile and linewidrh, althoagh it is W y  to result in highest output power. Also, when a crade-off is solely 
made towatd higher poriiier, very poor conversicm efficieacy oftai results, in addition to inaeasing the progensity 
f a  the oca~reaœ ofself-ftmsshg, wûich can be harmful to tbe laser system, and to &e following devices in the 
opticai train. 
C) The h a 1  divergence of the dye laser beam results fiom the cambined effect of the preamplifier beam expander 
telescope, and boni the spatial inhomogeneity of the gain and rehctive index of the amplifier medium; this 
homogeneity is related to line focussing of the amplifier pump used to couple pump to gain medium. The final 
laser km divergence bas a detennining influence on fieguency doubling efficiency, as discussed above. 
d) The telescope adjusmient of the preamplifier beam also afFects Lhe laser beam profile and ünewidth in an 
unexpected way while adjusting the transverse degree of fieedam of the telescoge, in ader  to align the 
preampliner bearn mm the ampMer axis, the hrst element of the telescope (a divergiag Iens) can oftea be made 
to aa5dentally serid a reflex of the broadband ASE fkmi the pteampMer or osciIlatof gain regian back into the 
oscillator, due to the finite angular acceptanœ of its axis. This can degrade linewidth and beam profile 
signifimntly a even completely; self-focussing in the amplifier may result fiom this inadvertent situation- This 
phenanencm can o h  beobserved when relatively high output powu is obtained fiom the dye laser, yet unusually 
small power caa be proâuced fiom 6requency doubling a mixiag ia crystal. 
4.43 Manipulation to find the sigma1 f r m  photofmgment L W  
The signal acquisiticm uses boxcar gating to produœ DC levels, which are then easily read and stcxed in the 
canpuier. Initial gate adjusanent for the 10-20 nanosecond pulse tiom the LIF signal of the photoikagments can 
be mcky, because it depends on the overlap of the two laser ôeams with the fiee jet, on the laser fiequeocy of the 
probe, and on tbe relative delay of the pulsed valve with respect to the laser pulses. Thus the spaiial ahgoment 
of the pump and probe laser wae besed oa the irises installai pria to ogtimization of the noaiïnear optics 
pmxws fix pump and probe gaiaaticm- Tben, to adjust tôe iiming gate for the PMT detection of the LIF signal, 
it is simpler to use a referenœ signal that dœs n a  depead oa pump photolysis, yet has elec~oaic aaiisiticms 
sufliaaitly cime to the entrgy region of Lynian a, such that it can ôe pobed by the VUV generated by iht same 
THG method; carbon mcmoxide (CO) was used f a  such a referace signal- 
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Figue 4.14. CO UFrprmmi usai  to djut ihc UF dMtioa elcctronic, mcasurui the pmbc iincwidth. md test the popr 
opcratioa of the h c  supersoaic jet, 
The CO LKF reference signal bas rbree additicmal uses. Fmt, it permits the experimental assessmeat of the 
iinewidtb of the VUV poix, and second, to qoaütatively asoenaiD <bat the s-c jet expansiai behaves 
propaly* i.e. that a decent cmling of the rotaticmai population is achieved. These last two points are illustrated 
in figure 4.14. 'Ibe inteosity of the rotational energy levets indicates a rotaticmal temperame annind 10 "K. and 
the VW probe linewidth is approximstely 0.65 cm-'. 'Ibe third use is desaibed in the following subsectim. 
4.4.4 Optimizatioii of the injection laser frequency 
Anaber auQal aspect of the gllobal expimental system was the stability of the injection laser (seai) that is used 
to preaSe1y ataôiisb the Bequacy of the Nd:YAG laser (hm); the system was ülustrated in figure 4.5. n e  
injecticm laser sys& is a mmdithic, aatinuous wave (OV). Nd:YAG laser, pumped by a diode ïaser. 
The fesaiant fiequency of the injeah laser on be adjusted via the temperature of the YAG crystal, through both 
the thermal dependence of the eltxtronic properties of Nd:YAG determining gain bandwîdth. and the thermal 
expansicm of the Nd:YAG m=lteriiii afkting the modes of maidithic laser. A thermoelectric cooler/heater system 
ccmnds the tempemure of the injection YAG laser, so that it can be adjusted to match the host laser baadwîdth; 
this defines the goal of the optimjzatim for the combined injeUicm and host systems, also refened to as master- 
siave relation betweea the systems. 
The gain bandwidth of the Nd:YAG material is about 4 cm". The modes of the main (or host) YAG laser are 
separateü by0.0083 aa". Whéa the host laser is pumped by fhshiamp, and Q-switched into k i n g  without seed 
injectim, the distn'bitim of lasing frequeocies span about 1 an-' around the pealr of the gain medium, as a result 
of the properties of the uastable resonator aad the raadom nature of the centre nequency for each pulse. This is 
due to the stochastic nature of the iniüaI oompetitim between the mode of the host cavity excited iato lasing by 
ampli6ied spmtaneous emission (ASE). A cavity M t - u p  time (BUï) of 10 nanosecoud, associated with k i n g  
initiated by natural ASE, is observai following Q-switchiag. 
The mle of seed injection is to rephce tbe natural ASE with a fixed, controllable, cw, 6equency reference. Hence 
pulse after pulse, the same frequency of electromagnetic radiation dominates the host oscillator. An additional 
consequence of proper laser injection is a dramatic BUT reduction; the BUT is al1 the more reduced for good 
overiap becween injecticm beam and h m  ovity axis, and position of the seeder Gequency at the centre of the host 
gain bandwidth. 
The h m  gain bandwidîh enampasses numerous modes of the host oscillator cavit.  A piezoelenric element, oa 
which is mounted the back mirrar of the host (36Cillator catrity, allows for dithering the lengtb of the host cavity 
by a mmute amamt, in princip1e anallm than the distanœ axresponding to the Mereace of wavelengths between 
tw successive modes of the host <iscillator cavity. Hetérodyne signal dececrion, at the dither fiequency, aims at 
minimizing the BUT of the host lasing. The f- laap of the heterodyne circuit produoes an analog signal 
driving the awxage positim of the piezoelectric elemenc, whicb eventually locks oato a specific mode of the host 
cavity. oprimum f;or the gîvea injaxkm laser frequency. However, the injection laser fiequency must be icdjusted. 
to d the centre of the gain baodwidth at the equilibrium temperature of the Nd:YAG in bost oscillatcx cavity. 
In arder to temperaturetune the frequency of the injection laser to overiap the carre of the host gain bandwidth, 
a very effective spectroscogic metbod was found, which carespoods to tbe third use f a  the CO LIF reference 
signal mmtimed above. The VUV hpency ,  used to probe the experimentai volume, equals three times the UV 
frequency around 365 nm. The UV fiequeocy at 365 am is the sum of the tunable dye Erequency, and the 6xed 
IR bquency of the YAG laser. Cmse~uently, the bandwidtb and centre nequency of the VUV is directly reiated 
-Injection laser ON - !n jection laser 3 F F 
Dye Laser Counter (A) 
-Injection laser ON - Injection loser OFF 
Dye Loser Counter (A) 
F m  4-15. bpamœ d w g  tbc sœ&r îiqucay to the a ~ u c  of the b a t  bandwidth. a) Sadcr hqusncy off-ccnm: 
b) Secder kquency matching the centre of the b a t  gain bandwidth. 
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to rtie bandwidtb and caitre kquericy of the seed laser. If tbe seed laser is off-centre of the host gain bandwidth, 
very poa perfamaace of tbe VUV kmdwidth is observa as seen in the figure 4.15 a). However, when the seeh 
fhqxmcy is marchexi witb tbe host gain centre, an optimum improvement of the VUV bandwidth results, as shown 
by figure 4.15 b)- Haceforth, tbrough successive adjustment of the seed frequency, this spectroscopie method 
@ts a peQse kqwncy overlap f i  ogtimizaticm of the master-slave relation between injection and host laser. 
4.4s On the SdeU-Babinet compemtor 
The Soleil-Babinet campensator was desaibed in 4.2.3 b), It is a varjable waveplaie, that can be calibracixi for 
any waveleagth tbat has a reasmable transmission through pure crystalline quartz- This device is cornposecl of 
two quattz wBdges, made dl&-handed and right-hded quartz, respectively. Basically, it relies oa the circular 
dichmism property &quartz marPriirl f a  its retardatim properties at a givm wavelengtb- This device is a multi- 
order waveplate of adjustable retardation, and whose optical axis can be oriented witb a divided circle rotating 
mouat. These two variables, remdation and aientaiion, aUows a completely arbitrary control of the state of 
polarization over the afaementimed range of wavelength- 
Befae using the retarder at any given waveiength, it must be caiibrated, using a poiarized source and an analyser, 
by the following proœütue. Fust, the polarizer is instalted on the axis of the polanzed source, and it is aligned 
for extinction of the source. Tàen the compensator is installed beîween the polarized source and the analyser. 
Set the micrometer so that the digital display reads 4.00. The compensator is fine-tune to achieve optimum 
excinaion, by carefiil rotation of the divided circle rotatm. Lock the rotator release. The retarder axis is rorated 
by * 45O by releasing the "click stop" release and rotaùng the compensator to the * 45O detent- Now by slowly 
varying the micruneter of the variable retarder, and m e  on note the values at whicb total extinction of the source 
occurs; those are the values of retardance that corresponds to the successive (n+'/t)il waveplate. A linear 
regression can be used to obtain a relation between waveplate retardance and digitai display of the retarder. 
Because the exact angle of incidence of the beam mto the wedge determines the retardance of the campensata, 
the calibratim m u s  be executed each tirne the p m p  beam is realigaed. Also, a slight deviation of the beam was 
observed wtien îhe ormpensam was mtroduced in tbe optical patb. Therefare, the calibratioti of the retarder and 
the aiignment of the pump axis had to be done a few succesive times in a recursive fàshion, the 6rst rime that the 
Soleil-Babinet compensata was introduced in the pump beam. 
A clear account of the theory of polanzaticm optics and algebra", is given in referenoe 12, (Polarized ligiu: 
production and use); this book contains a good description of Stokes parameten and illustrates the use of the 
Pomcarre sphere as a cool to solve problems with retarders and otber polarizaticm optics. 
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Chapter 5 Experimentai measurements and data reduction procedure 
The main body ofspearal measufanaits paaited m this thesis was ac~uired to determine the electronic structure 
of moleculat HI in the energy range of the low-lying dissoaative states excited by absœptim in the A band 
Secciai 5.1 &fines the ranges of the experimentai variables at which the Doppler spectra were acquired f a  this 
purpose. Section 5.2 elabmates on the &fa reducticm procedure. which must be operated on the measurements 
pria to extraction of meaningfbl iaformatioa- 
5.1 Photofiagrnent specuoscopy on HI photodissociation 
The purpose of these measurements was to elucidate the dynamics of HI photodiSsociaticm. The ccimpments of 
the data set are identifiai by specific values fcn tbe wavelength and polarization states of the photolysis pump 
beam. The experimenral apparatus allowed Doppler spectrosc~py measuremen ts to be perfimed with the relative 
alignment of the pump-probe axis in athogmal gmeuy .  In chapter 6, the anaiysis of these Doppler spectra will 
allow definite assertions to be made witb regards to the dynamics of HI pbotodissociation. 
In table 5-1, the photolysis wavelengths and the polarizatiau states are listai aloag with the sîatistical signal-to- 
noise (Sm ratios that have been auained through the procedure of data reductim and averaging of successive 
Doppler spezûum measmments. Tbe siatistical S/N ratio of a given Doppler spectntm is calculated on the power 
normalized spectnmn, in term of the relative fluctuation with respect to the average signal. and this quantity is 
averaged over the spectral lineshape. Note also that measurements were acquired for polarized photolysis laser 
in bah vertical Or) and horizontal (H) States of linear polarizatim. at each photolysis waveleagth; bere vertical 
and horizontal is àefined with respect to rhe horizontal plane of the intersecting pwnpprobe axis- 
Table 5.1 List of the main data set used in chapter 6 
5.2 Data reduction procedure 
Meticulous care was talren to reduœ the &ta in a systematic mannet. The procedme to do so involves: power 
namahaim of the WF signai with respea to the prriiins dpump and probe beams, correction f a  the nmlinearity 
of the tunable wavelength, statisticai averaging and integrai namalization for each power-normaiized H L E  































53.1 Power mmaoliution 
The experimenmi Ln: signal iiwn the H-atams, SJv) is given by eqdm (5-1). It is a product of HI mdecular 
daisity, pump and probe incensity (proOorti011al to the power mcasiaed f a  these beams), and the coavoluticm of 
D(v), the DoQpIa Lineshape fimaion, with g(v), the probe Iineshape function. The Doppler iïneshape functim, 
and its dependaiœ ai the relative œïentaticm berween the probe axis and the pump polarization vectar, amtains 
the informatiai ai the pborodissociatim dynamics. A b ,  the power nœmaïized DoppIex profihi, S-W, to be 
obtained &an experimeaial measutcments, oarespaid to the integral term in the curly bradcet, 
Caise~uently, the nrst step in the procedure of Qia reductiori is the shot-to-shot power-normalization of each H- 
a m  Doppler specaum by tbe oonespotiding pump and probe intensity signais. Note that the number density of 
HI in each pulse was not measured, and it is assumed constant- The stability of the HI number density has been 
assessed separately, and its fluctuations will be msidered as an additional source of noise in this experiment. 
Also a great deai of effort was invested in coastructing a îàïrly stable HI source f a  this study (see appmdix A). 
Due to the h i t e  dynamic range of detectors and th& electrmic amplification, a validation check fa the range 
of each signal was perfOrmed pria to powtr MXmaïlZatiai. Reüse characterization (see appendix E) of electronic 
gain and satmaticm limits was perfamed for the detectors aad their preampliers, which was neoessary to 
automate validation checks on the vast amount of data processed in this study. For each set of specva aquireü 
unda identical caiditims, the &teaicm setup informatioa (PMT bias, identity of preamp used) were input to the 
n a m a h a r i a i  pogram, and the user was notified ïfaay reçaded signal accidentally exceeded its respective range 
of validity during &ta aquisiticm. This a U d  selectioa of valid data, and rejectioa of data a f f i  by the 
pernicious effects of signal saturation', which may not be obvïous in an individual sgectrum, due to their hite 
signal-to-noise ratio. Once the individual signal inteosities were validateai. the sbot-to-shot namaiizatim was 
operateci, to yield tbe power-nmnaiized LIF signal of the H-atms, i.e. the experimental Doppler profile. 
An additimal test was perf<rmed periodiçally an a few sample specua, in order to determine the proper behaviour 
of& normalization procedure, and to furthet ensure lin&ty of the overall measurement Tbe premises of the 
test wece as fdlows: if the data namaiizaticm bebaves poperly, bath the shart tenn and long term fluctuatiais 
of tbe LIF signai shaüd be 0areLated to the product of the VUV pro& and UV pump tluCuliUioas. This impücs 
tbat the namai Statistical fiuctuatia~ fa these signals mwt be cœreiateü. Coase~uetltly the poum-normalized 
LIF signai, ic. the ratio d the L E  signal divided by tbe signais f3om VUV and W deteam, must exhibit analier 
relative fluctuations. 
To verify this assumption. the namal fiuctuatims were quantitied fw each signal, and the inequality 5-2 was 
tested. Equatia 5-2 simply states that the namal fluuuatims, a, of the power-nœmalized signal, S-(v), musc 
be less tbao the namai tiuctuatioos, a of the expaimeatal LIF signal, S,(v). The symbol a, represents the 
fîuauacion of k-aad a, represen ts the fluCbuati(n1 of Iw- This was indeed observed, and the relation 5-2 was 
confirmed Tbe equaiity limit would be mach& f a  ideai noiseless elecnoaics and perfectiy repeatable pulses of 
HkHe gas mixture, wbere the Bucaiatims would mly be causai by absorption and fïuorescenœ of radiation. 
It is miaestnig to nue the depeadeaœ of the LIF signal fluctuatioos oa those of the YAG laser. Equations (5-3) 
shows that becuise tbe VUV p d x  depeods cm the 9 power of the fundamental IR of the YAG laser, and the W 
pump depends cm tbe 6b pawer of this fiindamental IR the n d e d  fluctuations of the L E  signal can actually 
be up to 15 times larger tban those of the intensity of the YAG fundammtal IR fiequency, as a result of equaticm 
5 -  Recalling that the amplitube of the fluctuatim reduces the effective ciyaamic range of the electraaic 
amplification, this fact povides an indepeadent ratiunale to use seed injection during operation of the YAG laser, 
since it greaîly reduces the shot-t~tsbot fluctuations f a  the intensity of the hindamental IR fiequency of the YAG 
laser output. 
5.2.2 Wavelength correction 
In ader to ensure the relïability of the information obtained 6rom spectroso~pic measuremeats, three operatioris 
were perfmned: linearizatiai of the nming drive, calilxaticm wiih a specPto6copic reference, and verification check 
on repeaiability. As it will be appreaated belaw, tmking d the  dye laser wavelength was requued to characterize 
the noalinearit? of the tuning mechanism. whicb was crucial f a  the success of this experimental study. A LIF 
spec&um fkom iodine molecules was s y s ~ t i c a l l y  acquired, during data acquisitim of the Doppler profile, fa 
the visible wavelength regicm conespoading, through the hquency muing processes, to tbe H-atm VUV L E  
speara in additioa to permitting a oarectioa f a  the noaliaearity of the dye laser tuning wavelengtb, bis signal 
provided an absdute vacuum wavelength calibration. 
An iodine LIF reference spectNm was acquired and staed almg with each H-amm LE spectrum- Using the 
axmmim pocedure desaibed in appeadü D, the expaimental1, L E  spec~rum was comparecl with a referenœ 
spedmn h m  tabulated Iioes, to obtain the axrectim for the aonlinearity of the nming drive. Tbe impataoce 
on this noalinearity is üïustrated by figure 5.1 a). 
- SimuJated reference data 
-Exp. data corrected for NL 
- lnif in1 exp, data: dibrated 
Vacuum wavelength (A) 
Dye laser wavelength (A) 
Figure 5.1. a) I, LF spectn  uscd to charaderited the noaliDcvity of the moing drive of the dye laser. b) illusuaticm of the 
stability of the niniog drive fa amsecutive scan of Doppler profiles during 6 hours. 
% 
H~wever. the reprodua'bility of the wavelength tuning. &maastrated by the figure 5.1 b), permitted us to process 
each series of Doppler spectra in batch during the data reduction procedure. Afm a visual inspection fm 
repearabiiity of the wavelength tuning, the noriliaearity was cbaractaized and mected for, and tïnally the 
linearïzed wavelength axis was calibrated witb respect to the vacuum wavelength reference affmded by the 
tabulated spectral lin& of 1, molecules. 
5.23 Staüstical &ta averaghg 
The nature of statisticai tluctuatim is such that the signal-tmnoise (SM) ratio squared is pfoportioûal to n, the 
number of equivalent s?imples, i.e. a= C o a ~ u e a t l y .  it talres typically four cimes as many samples to 
irnprove the SM by a fàctœ of two. This inainsic property of statistics was taken into acoount in our data 
averagiag procedure, by usuig a statistical weight, defined as {S/N)2, consisteatly for each power ncmnalized 
Doppler spectnmi, where (S IN)  is calculated as the average S/N, at me standard deviafion. over the power 
normalized Doppler s p e c ~ m .  Once the statistical weight was calculated for a power-normalized Doppler 
spectrum, it was i n t e g r a l - n m e d  to bave an area proporticmal to the (S/N}2, consistent with the above 
statistical argument The additiai of integral-namralized spectra, acquired in equiviüent experimental conditions, 
is then statistically correct; in orber words, the statistical averaging. defined in this way, made the wisest use of 
the information cmtained in the individual specua, by weighting them in proportion to their respective 
information content. 
53.4 HI LW background subtraction 
Ideally, the LIF detector shouid mly pi& up the fluaesceace fiom tbe photofiagments excited by the probe- In 
praaice, the Hi mdeaile also has resonaaces in the same eaergy region. Although a Lyman ar Nter reduces the 
LIF detection sensitivity for this spurious signal, a fkacticm of the HI molecules proâuœ resoaance fluorescence 
tbat must be subcraaed Hmever. fhiS resaiiint HI w g  must h t  be characterized, prior to being subtracted 
6ram the H-atom LE. Tbe characterizatim of the HI L E  was made through the Lyman a filter. For each 
expaimeat.1 nm, the HI LIF was rneasured by scanning the wavelength range used f a  H-atm LE, but without 
the phocolysis laser beMg present Figure 5.2 shows the shape of the background fimction obtained by averaging 
a few spectra, and also afrer Fourier filtering the noise out; n e  that the Hi LIF spem obtained withmt the 
Lyman a 6lta was about 20 times stronger. and it sbares similar features but it has different relative intensities. 
Fartunately. the LD: &HI around Lyman a has two s p a â d  &ames lying outside the range of Doppler broadened 
H-atom absorption. around -7.5 an" and 8.0 cm'' respecùvely. ïùese features were used to scaie the HI LIF 
background funaïm. in ader to assess the cuntributim of the HI LIF background "hiddea" in the H-atan LIF 
signal. The subtractim of rhe HI La: background was cmly executeù once at the end of the &ta avetaging 
procedure, for eacb ambinarion of waveleogth and poiarizatim s t a k  ai the final component of each set of spectra. 
HL background on the LW detector through Lyman a filter 
Doppler shift (cmœ1) 
Figue 5.2. Dctaminaticm d a  namabü HI L E  badrgrairid fiilictiaa. The avmgc of few power normaliazcd HI L E  specaa 
is Fouria filtercd for structure at higher frcqucocy that can bt dctcctcd by the smallest prok linewidth. i-c. 0.6 cm-'. 
5.2.5 Illustration d the systeumtic procedure d dam reduction 
To apply this procedure systematicaüy, a program was wricten in the maao ~ommand language of GENPLOTA, 
in arQr to mmitrx and control the quality of the data. Graphical outputs were generated at the end of each step 
of the process, fa the sake of uansparency and fa direct visii=rlililtion of results, which was especially usefui 
during the development stage of the procedure- 
An example of the &ta averaging and subiraction of the HI LIF background is illustrated in the figure 5.3 and 
5 -4, fa a set of Doppla specba acpuired with vertical poiarization of the photolysis beam at 240 am wavelength. 
In figure 5.3, integral normalized Doppler profiles fiom a series of measufemeats were statistically averaged. 
Each meniber of the series were statistically we4ghted ai the basis of the experimental fluctuaticms, (SM do); 
&ter averaging the numerous points acquired at a given value of the pobe fiequeacy, the specmm was ara 
normalizeb in popation to the square of the experimental SM ratio used to quanti@ the inf<]Cn18tim oootent. 
A G-T: A Data Aaaiysis and Grophicai Pioning Prognm fa Scientist aud Eaginccrs. Canputcr Graphic S a v i a .  52 
Gcnung, Circic. Ithaca, NY. 14850-8716. (607) 2774913. 
Data file: 02 c4ra Photolysis wavelen th  240.00 nm 
?te: 02/28$k SB retardance: 0.%00 A 
S N = 22. Orthogonal pump-probe geometry 
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Fipc 5.3. bomplc dsystuuatic statisticai avm@ng d a  à a  d avcragcs Doppler rpoms. Ibs remmi in the Icgcnd lur 
sclfcvidcnt arc explain& SB rembar. ir the Soleil-Balskt retardanœ i n p d  ai tbc pboldyris bclm inamriag wilh 
h m m a s i p k ï z a t k  odcbaapi icpI .xùdëerruiQWg6atdat4S0Tiomihcnnid.  thaeEixcSB =OAimplir. 
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pÎneL tbe wcigbtad a- is shown ta the whcdc series. b) Tbc 1- panel, the individual average spoctr~ hm dincltnt 
aperimaitll rm arc mghiai in ammiamcc dtkir  statisticaï cantcm chrougb tbcir respeaive ~ 1 .  This plot was dw fa 
cacb Scncs average. in d e r  to maoitor acb data set. S a  tcxt f a  tk defanition of the kgend in the -ph. 
- 
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Figute 5.4. Example of systanatic HI L E  background (ce fig 5.2) subtractioa h m  the average spectnmi from figure 5.3. 
In figure 5.4, the concribution fian the HI LIF background present in the averaged H-atom signal w;is assessed 
by scaling the background HI Ln: functim to spectral features at -7.5 an'' and 8.0 cm" DoppIer shift, near the 
wings of the Doppler spectra; then the sded background was subtraned, and the final Doppler profile was 
obtaioed- Tbese final Doppler profjies, f a  each ambinacicm of photolysis wavelength and polarizaticm 
investigaîed, are the 6naI podua of the experimental measurmetit and data averaging. The analysis of chapter 
6 is developed cm the ôasis these average measurements. 
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Chapter 6 Analysis, discussion and quantum mechanical calculation 
6.0 Perspective of the approach 
The goal of tbis chapter is to elucidate tbe photodissociatioa dynamics of HI, following absorptim in the füst 
continuum. This physicaf process is charadaized by two observables, the aoisouopies and the electroaic 
brancbmg of the photofragmait pobucÉr whicb cm be dehned as functims of the pbotolysis photon energy. The 
values f a  these observables wiU be obtained at nine photolysis photon energies fiom our spectrosc~pic 
measriranents ai H-aum phoiofiagmmts, and they will d e  a determination of partial absorption cross sections 
for each electronic produa. 
These experimental cesulu will be compared wiîh those i3m previous studies, and the diepancies that will be 
fwnd will be rationalued. Based on these experimental results, a quantum mechaaical (QM) determination of 
the potentiai eaergyaPve (PEC) fœ the dissociative States will substantiate the theory of direct photodissociation 
in Hi, which has been sumrnarized in cbapter 3. This model, however simple, provides correct predictions of the 
observaMes fir the photopoduds amss the range of photolysis wavelengths over wbich we obtained experimentai 
observations, and it suggests an extrapolation of the observables over the whole A band absorption- - 
The aaalysis of= expefïmmtal measiirements pmadd in fan step6: Cr) the determination of product branching 
ratias (R) and anisotropy parameters (p) at various photolysis wavelengths by inversion of the Doppler profiles, 
(ü) a amparacive analysis of- results witb thcase fian peviaus snidies and a r e t m  to the profile inversion, (Li) 
a calculation of the partial absoçptioa am SeCuon (PACS) foo the electronic products, and (iv) a QM 
determination of the PEC. The k t  step yielded values fa the observables of the photodissociation dynamics 
pfocess- kklweva, discrepanaes existed amaigst the values of these observables, wbich bad only been measured 
at a few photolysis photon energies. Ccmsequently, a cornparison of our restilts with those obtained in previous 
studies was necessary, and tumed out to be aucial fcn the present study, as it will be s h o w  in section 6.2. 
Once the observables of the phOtOdiSSOQaticm dynamics were determined with a relatively high degree of 
confidence, a QM detenninaticm of the PEC was paf-. To this ad, the total absorption aoss scctim 
(TACS) fiom Ogilvie' was decorn- inm partial absaption cross section (PACS) of the electrouic products, 
by using a~ atpaimental values ~~g ratios R Fmally. these cxperhental PACS were used as the input 
data f a  the QM detemination of the PEC. 
range of dynamics 
for evaiuation of the 
For the Doppler spectrum of each iiaear polarizatim: - calculate the sgectnim fot each elecoonic product 
- sum the products accordmg to the branchmg ratio 
- convolute ideal spectrum with Lyman a doublet 
- convolute the specaum with probe lineshape 
- integrai n o ~ o n  of the simuiated spectrum 
I 
complete 
Visual inspection of 6- array 
witb graphitai 3D-plot 
Store resuits in the c- array 
Final vernation and swing of results: 
- Using the oprimai parameters obtaïneü 
simulate Doppler spectra and 
overiap with e x m e n t a ï  &ta 
- Save the cornparison 
- Save the 5- -y. numbers and plot 
Redefine or reduœ the range - 
oftheparameters 
w 
I PROCEDURECOMPETED I 
Figure 6.1. Flow &art of the farivprd amvdutiai pooadurc to extract the obQavrbles of the phdodissouatioo 
dyaamias hm tbc Doppler profile spacba Two parts a n  bc disthguished: Doppler profile simulation. and iîcrative 
aprimintion of îhe dynamical amstants, whosc optimum vaiucs detamine tbc expaimcatai observables. 
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6.1 Determination of the observables fkom experimental measurements 
The Doppler profiles were measured wifh a photolysis beam in a state of either vertical or horizontai linear 
polarization, and wiib an orthogonal arracgernent of the pump-probe geomeuy. These profile measmemeats 
provideci Suflticient i n f i a  toextract îhe bw caisiants cbaractenzibg the phOtodissoCiation dpamics. These 
castant. R tbe product banchg r a î b  aad 8, the anhUrqy parameter, wiiï be referred bdow as tbe dynaxnical 
cmapits- At each phaolysis waveiengtb and photolysis ~ la r i za t im .  repeated measuremeuts were suuUticaily 
averaged in the manner outlined in the chapter 5. 
A fitüng routine was devised to extract the values of the dynamical constants fkom the averaged Doppler profiles. 
The routine was essentially a forward convolution technique, in which trial values f a  the dynamical constants 
were varied within a range, and the simulateci Doppler profiles were calculateci for each polarization state, at the 
trial value of the dynamical crmstants. The values of these amstants wae wuîed until the correspcmding simulated 
profiles best agreed witb the experimental spectra- 
In the following section, the algorithm devised to simulate the Doppler profile, and the method to optimize the 
fit of the constants, are described. This section closes witb a discussion on the evaluation of the uncertaincies for 
the optimum values of the dynamical constants- The flow cbart of figure 6.1 represents the fofward convolution 
procedure used to obtain the observables fiom the Doppler profile measurements. 
6.1.1 Algorithm d the Doppkr pro(lle slmrilntion 
For a given set of dynamical constants, the Doppler profiles cocfesponding to vertical or horizontai polarization 
of the photolysis laser can be caiculated using the formulas derived ia chapter 3. The calculation involved the 
foiiowing steps: (i) a partial Doppler profile was simulatd for each of the two velocity groups, each coefesponding 
to a product cbannel, acc~eding tothe anisoeropy ass~rmed for each produa channel; (ii) these two partial profiles, 
were summeâ with a weight determïned by the branching ratio; the result was an i d d  Doppler profile, 
crxrespaiding to a pobe laser of zero lïnewidth fœ an infmitely narrow transition; (iii) the fine-structure splitting 
(036 an") ofthe Lyman a transition in the hydrogen atom was taken into account by adding two replicas of the 
ideal me, weigbted by the respective multipücity of the doublet's axnponend, offset by tbe mergy spiiniag, 
and positioned at the centte of gravity of the doubla The result was a Doppler profile for an ideal probe laser, 
Le. a probe laser of zero linewidtb; (iv) the latter profile was then ooavoluted with the finite linewidtb of our 
experimaital probe* The laam was determnied & c m  VUV c a l i ~ c m  easurement (CO LIF) described in chapter 
4; (v) the simuiated profite ubtained in this way was normalized to unit area. 
6.2 illusuates the calculatioa steps io sirnulate a Doppler profile, for a photolysis beam in horizonraï 
pdarizaticm at 23û nm wavelength. The steps iaclude the caiculation of tbe partial prome coatributiori for each 
praüuct chanael, their sums cmvduted wiib tbe H-aum's Lyman a doublet which resuits in an ideal Doppler 
WC the amvduti(1~ o € h  iaüer with the finite probe iinewidth whicb results in the simuïated profde, and its 
ampanSon with an experimental I)oppler prome. Tbe DoppIer poale simulaticm was an intermediate step of 
the fiaward amvdutim algorithm. Tbis algorithm was repeated fa both phatoIysis polarization compmeats ac 
each set of values of the adjustaMe ph-m coastaats. 
PHOTOLYSIS OF HI AT 230 nm / @=O0 
Doppler Shift (cm-') 
Note thac pria CO the preserrc study, tbe anisotropy parameter of tbe ground state iodine product, $(I *A, was 
experimentally dm!meû and t h e d c a l l y  predicted to be purely perpendicular. Therefœe, $(I *+ - 1.0 was 
initially set fixed m the fit pmukm, ami tbc h a 1  resuits obtained in tbis way show& exoellent amsistency with 
our expmhent, after o g ~ t i c m  of the two adjustabie coastants, R and g(If *&. Tbus $(I +)= -1 -0 is n a  
disaissed finth= below, and the fdlowmg, reference to adjustable aui~ocropy parameter g will refer to $(IS ad. 
6.12 Definition of the optimizer: 
For every set of adjustable dynamical constants, the above algotirhm was repeated. The experimeatal data were 
nonnalized to unity at the beginning of the fit pracedure. Tbe &ifferences between the simulated and experimenial 
prohles wem calculated and squared point-by-point, and the s~uared diâierenices were integrated for the prmes 
of each phcmiysis pdarizatim state- Tbe recipocal d tbe m tegral of the squareci cliffierence was summed, f a  bath 
polarization spectra, witb a statistical weight in pogatiai to their respective (SIN)? this weight was used to 
In a i s  equatim, D, is the experimental Doppler ponle, D, is the simulated pronle, and the integral of the 
différence quared is taken over the fange of Doppler sùifkd fkquency Av- The resulting quantity was denoted 
and n a d  the optimixer, because it w a ~  the quantity to opcimize here. Defined in this way, the opiimilation 
is a searcb fa the maximum value of c. to which crinespcmds the optimal values of the dynamical amstants, Le. 
which best represents the experimeutal Doppler pron1es. Sectioa 6.1-4 will discuss the practicaiity of this ( 
definition regarding the determination of the ccnrelateû uncertainties for the optimum values of the cwstants. 
6.13 Iterative method Co determine the obsembles 
The numeaïcal values of the observables P and R are ooly ph ysically meaningful over the ranges E [- 1.0.2-O] 
and R E [O.O. 1.0], respeaively, where ihe banching ratio is defined as: R = o(I*)/(o(I*)+o(I)), and o is the total 
cross section f a  an electronic product chanoel. The dependence of the c-fiinaion on the adjustable constants 
ailows fa a smaxb convagaice to the set of optimal values for the dynamitai constants, which mespoad to the 
maximum value of c. This property suggesteû a straightf'd method to be d e v i a  for the determinatian of 
the ogtimum coastants of the photodissociation dynamics. 
Initially, the entire danain of the possible values f a  the dynamics coastan t was searcbal- Typically, a grid size 
of 15 X 15 was used for the danain of the adjustaWe amstaats g and R; the value of the c-funaicm was evaluated 
for each points of the grid resulfing in a numerid (-hction. The optimal values of the adjustable cmstanfs 
were obtained by locaiing the mârrimum value of c, and by identwg to tbe currespm~ding values of the domain. 
Tbe &nain w a ~  redu& by a fiaam O€ the order of 2 and centred around these optimum values fa the constants. 
The grid of the domain was rebenned, and the e-matrix was calculated again- Tbe process of E-fimctim 
calculation and danain reduuïon was repeated untii the grid size was smaller than the uncertainty of the 
adjustaMe oaistants. Ilhe iterative procedure was repeated until rhe regicm of the maximum was cleariy located; 
typicaiiy 4-6 cycles suffic.ed ta attain the required precision f a  the constants- The preüsion of the optimal values 
f a  the adjustaMe amstaats is dhcused hnher below. it was f m d  empirically that, as long as the ranges of the 
domain are made to diminish slowly enough (Le. by a fàctœ s 2). convergence to the optimum was obtained. 
This technique was peferred over the mae sophisticated gradient metûod3 because of its ease of impiemencation 
and for the grapbicai monitoring of the fit cmvergence- An algorithm developed in the rnaao language of 
GENPLOT? our &ta analysis sottware, calcuiated a 15 X 15 &fuction in about 15 minutes on a 486 cornputer 
based cm a UNIX piadimn. Tbe cboice of GENPLOT maum was selected because this numericai analysis 
program includes powerful graphics opability, which avoid the time-coasuming development of a graphical 
intediace, which was reqaired to mmitor the fit mutine. Tbe iterative process was monitomi graphically by 
plottiag the c-fibdicm as a 3D su* against the damain of &justable anistants. The finai iteraLions of the 
f d  clinvolutim procedure, for the fit of the dynamical coastanrs at eacb photolysis wavelength of the main 
data set, are reprasented in figures of odd numbcring 63 to 6- 19. 
6.1.4 Evaluntioa of the uncertaintlcs 
A definite rationale for the definition of as the quantity to optimïze is provided by the fact tbat the maximum 
value of e, denoted &. is proporticmai to e{S/N)Z>, tbe average experïmentai value of fclr the Doppler 
profiles, on the b i s  of which the dynamical constants were calculated; note thac the ( S N )  is calculated cm the 
basis of the statistical fluctuation, for one standard deviation. The limit of the precision of the experimental 
measurenents musc be refiected in a conesponding Iimir for the precisim of e- having a physid significance. 
To quanrify this limit ofpeasim cm the maximum value of g, a quantity & can be defined in relation CO the finite 
value o€<(S/N)4. TalMg advantage of the statistical meanhg of & the value of & below the optimum & can 
be defmed by the equatim (6-2). where r. a statisticaJ measure of the effective S M  for the combination of the 
experimental Doppler poales, is deîioed as: r=<{SM)> = [{(S/N),)+((S/N),) J/2- Recalling (equation (6- 1)) 
that € bas the unit of {N/S)-L, deîining the symbolic quantities S / N = ï', the statistical meaning of & / r, = [S - 
NI / S. i.e. the uncertaiaties of optimum determination due to experimental <S/N>. 
S o l s -  =l-w (6 - 2)  
The uncertaiaties on the dynamicai caastants were deteaminexi via the cietennination of the amplernentary 
quaatities, Le. range of certainty, which is desaibed grapbically as follow. In a final 3D plot of the e-iùnctim, 
a value of&, can be &bed with equatioo (6-2). A borizootal plane, defined at &, will intersects witb the plot of 
the f-function. The regicm of rbe datnain &fined by the locus of this intersection includes the melated  
unoertaintits in the determinaticm d t b e  optimal values fa the dynamical ccmsmts. AIthough the position of the 
maximum & may often n a  lie exactly in the centre of the range fa the domain of P and R it is amvenieat to 
redefine the best estimate of the dynamicai variable as the centre of rhis domain in each variable dimetision; is 
is aiso reasmable to do this, since the closer to the optimum dybamics constant we are, withia one stanâard 
deviafiai, the lessa is aa imprnnaaait m îbe exaaness of the q t b u m  parameter value within tbat range. This 
is a amqueaœ O€ tbe ubiquitous nature of the gaussian (normal) distribution and its derivative. Tberef- we 
can iake advantage of this definition to link the uncertainties of the optimum values for the dynamid constants 
to the experjmenrai uncertainties of the Doppler profile used in the fcirward coavolution. These estimates for the 
uncertainties of the dynaxnïcal constants and the <SN> of the data are iisted in table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Observables of HI photabwcWon obtained 6rom inversi011 of the Doppler profiles 
Wavelength (nm) B(I*> R=o(I*)f {o(I*) +u(ï)} Rmip Power (d /p)  
In order to iliustrate the uncertainties of the dynamical constants, the experimenral Doppler profiles were 
canpared wirh four sixnuiami Doppler profiles, caicuiated for the (2 X 2) possible combinations of the extremum 
parameters values m e s p d i n g  to each uncercainty range- The graphical cornpariscm f a  each phototysis 
wavelength, wbich is illustrated through figures 6.4 to 6.20 of even number, confimexi that the values of the 
unoertallities evaluated via the toQographical method delineated above are indeed reasonable. In these profiles 
comparison, the legends in the spectra indicate the photolysis wavelength: A-, the pwnp-probe geometry 
Geo:O indicates perpeadicular pumpprobe axis orientation, the retardance of the Soleil-Babinet compensator 
cmtrdliog tbe pump polarization: SM.O for horizanta1 (iower graph), and SB=0.5 for vertical (higher graph), 
and the statistical fluctuation of the averaged experünental data (S/N values). 
6.15 R d t s  of the focward coavdution procedure 
The pocediae outlined above was applied to each set of Doppler profiles, obrained tiom averaged measuremeats 
ac~uired at 9 photolysis wavelengths. The ploc of the numerical 6-fiinction for each photolysis polarizatian are 
depicted in figures 6.3 to 6.19 of odd numbering. Table 6.1 Lists the fitted values obcained for the dynamiml 
observable. and their range of unCeRajnties; within the experimentai uncertainties, the anisotrapy parameters 
detamuied at ail phudysis wavelengtbs investigated suggest that tbe excited products emerges p d e l  transition. 
For the excited channel, the &viatim fian B(14) = 2.00 has tbe tendency to be greater f a  lower SIN. An 
addidaial Edctor tbat musc be taken into account in carelating the tmdency toward @(18)=2.00 and cS/N> is the 
slight degrce ofsatiaatim in the Doppler speura and the slight imperfection of the correction for rhe ncmiinearity 
Figure 6.3. 3D plot of tk o p t h k r -  or {-fimaim. fa tbc fixwad amvdutioo pocedurn opaated cm the avcraged 
experimcntal spaceo m e a s d  rit 266.0 am pbotdysis wzvclca@b. 
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Figure 6.4. Cornpariscm of expcrimcntal Doppler pmfiics, for 266.0 n m  photolysis wavcleogttr. with simulateci profiles 
concspmding to the utrunes of tbe unccnaioties oo the optimum values of the panmcters (table 6.1)- 
Figure 6.5- 3D plat of tbc aQtimiza- a &hocticm. fa the fawPrd aicivdutîaa procedure, operatcd cm the avcragcd 
cxpaimcotal spcctra mcasurcd at a7.0 am phocolysis wavclcngth. 
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Figure 6.6. Canpariscm of aperimentai Doppler profiles. for 257.0 nm phatolysis annlcngth. with sUnalami profiles 
cocrcspoiiding to the cxtranes of the uncertaintics cm tbe optimum d u e s  dtbc paramctcrs (table 6-1). 
11 1 
Figure 6.7, 3D plot of the optimizn- or c-fiinaion, for ihc fcrwvd ooavoluticm procedure. operatcd cm the avcragd 
aperimcntal spectra measund at 248.0 am photolysis wavclcngtù. 
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Figure 6.8. Canparïscm of cxpcrimentai Doppicr prohles, fa 248.0 mn photdysis wavelcngth. with simulatcd profiles 
carnspotiding to tbt cxocmes of the uncertaintics ai the optimum d u e s  d the panmeters (table 6.1 ). 
Figure 69. 3D ploc of the ophizer- or f-fiincticm. f a  the fawYd amvolutim poocdurc, opratcd oa the ovemgcd 
txpcnmCntal spcctra mcasurcü at 240.0 nm ph0101ysis waveleagtb. 
+ )bbbisit=240.00 nm: Geo:O: SB= 0.500: S/N= 25.8 - Simulateci: &=240.0 nm; @(r)= 1.92; R=0.453 - Sit:iofskJ: =240.0 nm; fl  = 1.82; R=Cr.474 
S i m u l a t e d :  b=240.0 nm; @ -2.00; R=0.453 
-Shiïlsi;ect h t=24O.0  m; =S.OQ; R=0.474 
Doppler shift (cmo') 
Figure 6.10. Campariscm of expcrimentai Doppler pron1es. fa 240.0 nrn photolysis waveleogth, with simuiatcd pro6les 
corrtspooding to the exmemes of the unœrtainties on the optimum valucs of the parametcrs (table 6.1). 

+ -=232.50 am; Geo:O; SB= 0.500; S N= 21.3 
S t i n u i a ~ e c t  &=232.5 nm; @ =1.84; R=O. l 98 
S;au%:ef- hW-232.5 nm; 8 " - 1.8% K=0.492 
Sirnulatecl:  &-232.5 am; # f =Z.ûû; R=0.308 
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Figure 6.12. Canparisco of cxpr iwota i  Doppler proala. for 2323 am photolysis wavelength. witb simulatcd prohles 
corrcspding to the extrtmes of the unœrtahtics oa the optimum values of the parameters (table 6.1). 
Figure 6.13. 3D plot of the qtimim- oc e-fuoctim, f a  the foranrd oaivolution proctdurt. opcrattd on the awraged 
cxpcrirncntal s- mcasurd at 225.0 nm pbotolysis waveleagth. 
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Figure 6.14. Comparisaa of cxpnimcritai bpplcr  profiles, fa 225.0 am pbotdysb wavclcngth, with simulateci pofiltb 
carrspoadi~g to the cxtrerncs of tbc uilccrtainti~~ orr the optimum d u c s  cf the pvpmetcrs (table 6.1). 
Il9 
Figure 6-15. 3D plot of the optjmjzcr- ar &functicm, f a  thc forward ammluticm proadurc, opcratcd cm the awragcd 
cxpcrimcntai spectra measured at 216.7 nm photolysis wavclength. 
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Figure 6.16- Canparism of cxpaimeotol Doppler poCilcr. fœ 216.7 nm pbadysis wavelaigth. with simuiatcâ profiles 
caresporiding to the artremes of the unccrtaintics oa the optimum values of the panmeters (table 6.1). 
Figure 6.17. 3D plot of tbe optimizcr- or 6-functioa. fa ibc f d  coavolution proccdurc. operateci ou the avcngcd 
exprimtntal spcctra measurcd at 215.0 nm photolysis wavclcngth. 
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Figure 6.18. Cornparis011 of arprimcotal Dagp1a pmhlsl. fœ 215.û nm @otoIyris waw1ength. witb simulatcd poalcs 
corrrspoading to the extrcmes of tbc uncertaintics ai the optimum values O€ the parametas (table 6.1). 
Figure 6.19. 3D plot of the o p t h k r -  œ (-hioction. fa tbc C d  amvulution poccdurc. qxnted on the averagd 
experimentai spcctra measmai at 2125 mn phatolysis wavelcngth. 
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Figure 6.2û. Cunparisoa of apcrbcntai  Doppler phla. fa 2123 mn phom1ysk wanlength. with simulatd pohlcs 
c ~ n r s p ~ ~ d i n g  to the exhwnes of the uiiœrtaintics oa the optimum values d the parameters (table 6.1)- 
of the wavelength tuning drive, whic. coatcibute in ceduchg the &ective SIN koxn the purely statistical value. 
It musc be recalled chat ibis symmenid cbaraaerisoc of the dissociation dynamics in the A band of ML was ïndeed 
preüiaeb by Mulliken", cm the besis of symmetry canelatim becween atomic and molecuiar properties. Assilming 
that Mulliken was rïght, the anisoaopy parameters may be vîewed as dinering 2.00 only as a coosequence 
of the imp&%xim O€- experimental measuranaits (finite SIN and smaU systematic errm). Howwer, before 
expluring this possibility f i e r ,  a questicxt faised in the foiïowing section must be answered- 
6.1.6 Test of the mthod 
A questicm tbat need to be mIEeStigated is: assuming tbac the anîsotrcpy parameter p(IS)would in fact be different 
fran, but clme to 2.00, say g = 1.80, wiîî the method ii-cpli here permit us to distioguish its value fiun 2-00? The 
ansuiia to this questicm is provided by a numerical test of the fcnward amvolution procedure described bereafter- 
We simulated Doppler protües, for horizontal and vertical polarization, that would be obtauied at 256 a m  
photoiysis wavelength, if the m e  dynamical coastaats wefe hypotbeticaiiy equal to: R=0.500, =1.80; random 
fluctuations wefe added to these simulated Doppler spectra, to mimic a S/N=25. These artificial spectra are 
represenred in figure 621. It will be noted (bat these data have a rather smooth appearance, when compared with 
the expenmental Doppler profiles shown in the figure 12 to 20, This is due to the fact chat in the experhentai 
Doppler profile, rhe imperfections related to the correction of the nonlinearîty, and the sporadic occurences of 
slight saturation of detection and amplification elecuoaics, are always present to a small extent. No e f fm  were 
invested in simulating these imperfections in the present example, since they are not necessary to illustrate the 
main point, Le. the capability to distinguish between $ values of 2.00 and 1.80- 
The forward caivulutim pocedure was emplaqieb to iind the optimum values of the dynamîcal constants for these 
artï6ciai speara. The resulting &fimctim îkan this proceüure is iüustrated in figure 6.22. Fvstly it can be noted 
that the sh;rrpiess of the maximum is much kttcr  defineci here than it was the case for the experimental data, due  
to the afaementioned inperfectioos. Secoridly, the maximum of the optirnizer fiinction at R=0.500, P =1.80 
indicates that the method used in the present wak is abîe to detenaiae a p value relatively close to 2.00, would 
it be the case. Caisequently, i t  is asserted that the Doppler spec~oscopy technique, coupled witb this fcnwatd 
convolution proçedme, c m  indeed distinguish bctween $ 4 . 8 0  and p = 2.00, f a  S/N=25. 
As a oadlary d the bst satement. it can be argued tbat it is not a limitation of the present method that $ =2.00 
is enampassed by au meamremen t Graated that the sligh t imQerfions of real &ta resul ts in somewbat less 
de6ned maximum, nevenbeles it can povide a reasonable esthate of P. In the following section, a cornpariscm 
with results obrained in previous studies will be discussed pcîor to m e r  develop the anaiysis of air results. 
Figure 6.21. ArtSicd âata crcatcd by ihc simdatioo of Doppier pela fœ 256 am phadyPh wavclength. assuming the 
hypaktical values of b1.80 and R = û 5 0 .  and adding randaa flucmatioo with an amplitude such as to simulate SN=25. 
F i i  6.22. R d o  of the favud amvoIuticm pniccdure uscd to &termine tk dynamical wostants fa the arti6ciai data 
of figure 6-21. Note ibat a markcd maximum is abtainad carrspoading to the d u e  of = 1.80. 
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6.2 Comparative analysis 
6.2.1 Camparison wiîh previotrs studies 
In tbe section 2.3.2 of cbapter 2, we already indicated that disaepaocies were exhibited among previous studies 
of pboto6ragmeat speciroscopy performed cm the A baad of HI, The experimental observables, determineci in the 
previaus sectim, are now used to establish our psitim in tôat ctmtrovef~~~ Figure 6-23 exhibits a comparïscm, 
for the dynamitai constants, betweeo out results and those fruin previous studies on mis topic. 
The bigher panel of figure 6-23 shows a marked incllnsistency betweea the various results, amceming the 
anisotropy parameters $(I*) for the excitai electrooic product. The results from these studies caa however be 
chsified uito two groups, with regards to this disagreement- One group includes: our experimental resdts, the 
result of Xu et al- for 248 nm? and the result of Schmiedl et al. for 266 nm ph~tolysis.~ The other group includes 
the tesulis h m  the experUnental study of van Veen et al.;' the theoretical work of Levy and Shapiro: whkh was 
based cm the results of van Veen et al.' is also plotted to guide the eyes. It is noteworthy that the theory of Levy 
and Shapuos was published the same year as the results of the measurement of Xu et al. for 248 am,' and 
mse~uentiy, the la- was not caisiQred by the famer. The lower panel of figure 6.23 indicates conespooding 
discrepanaes amongst the previous wnrks. with regard Co the branching ratios of the electronic products, with the 
exceprion that all the the results at the 266 nm photdysis wavelength overlap within their respective uncertainties. 
6.2.2 Expianation d tbe discrepancies 
It is demonstrated tbat the dîsapmcies are explaïnexi by the hypothesis that clusters were presen t in the molecular 
expansicm used by van Veen ex aL7 and as a conse~uenœ, that their conclusions were tainted by an experimental 
artifact. The argumentation is based on fàctual information kom H-atan time-of-flight CTOF) measurements. 
a) Suspiciously broad TOF peak in the van Veen results 
In cbapter î, we already observed tbat tbe d i s  of van Veen et al? were in marked disagreement with the results 
of Xu et al.' and Schmiedl et al? After noticing these disaepancies, the experimental studies which the 
various results had originated were sautinized to s d c  an explanation for the discrepancies- 1 obexved that van 
Veai et al., who bad done tbeir experiment in the early eighties, were using a molecular expansion of pure HI.' 
During the eighties, a great deal of experimental w a k  has ken done on clusters. Now in the nineties, it is a 
widely accepted fact that a gas of high polatizability, such as Xe a Kr, expanded in vacuum through a smail 
n d e  (O. 1 mm) fiom a stagnation pressure of a few armospberes, bas a large propeasity to condense. Because 
HI is isoelectrmic to Xe, and Chat it passesses a permanent dipole of -0.4 Debye, clustering is also favouted. 
Thus, tbe experimental condithms under which van Veen et al? cmducted their experiment are prone to 
clustering, and they must have generated a large fiaction of clusters and their vacuum expansion source. 
- Levy-Sbapfro Mode1 
O van Veen et ai. 
A Xu et al. 
x Clearet al. * Schmiedl et al. 
O Present work: fit #1 
3 
Excitation Energg (1000 cmœ1) 
L - 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I I I I 1 1 I 1 k l I - -Lc~p!Shspir~ M ~ d d  
- 0 van Veen et al. 
- - - A Xuet al. - - x Clear et al. 
9 - * Schmfedl et al. - 
O Present work: fit #l 
Figure 6.23. Compating the vaiuss of the observables dctennined in the prcscnt study with pcvious raults, for a) the 
anisotropy parameters.. and b) the bnnching ratio fœ the electrooic produas. 
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Figure 6.24. &paimental TOF s p a r p  taken fran van Van et ai.(rcF. 7). a) L the TOF d e t d g  firgmenu vclocitier 
m e a s u d  h g  the phacoiysk poiiuizatim axis. the slow H-atan ch~nncl daninates the speanuo, b) ki the M o n  
pnpeodicular to the polarizatioo Ws. the fart H-atams are p d d a n t  but an important signal is amtributcd by the slow 
chanacl. Note tbat the slow cbuinel is significantly broader in the TOF spcctrum mcasurcd in the pcrpcndicular dlloctioo. 
Once 1 started to suspect this problem with the experimental results of van Veen et al.,' an a posterion' analysis 
of tbeir pubkhed H-atom TOF spectra was deenied appropriate. In figure 6.24, the TOF specua taken &om the 
study of van Veen et al? are reproduced. in the H-atom TOF spectnnn measured in the direction perpendicular 
to the photoiysis pdarizatim, figue 6.24 b), it can be seen that the slow H-atom peak, which corresponds to the 
excited iodine prodm and amives at the detector after II  pet flight rime, bas a sigaincantly brader width than 
the correspondmg peak measured in the pafallel direction ibat is reproduced in figure 6.24 a). 
To diustrate this point more precisely, a Gaussian fiinaïon was fit to the slow peak in the parallel direction, and 
a function of identical width and pcsitioa was scaled and transposeci cm the slow peak of the perpendicular 
measurement, and it is shown in the figure 6.24. This operation clearly sbowed that the peak was broadened 
toward longer time, a lower kinetic energy. Oa the basis of this compatison, the author bad suggested that 
clusters may bave beea present in their molecular expansion mget, because intracluster coliision would result in 
energy lases, and would broaden the TOF peak toward lower energy, Thus these observations led the author to 
assume that condensation may have been the cause of the observed disaepancies. 
6) Photodissociation dynamics of dimers 
B y  an opportune coincidence, Zhang et al.' have very recently pubfished the resutrs of an experimental study on 
the photodissociation dynamics of M dimers. Their results provides supponing arguments consistent with the 
present hypothesis. Their experimental observations, discussed below, are supporting our argumentation. 
In their work, Zhang et aL9 "engineered" the rnolecular expansion sucb that a minor fraction (-2%) of the HI 
molecules were in the fmn of dimers, while the remaining were kee moriomers; by using a mixture of 4-5 96 HI 
in He or Ar diluent, bey observeci that 1-2% of the integrated H-atm photoîkagments signal was caused by the 
dimer fraction, the r a t  king clearly produced by monmer, a rnolecular HI. The results from theù high- 
resolution TOF (HRTOF) spectra measured cm H-atom îmgments are illustratecl in figure 6.25 a) and b), for 
measurement in respectively pardel and perpendicular orieotatim of the detector, with respect to the Iiaear 
polarizaticm of the photolysis beam. 
In these figures, the lower Line, comespcmding to the signal observed f a  the dominant Hl mcmaner, indicam a 
high degree of symmetry in the dynamics, whicb corroborates the results of the: present study. Maeover, 
magnificatim by X40 and by XSO of theif signals, also indicated in these figures, have provided enlightening 
infonnaticm with regards to the pbotobissociati<]o dyosmiics of HI dimers. Tbe high resolution and high sensitivity 
of tbeir technique bave permitted the observation of mecbaaisms of energy loss. 
C )  Dimer geometry 
The TOF peaks, labelled r-1 and v=2 in tbese figures, conespond respectively to m e  quantum and two quanta 
of vi'bratiaml excitatiai impaned by a degartiag H-atrm, to its parmer molecule, at  the mset of its departure fiom 
the dimer. Io theif paper, m g  et aL9 also resolved rotatirna1 energy l a s  in the H-atom HRTOF specrra which 
corresponds to the lost of a quantum of energy by the H-atom, suffered through the intracluster coiiision and 
deposited in the rotatioa of the abmolede.  The observation of rotational and vibratirna1 energy loss in an H- 
a t m  TOF was a major breahhrough i .  their w a k  
C) Supponing evidence for the condensation hypothesis 
Zhax~g et ai? obamed chat photodissoaaticm of M dimers results in an apparent perpendicular contribution to the 
différentia1 cross section far the slow H-atm products, in terms of the monorner transition dipole. Tbis apparent 
perpendicular transition is characterized by a koader energy spread of the kinetics energy of the products, 
refleaed in the spectral width of tbe TOF peak, which was redved by their HRTOF method. Note chas this could 
not have been done with usual TOF method, such as the one used by with van Veen et al? 
Figure 6.25 c) üiustrates the equiiibrium geometry of the dimer, proposed in the study of Zhmg et al? In figure 
6.25 d), a process of dimer photodissociation dyaamics is depicted, in which a H-atm chat would be produced in 
a transition of paralle1 symmetry in the free molecule, is ejected fkam the dimer in the perpendicular direction as 
a result of colliding with its partner molecule within the dimer. 
The broader TOF feah~es initially drew my attention, and led to the initial formulation of the presen t hypothesis 
in ader to explain the disaepancies at hand. The higb sensitivity and resolution of the HRTOF technique used 
by Zhang et al? allowed rhem to elucidate the afaesaid mi~osç0pic process responsible for the perpendicular 
contribition KI the slow H - a m  cbannel. They dearly àemmstrated that this process results h m  intennolecular 
collision, occurring upon pbotodissociation of a HI molecule in HI dimers. Moreover, they resolved the energy 
1- structure in the HRTOF spectra. and they were able to show that the quantum of energy l o s  corresponds to 
rotational and vibrational excitation of the undissociated pamer of the dimer by the departing H-atom. 
Fnm the measuremeats of Zùang et al? at the 266 nm pbadysis wavelength, the value of g(I*) = 1.98 * 0.02 can 
be okained; this ooccespoads esseutially to a pure paraüel transition fn the production of electronicaüy excited 
iodine atams. This last smdy was perfamed with the awareness that HI fias a higb propeasity to cluster in the 
vacuum expansion of a supersonic jet. This value of m*) agrees with out observation, i.e. in the absence of 
cluster, the photodissaciatioa dynamics of HI produces excited iodine atoms through transition of pure parallel 
symmeby, and groutid state iaiine atmns through transitkm dperpendiailar symmetry. The combination of these 
facts support our argument regarding the presence of clusters being indicated b y  (i) broadening of the energy 
distribution toward lower eaergy, and (ü) contribution fiom tbe slow peak in perpendicular geometry. 
d) Viderstanding the discrepcurcies amongst prevr'ous results 
M m  to van Veen et aL7, the nrst ab#lrptim continuum of the Hl molecules was understood as made up of the Q- 
group ofscates innoduced by Mtdlïîm: { 'II,,., 311,, 'II )!' The results h m  the TOF photohgrnent spectroscopy 
studks made by Uear et al.' at the 266 am wavelength photolysis. and the Doppler specvoscopy measurements 
by Scbmiedl et ai? at  266 nm both found agreement with this central assertion of Mulliken's derivation. 
To understand disaepanaes and agreements betweea tbe various studies mentiooed above, oae must notice that 
the moleailar temperature in the supersoaic jet experiment of Clear et al.' was 205 K, and for the gas ceIl 
temperanrre in the expairnent of Schmiedl et al.? it was betweea 230 and 300 K; at these temperatures there is 
no clustering. No estimate of the molecular bearn temperature was provided by van Veen et al.,' but the 
characteristic of their specific setup (nozzle diameter: 0- 1 mm, quiescent pressure: 1.5-2.0 am-) allows for an 
estimate of their beam temperature as k i n g  in the range of 10-30 K; in these conditions, a pure HI produces 
clusters effrcien tly, 
The dfm of clustering in the mdeailar expansicm, that atpiams the large values of PO*) in the work of van Veen 
et al?, is also likely to affm the values of R On the b i s  of the results fiom Zbang et al.. it can be seen that the 
intracluster cdlisiau between a fast departing H-atom and a HI m o l d e  aiso affects the branching ratio between 
the elecbauc product channels. The different photodissociation dynamics occurring in HI clusters is suggesîd 
to explain the disuepancies ammg the branching ratio measurernents iilustrated in the lower panel of figure 6.24. 
Note that the theoretical work of Levy and Sbapiros was Gtted to the experimental results of van Veen et al? 
The study of Zhang et al? at 266 am photolysis substaaciates our explanation of the disaepancies amoagst the 
results obrained in the various study on the photolysis of HI in the A band, which stipuhtes that eacb electrmic 
cbannel are cbaae&& by a pure type of transition symmetry; the curves without magnification in the HRTOF 
spectra of figure 6-25 clearly indicate tbis fact; their observation provides crucial arguments to understand these 
discrepancies amcmgst the results in previous works. By resolving inelastic intracluster collision processes 
initiatexi by ph OlOdiSSOQatim, they clearly showed that the H-atoms energy disuibution of the photoproducts was 
bniader fœ HI clusters tban f a  single HI molecules. The combination of these facts con- ouf bypothesis that 
clustering signi60tlltly atTeasd the d t s  ofvan Veai et al?, and it suggests that the MuIliken's mode1 discussed 
earlier in this wmk may be approgriate. 
6.23 Second determinith of tôt observables 
The gïobal picmre obtained fran the above coasideraticm of the dynamics of HI photodissoaaticm indicates that 
elearoaically excited products emerge fiom a pure parallel transition- in our results, the anisorropy parameters 
encompass the value of 2.00, within the experimental uncertainties, at ail photolysis wavelength investigaceb. 
The observation that the uncertainties of the observables &mmïned by the forward convolutioa technique are 
correlateà cunbined with the results of the comparative analysis, suggests an enhancement of the precisioa with 
which R caa be oùtained If mdeed the aJlisotroW paneter  is Wutely known, the uncertainty in the temainhg 
parameter R determined by the forward convolutim routine, should be reduced, 
Coosequently, we reawed to tbe last iteratiai of the forward cmvolutim procedure, and cmsider the array of the 
optimizer <-îùnaiai that curresporided to the value fk2.00, i-e. which effectively constrains the parameter g(I*) 
to that value. To identify the optimum value of R a quadratic fit was applied to the conespondiag array of the 
numerid &functim; the fit was restncted to the region in the aeighbourhood of the maximum of the smoothly 
varying numaical &hu.ion. The unoerrauities were derermined in relation to the statisticai S/N; a typical result 
of this operatim is presented in figure 6%. Tbe assumpciar rhat the optïm.izer values aiways varies smoothly was 
verified by increasing the grid size over a amstant damain of the parameters- Table 6.2 shows bat the 
optimizatim of R for b2.00 either reduces the uncertaia ties, or keeps it the same for excellent data (S/N > 30). 
Tbe quality of the parameters detenniaed in this second procedure bas been evaluated through a graphical 
camparisori, iilustrated in figure 6.27 to 635. in these grapbs, the experimental Doppler profiles are plotted almg 
with simulated profiles calcuIated f a  the optimum vaiue of R and its minimum and maximum values, defineci by 
the corresponding uncertainties on this optimum value. It wiU be observai chat the optimization of R for 
constrained at 2.00, resulted in simulated profiles matcbing the e x m e n t  very well, Visual inspection of the 
graphical cornparisons for this second detennïnaticm of R figure 6.28 to 6.36, reveals that this constrained fit 
effectively discriminates against the slight systemauc errm present in the experimental pronies. which is a 
positive indication of the appropriamess of the model- 
The systematic erras affecting the Doppler profiles are well-understood, and they may result from the following 
imperfections of our experimental apparatus- (1) A lack of wavelength refereoce km the 1, spectrum, 
corresponding to the VUV probe atound + 5 5  an-' Doppler shift, affects the correction of the wavelength 
natlinearity at that energy- (II) A slight saturatim of the L E  detectim, resutting &om the fmite dynamic range 
and aeqhg  Sahaatjcn ofthe decimm multiplier devias, may also bave sporadically affected sane measurements. 
0 Imperfècticm of the HI LE background subaactim may aeate sane noise around +l cm" Doppler sbift, 
where the sormgest q e a d  feature of the Hi LIF is observe& especiaüy f a  spectra of poor (S/N<IO) S/N ratio. 
63.4 Sumnmry on the àetermination of the obgembks 
The observaMes characterizhg the photodissocjatim dynamics at nine photolysis wavelengîhs were detennined 
Doppk ponle measureinents by using a forward ccmvolutim. A axnparative analysis of the present and 
previous waks has demanstrated tbat the excited electrmic produds 6rom HI photolysis in the A band are 
0.34 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 
Branching ratio o(I*)/[a(I*)+aO] 
Figure 6.26. Example of R determination for the constrained value k2.00. at 266.00 am photolysis wavclengtb. 
Table 6.2 Observables of HI photOdiSsoaatioa resuiting fiom constraining $(I*)=2.00 in the fit 
produced in pure paralle1 symmetry, while the ground state iodine atoms are produced fiom perpendicular 
transitims. MOCBOV~~, the hiawledge of the photOdiSSOaatiaa &HI dimess, brwght about by the study of Zbang 
et ai.? provideci sotid argumeats supporting this intermcdiate result- 
In the @ht of thc facts peseated above., the autbor asserts that the amclusims arriva! ~?t by van Veen et aL7 
shdd  be reoaisidaed; it was danaiscrated tbat tbe mixed symmetry type, observai by van Veen et al- at 248 am 
and 222 am photolysis waveleagtb,' are the results ofexpetimenhi arîihcts caused by cluster foc~lliition in the 
vacuum expansicm. In the tbeory of Levy and Sbap'i~.~ thenonadiabatic effects were i n t r o d u d  to expiain the 
d t s  of vao Veen et al.? bit sin- Lbeir results were affect& by experimental artifâcts, their anaiysis was misled. 
Ccmsequaiüy, we recririsidaed the frxward convolution procedure, but with the cmstraint of p(I*)=2. This extra 
piece of infannation obtaiaed fiœn the comparative analysis, penniued a slight yet important reductioa of the 
uncertainties fix the branching ratio of the electrmic prducts, as showed in figure 6.27. The fact that the 
constmined fit edfeciiveiy disamiinares against smd systematic m a s ,  as üiustrated by the amparisan of figures 
6.28636. is a positive indication that tbis second detenuination of the branching ratios is mae accurate, and 
therefae more Iikely valid. 
35 40 45 50 
Excitation Energy (1000 cmœ1) 
Fi- 6.27. Canparisori of ow seumd brauching ratio dctaminatitm, with the results îium prcvious studics. 
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Figure 628. Canparim of simulatcd and a p c r i m ~ t d  pohlcr fa tk 2* paramctcr fit at 266.00 n m  phaoiysk 
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F i p r r  6.29. Canparisoa of simulatd and cxpuimcatll pron1cs f a  the 2°6 parameter fit at 257.00 am photolysis. 
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Figure 63. Cornpariscm of lunulatd and expcrimcncsl proales for the 2* parameter fit at 248.00 nm photolysis. 
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Figrire 6.31. Cornparisai of simulatad aod expcrimcntal pro6ics for the 2* parameter fit at 240.00 nm phdolysis. 
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Figure 6.32. Comparisoa of simulated and expcrimcntal profiles fa the 2* parameter fit at 23250 nm photolysis. 
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Figurt 6.33. Camparisai of sirnulated and cxpcrimciitai profiles fa the 2O" parameta fit at 225.00 nm photolysis. 
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Figure 6.34. Cunparison of simulatd and upcrimcotal prohles fm the 2* parameter fit at 216.67 am photolysis. 
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Figure 6.35- Gmparison of simulateci anci ejrpcrimental profiles fa the 2& parameter fit at 215.00 nm pbotoIysis. 
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Figure 6.36. Cornparison of simulated and cxpaimcntal profiles for the 2d parameter fit at 21250 nm phaolysis. 
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6.3 Quantum mechanical analysis 
At this point, the m a t  important result obtained in the present study is the experimental observation regarding 
the symmetry of angular distributiai fcir îhe elecoroaic poduct channel. This suggested that the photodissoaatioa 
dynamics of HI may jmssiiy be appopiately desar'bed by MulliLea's model." It must be r d e d  that this model 
was deemed appropriate until the results h m  van Veen et al.' were reported. Because the model of Levy and 
Sbapïo8 was besed oa the results fian van Veen et al.,' the vaüdidity of their amclusion is doubüùl, to say the 
least. Nevertheless, because the mode1 of Levy and Shapuo8 fa Hi expressed anicerns with regards to non- 
adiabatic e E i  in the photodiSSOCiatjoa pro~ess, they are briefly addressed here. 
As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, fespectively, the electrooic structure and the dissociation dytiamics for HI 
excitation in the A band is a dyaanücal system in which me least expects to encouriter nonadiabatic transitions 
durhg dissociatioa. The symmeuy of the electrcmic structure in the h t  absorption continuum is such chat the 
mly p s i M e  non-adiabatic intmmh playing a role in the phatodissociation dynamics is the weak Coriolis effect- 
Also, the relatively snall average value for rotaticmal quantum number of the parent molecules in our experiment 
(d>=0.4 at T-=30 K) precludes the need for considering noa adiabatic interaction altogecher. 
63.1 Mode1 for the dynamics d HI photodissociation in the A band 
The praent quantum mechanical caladation attempted to use the most conventional assumptions usually applied 
in this field, i.e. (1) the use of the Franck-Cotidon approximation (KA) to model the elecuonic iramition, and 
(2) the assumpticm of aîïabaic -011 cm a single repulsive potential energy curve (PEC) - If this mode1 had 
not satisfactorily perfmed in represeating the experimentai observations, hirther refinements could have been 
developed, S m œ  this nrst ananpc rmx witb sucoess, its validity may be assumeci, mtil hirther experimentai tests 
coafïrm or disprove its general validity. 
Due to the narrow range of internuclear distance sampled by the ground state nuclear wavefunction, the Franck- 
Cmdm appn,ximaii<n (KA) can be expected to be reascmably vaiid to model the electrcmic transition. Another 
assumption made here is that a repulsive PEC can be represented by the analytical form of equations (6-3). 
V(R) = A exp[-B (R - Re )]+ c (6 - 3) 
Three parameters, A, B and C, characterize eadi state, but the C parameter is deterrnined by the asymptotic 
product channet, heoœ it is known by definiticm. An additicmal parameter associated witb each PEC is the 
average transitim dipole, deaoted M, m this chapter. Note tbat the representatioo of a PEC by the expression (6- 
3) can be assumed to be valid in the Franck-Condori region, for which the parameters are optimized, while its 
validity is u n d  beymd th range of intmuüear disiances. The latter point is of limited corrcern to us, since 
optical excitation of the molecule only involves that range of intemudear distance for which the ground 
vibrationai state wavefiinction is not zero, i.e- the Franck-Condon region- These assumptims are surnmarized 
under the label: direct adiabatic photodissociation in the FCA. 
6.3.2 Application d the model: from TACS to PACS 
The taaï cnss sectim (TACS) measiired by0@vie1, ambined with our experimental branching ratias 
R, allows for the detenaiaatim of the partial absapticm aoss section (PACS) for each produa. The latter 
quantities are inputs in the quantum mechanid calcalaticm leading to EEC dererminations, which in tum will 
pennit a calculatexi extrapolation f a  R values beyaid the range of our measuremecs. Hence the relations (64)  
link our experimental product brmching ratios R witb the TACS &ta of Ogilvie' to obtain the PACS for each 
product cbannel . 
PACS(excited state product: I*) = R TACS 
PACS(gr0und state product: I) = (1-R) TACS (6-4) 
TACS measurements and R measuremen ts were taken at differen t fhquencies; however this represen ted a smali 
incorivenience, due to the relacively higb density of the energy grid over which the TACS data were available, and 
to its smooth energy dependence. This important point is iiiustrated in figure 6.37, where the TACS data of 
Ogilvie' are reproduced. dong with the extrapolateci TACS values at the experimental energies of our R values. 
These exuapolated TACS values are symbolized by circles in figure 6.37, and they are listed in table 6.3. The 
reciprocal operatim could be applied to the branching ratios, i.e. a spline fiinction can extrapolate between the 
experimeotaily determined values of R at the energies values fa which TACS values were measwed, However, 
it is preferable to derive these extrapokted R values fiom a ngaws  quantum medanical mode1 besed on the 
determination of PEC f a  the dissociâtive States, as will be dme through this section- 
Table 6.3 Extrapolation of TACS &am Ogilvie at our experimmtal fiequencies. 
x'@' -1 Photolysis photon energies (cm ) 
Fi- 6.37. TACS data h Ogiivic (rd. 1). dong with a spüac fit to crtrapoiatc TACS vaiucs nt air photolysis 
encrgies; the cxtrapoIatcd data e t s  arc indicated by circies and Listcd in table 6.3. 
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Once rhe values of the R and the TACS are detennined over a set of cunman eaergy values, the relaticms (6-4) 
cari be employed to determine the PACS for each product, since TACS = PACS(I*) + PACSO. These 
detammatims mue perfmed at the energies of our R measurements, f a  wbich the experïmental values of the 
PACS(I*) are giwm m table 6.4. UnOertaiflties m the TACS values of Ogilviel are quoted 296, while our R values 
a h  have 2% nominal uncertainties; thus the amsequent uncertainties of the PACS are approximately 3 96. 
Table 6.4 Experimental PACS f a  the 1* product. calculated fiam tables 6-2 and 6.3. 
It sbould be noted that the measurements of Ogilvie were made at 300 K.' for which the rotaticmal population 
distribution is M e a t  h m  the one present in a fiee jet expansion at few cens of degree Kelvin. The effect of 
temperature on cantiauum absorption specva were investigated for Br, experïmentally by Passchier12 et al. and 
explained theoreticaily by Le RoS3 et al.; excellent agreement between model and experiment was obtained for 
the range of 300-700 K. Tbat study üïustrated the theoretical model, whicb explains the temperature dependence 
of the absorption cross section as prharily due to a mesponding change in the vibrational and rotational 
population of the ground state, and a consequent change in the overlap of the radial nuclear wavefunctims, 





By inspection of the change in vibraimai population at two temperatures, an uppef Wt for the correspoading 
change in the TACS can be assessed for HI. The ratios of the populations for the tint two vibraticmal levels, 
P(v=l)/P(v=O) at 300 K and at 2!5 K are respective@ 16' and 106. Cmsequeutly l e s  than 0.196 change is 
estimated for the TACS in this temperature range, owiag to the large viaational quantum of the ground state 
(2309.5 cm'')" in HI mdecule. 
PACS(I*) (1 mol" cm-') 
22.85 s 1.03 
43.48 * 1.86 
Tbae is an abdiriaial e f f i  dtanperaa~t m the grormd vibratiaml stare, due its siight Jdependence''. Ogilviel 
exrmimed this etTecc for HI and a amparison f a  J=O and J=4, axreqxmding to T=û and T=3ûû K respectively, 
shows a negligible diBeremce in the vibrational wavefunaion of grouad state for these two temperatmes, as 
U m  m figure 638. A b ,  the use of 300 K &ta f a  TACS and 10-30 K data for R is not a cause of cmcern 
in the present wak. As a coosequence of the above amsiderations, the effect of temperature on the TACS and 
on the PACS is asserteû to be insignificant wiihin the accuracy of our experimental data 
x, rclative separation 
F i  é.3û. Vibraticmal pmbability amplitude hinaioo fa HIin W. of the ground elcctronic state. HO: barmûaic osciator. 
anharmaaic oscillator for J=O, 4 and 14 are shown (taken h m  rcf. 1). 
Once the PACS are determinal, tbe quantum mechmical (QM) detemination of the PEC remains to be executed. 
Cmcepaially, the QM &emimirn ofa PEC fœ an excited state provides an operationaï relation üetween parrial 
absorpriai cross sectim by that state (PACSS) and the PEC of the grouod electrmic state, oo the basis of tvhich 
the dissoaatim dyaamics can be predicîed for an arbitrary photolysis photoo eaergy- A concise descrîption of tbe 
computationaï methai is aow deiineated, a f k  which we &ail report the speafics of the procedures that were 
perfrxnieù and the results that were obtained. 
6.33 Ikscrlpüoo of #e me#od for PEC determinrition 
To dctermuie the perameters uiirr;spliding to the diSSOQative PEC that best carespond to the PACSS, a f<nward 
amvolutioa routine was designai. Fa equaticm (6-3). cmly the parameters A and B are fkee to vary, Mile C is 
determined by the poduct &amel. Ranges of aial values were selected f a  A and B parameters, fm which a grid 
array was ciP-tined: each array's entry axresporids to a pair of parameter values, for which a PEC was caiculated 
and the Schrobinger wave equatim (SWE) was Jolved Tbe wavefimuiai sdution, in conjuncticm with the gnnmd 
state wavefimaicm, was used to caicuiate a simuhW PACSS(A, B). The simulatecl PACSS(A. B) was statisticaiiy 
notmalized to the experimental PACSS, and the ogtimizatioo procedure was frnmulated in terms of theu 
differeaces. 
i) the ground m e  
The PEC of the gramd siaie for HI has been recently calcuiated by Coxm and Hajigeorgiou'' from a compilation 
of experimaital data, as d e s c n i  m chapier 2. Tb& result represents the best PEC available f a  the gnnmd state 
of HI- Ibis very accurate potencial on be used in ~junctitm with the program LEVEL 6.016 fian Robert J, Le 
Roy to obtain exact numerical radial wavefiincti011 fa the gnnmd state. in a slightiy m a e  approximate but 
straighrfotwafd meth04 me can apply the famula of fierman. Tippiag and Short1* (HïS) to obtain a close fonn 
expression f a  the Jdependent radial wavefirnuioas of the grornid state, aesed on the parametas of a Dunham 
pdentiai, These Hl3 anbarmaiic wavefimaions are plotteci in figure 6.38, where it is apparent bat the J- 
dependence is oegligible fa J=O to J=4. The validity of this wavelimcfion was evaluated by substitutioa in the 
SWE, in which the porential ofCoxcm and thjigemgiauB was use4 and by cornparhg the left and rigbt side terms 
of SWE. A relative agreement bener than 0.5% was observe& which was deemed sufficient fa our purpose. so 
the HTS wavefinction was used below- 
ii) the excited state 
The excimi PEC was mvestigated using the analytïcaï fam of equatim (6-3). In equations 6-3, the value of the 
C parameters distinguisbes two asymptoric produas: C-O, which ~(3~~esponds to the ground state product channel, 
and C=76û3.15 an", which is the spinubit eaergy of an excited iodine atom. The values of A and B determined 
the sbape of the PEC fa cach excited dissociative state and the assoàated radial wavefimcticm, as a ccmsequence 
of the SWE. n i e  radiai w a ~ a i t m  ust be obtaiaed by solving the SWE for each set of PEC characterized by 
the parameters (A, B. Cl- The SWE is expressed by (6-5). where E,, is the energy of the molecule W. r. t. the 
. . dtssoaated 6ragment at rest in their respective grouad state, and x is the radial part of the nuclear wavefunction. 
The SWE dequatiai (6-5) CIIIIsIders d y  tbe radial problem, sinœ the effect of the electroaic degrees of W o m  
are irnpticïtly iacludcd in the average transition dipole- Using the substitution (M), the last cqwttion is 
rearranged inm an mLegmdS5aential equatim (m, which is subaquetltly solved for the nfst radial derivative 
(f(r)) af Mr). A disrrete algaitbm, describecl m qmims (M), was implemented numerically, and it was sdved 
using the bouodary amditim amvenieatly de6ne.d as: w(r)-O as [(r-rJ*k(r)J M 01 ,~  where r, is the equiiibrium 
internuclear distance in the gnnmd Stace. Then Mr) is obtaind by numerical integraticm, and it is subjected to 
the second boundary coaditicms: M r ) = = w  r + ae) fa r - -, where k=(2p E,J1%; the precisioa of the 
numerid solutkm is deiamiaed by the numenical grid and 1: 1v acuuacy of the assymptotic amplitude. A scale 
n<xmalizaticm cmditioa, amsisent with the density of states for a &ee particle". (unit llcm-'. f a  R,, in A and E, 
in cm-') is g i w  by qat ion (69). w h a e  % is arbitrarily set to 1 k and p is the redud man of the ttagments. 
W e  have desaibed a procedure CO obtain the radial ouclear wavefunction, for an arbitrary energy, cm an excited 
PEC represented by the analyticai model of equation (6-3) parameuized by the values of A, B and C. Also, we 
can refer to tbe currespoaàing wavefunction for tbat excited dissociative state as: ++Cr; A, B, C, EJ. 
iii) the absorption cross section fonnula 
The PACSS cm be related to the wavefuncticms of the grcnmd and excited states, and [O the transition dipole M,,, 
by using the numerical relation expresseü in equaticm (6-IO), taken from Le Roy et ai.'' The absorption aoss 
sectim is expessed m tams of the & d i c  moiar absorptim coefficient, E~ unit of (1 mole" cm"). 'In equation 
6-10, p' is tbe reduced mass in amu, v is the photcm energy in an-', the index u refers to the unbound or 
dissociative state oonespaiding to tbat PACSS, 4, is the wavefuactim of the ground state, 4, is the wavehmction 
of the dissociative state, and g, is its degeneracy: 1 for n=0, and 2 f a  G l .  M,,(r) is the electric dipole f a  the 
iransition to state u, and it is assumed independent of r here, following tbe FCA &(r; A. B, C, EJ in 6-10 is 
understood as haviog an asymptotic amplitude of unity. coasisteat with a normalisatioo defined by (6-9)- 
iv) the formulaion of the optimùafwn procedure 
Tùe iteraiive prooedrPe used to &eamine the PEC axrespoading to a PACSS is similar t the faward amvolotian 
of section 6.1 used to defermine the obwm&Ies ûan tbe Dogpler profile, yet it is more refined- A set of 
expeimeatal values witb uncmainties are caapared to a model cbaractenzed by speafic parameters. Tbe goal 
of the procedure is to detemüne the values of the parameters, and their uncertainties, in relation to the 
expenmental mCaSUI&IIents- 
A Tbe h d u y  umditiaa fa the asymptotic Mt at small inintanuclcar dïstanœ is tbe mathanaticai exprcssiari of the fact 
that a m  expcriena a large rcpulsivc face at claie distzoœ. or simply dut to: V(r)-.P. as (r-r,)-a. 
The usual technique used for parameters oprimixstioa is a Ieast-mean-square (LMS) deviatim berneen the 
experimental data and a parametrized model. This technique worits weU in many cases wbere the data are 
abundant, and the uncertanities on the parameters are def5ned by the statistical fluctuations of the numerous data 
points around the parameaimi model. However, rbere is potenhi poblerns in cases such as ours, where the 
number of experimentai Qta (the dynamical coastants at 9 energies) is relatively mail, and for which the 
unaertainties are weii-deiïned (nmi statistical averages of numemus repeated measurements), but f a  wbich the 
-'Me ocaaeace of smaii spurious sysmmtïc errm in some of the points (outlier) cannot be totaliy chsmmeü, - - 
The inherent problem of the LMS optimization technique is its lack of robusmess against outliers, which in the 
case typified by our &ta set, is porentiaily most detrimentai. Tbis robusmess problem is usually addressed by 
adding a correcthg fiinctim (denoted influence hinctioa) to the fit'?, but the arbiuariness of these influence 
functioas ieads to a fit procedure lacking the guidance provided by a physical ratimale. 
1 have addressed this problem. and the result of caretüï ccmsideratims led to a procedure that represeats major 
impcrvement ofrobistaess for the statisticai opümizatioa of parametrizeü model, in the case of small number of 
data point having well defined statistical uncertainties. The derivation of the methoci, denoted best statistical 
overlap (BSO). and the ~mstratiai of its robustness, is the object of appendix F. The validity of the technique 
has been asserteü by a profs+m! acsdernic stati~tician.'~ 
The essence of the BSO famulatim rests cm an appropriate definition fa the "sensitivity" of the fitting algorithm 
for the deviation between model and &ta, Assertion of ais definition in terms of specifk requirements will in 
fad prescribe the BSO f<xmtWicm fa the optimizatim merbod. As usual, the first requirement is a rninimization 
of tbe deviatim (A,) Wweea experimeat and maki  for any &ta point, The second requirernent rir?mands that the 
finite uncertainties (uJ for eacb &ta point must be taken into account in such a way that the optimizatim 
sensitivitymust vaaisb as 4 4  -O, i.e. the im~rovement in the ~oodness of the fit musc be decreasinnlv imwrtant 
as the deviation becmes much smaller than the exwrimental uncertaintv for anv w i n ~  The rationale for this 
second requirement lies simply in the statistical meanhg of the unçertaiaw. as the ratio 4 q  deaeases beyond 
the value of aie, the quality of the fit must become inueasingly less sensitive to fiirurer reducticm. To satisfy this 
searid repuireniait a sensitîvity fimctim can be denned f a  eadi data point; assuming the fïuauaticms are puly 
randan, the Gaussian distribution, i.e.: s, = exp[-(lriHaJuJ~ fiilnlls this requirement appropriately. A thüd 
requirement ensues fnm the possibie différent relative signi6canœ ofeach point, in account of their dinerem 
inf-ticm content, whicb is qmtüïed via a relative weigbt w, in the following description. 
It most be noted that there is a subrle âiierence between the notion of relative weight in the present case, 
aunpared to its usual meauing in LUS method. The relative weight wi in BSO refers to the relative importance 
of a data point ampared to tbe aisemble of the orher &ta points. independently of the maki, Mile  in LMS, the 
notim of weight refers to the relative diffaence od a data point witb the model- 
The BSO formulatioa of the optirnilaiion procedure is de6ned as the maximization of the opiimizer 0. defined 
as: O =Cwi $- It will be noted that the optimizer O coavenieatly spans the range of vaiues: [O, 11, where 1 would 
correspond to a perfect fit, i.e. a mode1 f a  wbich the predicted value would hil exactly at the car re  of the 
measured range of uncenainties, for the rneasufements at al1 vaiues of the independent variable (which in tbe 
present case is the photolysis photon energy). 
In our present analysis, it was found empincally that a normalized weight ( X w ~ l ) ,  &fin& as wi=v,/u, where vi 
is the value of point i and ui is its uncertainries, provides a proper representation for the relative signincanœ of 
each &ta point; note chat bis weigbt is proportional to the inverse of tbe relative uncertaïnty of the dam point- 
The lacrer point may ame as no surprise when one reaüzes that these relative weights are statistically equivaleo t 
to signal-tcmoise ratios, wbich is a measure of the information content It must be said that in general, the 
expessim for w, wiil differ fiam the simple one used here, but its physical meaning of information cootent will 
be implemented in the statistics by an appropriate expression- It is up top the user to quant@ the relative 
information content of the experimental data. 
In practice, the maximum value of O is almost never exactly one, but the doser it gets, the better the model can 
be asserted; the deviation of the maximum O indicates that eitber the mode1 is inappropriate, or that there is 
outlier point(s) due to sporadic spurious errors. This property is an additional property that make this siatistical 
tool a cmvenient one. 
6.3.4 Application of the method for PEC calculation 
(i) The ire r d v e  fonvard convolurion procedure 
The forward convolution is a set of operatioos includiag the quantum mechanical calculatioa (equatim 6-5 to 
6.10) used to link a parametrized PEC(R; &B,C) model with an experimental PACSS. The BSO technique was 
applied to determine the PEC parameters that best represent the experimental data 
The parameter C of V() was set to the value cocresparding to the pobuct chamel. A range of values and a 
number o€iouements (N, and Nd wwe defmed fa eacb parameters A and B- Then. f a  eacb me of the (NA X 
NB) pl~ameters ormbinatiais, a PEC was &ûnd and the Schrodinger quation was soived- Zhe resuitiag radial 
wavefiiactim was us& to doihte: die energy dqmdmœ fiir the relative transition amplitude, within the Franck- 
Caldon -)- Tbe partial absorption cross section for that state (PACSS) was caiculared using 
equatim 6-10. The process was repeated at  each photon energy fa which the PACSS was determined. 
This simulated numerical PACSS was miegral-normalized to the experUnerital PACSS. in acier to provide a k t  
guess of the average transition dipole M,,. Theb a statistical opthhtiori of M,, was perf ied via the 
. . maxmLlzatim of-; A, B), Le. for these nxed A and B paramerers, was varied and the bifference between 
simulated and experimental PACSS (defining 4) was used in combination with the experimental uncertainties 
q, to calculate the optimizer 0. Tbe optimal value of M,, (denominated M,& corresponding to the maximum of 
0, defines O(& B) = m; A, B). The latter quantity was smed fa each (N, X Na) A and B parameter 
combination on the grid; this &fines the optimizerficncrion. The maximum O value in the optimizer firaction 
carespmds to cbat ambinaiion of A and B values whicb best represents the real PEC, within the precisioa of the 
gnd of parameters used in the iterative procedure. 
A f k  initially readjusting and eventually shrinking the ranges over which the optimum values of the parameters 
A and B are sought, the applidcm of& farward amvolutioa technique is repeated until a satishctory precision 
of the A and B parameters is achived. Typicaliy, 6-12 successive evaluations of the optimizer fimction were 
required to &temine the values of the paramerers for the PEC tbat best represent the experimental PACSS. The 
computatïon was perfcirrned on a UNIX piacfbrm, using our algorithm developed in the GENPLOT mano 
language. 
(ii) Specifics of the calculation procedure 
a) The 'a+ state 
The assumprims used h a e  follows the derivation of chapter 2, which was based on group theory and correlation 
diagrams. That derivaficm shouiled tbat the If poduct cm only result Erom transition to the 3&+ state. Therefore, 
we can take the PACS(I*) as king the panial absaptim ams section for the state %+ (PACSS(%,,+)). or briefly 
pur: PACS(I*)=PACSS(3&+). The above procedure was k s t  applied to a calculation of the PEC f a  the 31?,+ 
srate, using PACS(I*) de6ned by taMe 6.4, The results of this hrst application is iiiustrated in figure 6.39, wbich 
shows that an excellent agreement was reached between tbe mode1 and the measurements. 
ïhe exmpht im ofPACS(If) <niier the range &TACS fbquencies, dcuiated fiom this PEC, can be coasidered 
with reasaaabk mûideaq suiœ it d y  mvdws PEC denned cnnr the FranciE-Cmdori regioo, for which the PEC 
is qui& reliable. a quanü6cation of tbe unoertallities for the PEC parameters is desirable. Initially. 
a visual estimate of the unœctainties can be obtaïned by varying each parameter m e  by one, and by estimating 
the quaiityoftbe amsequent PACSS with the optimum one and with data, fiom visual inspectirm of a graphical 
repesaitatim. Figure 6.39 illustrates these visual estimates of parameters uncertainties; the curves illustrating 
the Mes ofthe parameters uncertainties are intentimally plotteû with tbe same symbl, for the idea is to create 
a scatter araund the optimum PACS(Ie) as a result of a scatter arouad the optimum value of each parameters. 
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Figure 6.39. Detamination of the PEC fa the 'Ib+ statc, using PACSU*). Canparïscm of caicuiatcd (bold curvc) and 
expcrimeatai PACS, almg with a visuai estimates (dattcd curves) of the effcct of tbe parameter unœrtaintics. 

The Statistical method employed here ailows a rigaous definition for the uncertaioties of the PEC's parameters. 
It is dehed m relation to the relative unceRajnties of the &ta through a relative optimizer value O, calculaied 
from equation 6- 1 1 (see appeadix F). For rhe saire of cotnparism, boa tbe visual method and the statistical 
evaluatims of the uncenaioties are quantified in figure 6.40- In a) we calculate the Optimizer hmctims for the 
M t  values ofuaceriaiaties obtained fran the afocementimed visual method whiïe in b) we prOceeded witb the 
famal detennmaticni &the raiaertamties, immm O, and a deiïned in equation (6-1 1). In the latter equaticm, 
N, is the amber ofdata poiat m UR opcimizaiiai, and wi is the statistical weight fca the point i wbid~ represmt 
the relative informatim content ammg the data set, as disçussed above. 
This cunparisoii sh& that the parameter's unceftaiaties obcained Born the statistical evaluation relaw to the 
experimental uncertaincies is roughly ten times s u e r  tban the me that would have beeo guessed tiom a 
qualitative visual estirnate. This is a caiquence of the bigb quatity of rbe experimental data, and the smoothness 
of the PEC functionality, 
b) Validiry zesz for the PEC: dependence on anuiytical form 
The analyticai f m  (6-3) is hiowo to provide a satisfactcxy representatioa of the PEC over the Franck-Coadon 
region- However. it is also expeaed to be valid somewhat beyorid that range of intemuçlear distance. Thus, if 
it a n  be showed that the numerical EEC is independent of the analytical f m ,  at least over the Franck-Condon 
regiai, this shiill inuease C#lfidence in the amsequeoce of the mode4 nameIy the extrapolation of the PACSU*) 
over the energy range of the A band, and the conquent  extrapolation of the branching ratios. 
In order to test the rlepeadeoce of the extrapolateû PACSU*) ai the aoalytical rnodel, we employed ander  
fimctiaial fann to maki the PEC: V,(R)=A, -R =expl-B, (R-Re)]. Tbe optimum parameters were calculated and 
the results ofthe simiiiaieri PACS(I*) for each aOalytic;ir potential are cunpared. Obviously, tbe oumerical values 
of the optimum A and B parameters dükemt fœ eacb dyt ical  fam, but both produced the same fit quality, 
i-e. tbe same 0, value. Moreo\rer a ariniparisou of the numerical PEC and PACSS values, showo in figure 6.41, 
indiCates tbat they wme iadistinguishable in the Franck-Ccmdm (FC) region, fa the two analytical forms of PEC. 
Henœ tbe result dtbis test is that the optimum PEC and the amsequetlt simulated PACS are independcat of the 
analytid fonn used fa the EEC model in the 0 regim dmterest; ansequently, the ccmceptual role of tbe PEC 
model was essentially ?O smoothly link*' the experimeotal data, 
III - 
Photolysis photon energy (cm-') xi$ 
Ground state wavefuodion - - Optimum PEC for anaïyticai fomi W 1  
Optimum PEC for analyticai fonn #2 
Intemuclear radius (A) 
Figure 6.41. G m p r ï m ~  fatwp maiyîical fam of the PEC: a) oumerid PACSS vaiucs, ami b) numCncal PEC, and the 
ground state wavehctim, to üiustratc relative spatial extcnsïm- the FC icgioa, thcy arc indistinguisbablc- 
Taking few steps back, aie reaüzes that we have obtaiaed a Wrly good representaticm of the experimental 
PACSU*) meaSUTement &an the calculaticm of a PEC f a  the state. Because the virtue of the model is to 
represerit the PACS(I*) over the range of eaergy coc~esponding to the A band absorption, and that the TACS is 
knawn fi0r.n OgilMel, we cm evaluate the PACSO over this eaergy range with reasoaable amfidence, at least at 
the energy values f a  which the TACS were determiaed. Briefly said, we c m  use the PEC( '&+) to calcufate the 
P A 0  h n  the ambiaatim of the TACS, the PACS(I*), and the set of equations (6-4). Moteover the reader 
will note chat a calculatioa for the values of R is within reach througb equatims (64). The result of this 
caIculation is Listed in table 6.5 below, and illustraied in chapter 7. 
The next logical step is to explore the possibilities of PACSO representation by PEC f a  the d e r  states of the 
Q-group, fa the sake ofamipleteness and cmsistency. In principle, two states can be involved for PACSO: the 
a, and 'II electronic states. From chapter 2, we recall tbat the a, state will lie 10- in energy than 'II srate; 
the ianc?r sbould c ~ r y  the pdanhmt part of the aoss sectioa, M e  the former can amiribute weakiy to the 'II, 
state, owing to the propensity fa elearoaic spin ooaservatim in the electroriic transition; however, the sumg 
s p i n a b i t  coupling of the loche atan may very weiï give out a h i t e  aoss section for a traasitim to the %, srne- 
Foilowing a suggestion Born Le Rofl we must nevertheles address the question regardmg wether one or two 
states need to be used to repeseat the PACSO, because a single state may susce to represent PACSO- The test 
of this hypochesis was perfonned, and it is described in the foilowing paragraphs- 
C) The 'nstate 
In acier to detennine whether one a two states amtribute to the PACSO, we fkst attempted to fit the mole 
PACS(1) with one PEC('II), Le. we explorai tbe possibiility PACSO=PACSS('D. Fust. two different local 
maxima were observed as the overall fit improved toward a bener combination of parameters; fa each local 
nmximum, either the low a d  or rbe high end of the PACSO tends to fit better, as illustrated in figure 6.42 b). 
Secclrid the best parameter combination, axrespociding to the peak in tbe optimizer plot in figure 6.42 a), mly 
d .  a Laie îkan the one of the two afœementicmed local maxima; moteovéf, this best simiilnrPA PACSO fits 
weli oaly the high energy part of the experimeatai PACSO, while a deficiency of PACSO was obiainexi at the 
low energy end dtbe PACSO, as sbcnivn m figure 6.42 b). Additimally, the overaii quality of the fit, quantined 
by 0-4.62 , is rather poar. The sum of tbese obsavacioos warra~teû the exploration of a secaid possibility, 
namely tbat die larria a, statc may amtribute sigoincantly to the PACSO, in keeping with the model suggested 
by Mullikenn- 
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and PACSO calculated 
PACSU*) (l moi" an") 
0.0009342 t 0.06 
0.01244 * 0.08 
0.07 179 * O. 1 1 
0.2655 & O. 16 
0.7423 0.22 
1.709 * 0.3 
3.415 & 0-41 
6.136 * 0.54 
9.933 I 0.71 
15.03 * 0.9 1 
21.497 1.1 
28,771 * 137 
37-159 * 1.64 
45-639 I 1.95 
54.399 * 2-37 
62.485 * 2.6 
70.010 * 2.9 
75-92 A 3-19 
80.967 t 3-49 
83.760 i: 3.7 
85-782 * 3.9 
85,190 I 4.07 
83.860 4.2 
81.030 I 4.33 
77.167 + 4-39 
73.03 1 I 4.4 
67.395 * 4.39 
6 1 -943 I 4-35 
56,290 I 4.3 1 
50-470 t 4.19 
45.016 * 4.05 
39.60 t 3.94 
34-56 * 3.82 
30.05 & 3.69 
25.74 t 3.55 
21-96 t 3.41 
18-66 * 3.27 
15.68 * 3.13 
1220 2.% 
10-18 * 2.88 
fkom the calculated P E C a + )  
R 
0,0003 114 * 0.000012 
0-003 110 t 0.00012 
0.01305 * 0-00052 
0.033 18 * 0.0013 
0.06748 * 0.0027 
O. 1 139 * 0.0046 
O. 1666 * 0.0067 
02273 * 0-009 1 
0.2798 * 0.01 1 
0.3303 * 0-013 
0.3909 t 0.016 
0-4200 * 0.017 
0.4532 * 0,018 
0.4681 t 0.019 
0.4793 M.019 
0.4807 * 0.019 
0-4828 * 0.0 19 
0.4760 * 0.019 
0-4640 I 0.019 
0-4528 * 0.0 18 
0.4400 * 0.018 
0.4186 * 0.017 
0.3993 t 0-016 
0.3743 I 0.015 
0-35 16 0.0 14 
0.3320 I 0.013 
0.3070 * 0.012 
0.2848 * 0.0 1 1 
02612 * 0-010 
0.2410 2 0.0096 
0.2223 * 0.0089 
0.2010 * 0.0080 
0.1809 * 0.0072 
0.1629 t 0.0065 
0.1450 * 0-0058 
O- 1288 * 0.052 
0.1141 t0.0046 
O. 1002 * 0.0040 
0.08246 * 0.0033 
0.07068 * 0.0028 
and TACS fiom Ogilviel. 
PACSO CL mol-' an-') 
2.999 & 0.06 
3.987 * 0.08 
5.428 * O. 1 1 
7.735 t 0.16 
10.258 * 0.22 
13.291 0.3 
17.085 + 0.41 
20.864 * 0.54 
25.567 * 0.7 1 
30-471 0.9 1 
33.503 1.1 
39.729 A 1.37 
44.841 * 1.64 
51.861 * 1.95 
59.101 * 227 
67.5 15 * 2.6 
74.99 1 t 2 9  
83.572 A 3.19 
93.533 * 3.49 
10124 2 3.7 
10922 * 3.9 
118.3 1 4.07 
126.14 * 4.2 
135.47 t 4.33 
142.33 * 4.39 
146-97 * 4.4 
1 
152-10 * 4.39 
155.56 I 4.35 
15921 * 4.31 
1 
159.03 4.19 
157.48 * 4.05 
157.40 t 3.94 
156.44 * 3.82 
154.45 * 3.69 
15 1.76 + 3.55 
148.54 * 3-41 
144.84 * 3.27 
140.82 * 3-13 
135.80 * 2.96 
133.82 t 2.88 A 
Befcxe attempting to quanti.@ this second hypotbesis, note that it has been suggested by Le R e  that two other 
physical possi'bilities may be able to ammt f a  the disaepancies in representing PACS(1) by a single state; it was 
suggested chat either a more complex fuactioaality of the repulsive m e ,  a an R-dependenœ of the ttansiticm 
dipole M, should be able to represent the PACSO with a single PEC- However. there is added axnplexity 
i m p d  by the consideraticm of tbese hypochesis, Maamver because we developed and quoteû many arguments 
caioerning the symmetry of the eleuroaic structure for Mulliken's model (see chapter 2), the author planned to 
first try the laaer m m  mitiaily, kame it was simpla. Tben, in the eveotuaiity that Mulliken would not sufnce, 
we would have applied this seoaid suggestion fiom L.e w; the results of the test indicated that this was n a  
=cessasr- 
We now amsider the detmninaticm of the PEC parameters assinning that tbese two states conaibute to the 
PACSO. In principle, there is a region of energy over which boîh states can con tnbute to the TACS. and ideally 
one oould fit two PEC by simultaneously varying five parameters (hm set of A and B's and a relative transition 
strength) in the opthhticm procedure- However, a more aEadable approach, aiming to ûrst fit a PEC to a 
reasoaably high energy part of PACSO, proved to be more sensible, and produced stable results. 
The strategy to detamioe the mm PEC umuibuting to the PACSO was as follow the coatribution of the weaker 
a, state, lying at the low energy end of tbe ground state PACS(I), must vanish at sufficiently high photon energy, 
where absorption by the 'II state dominates the PACSO entirely. Empirically we found that if the portion of 
PACS(1) above 42500 cm'' was fitted to PEC('II), a much better opiimi7.er value (O, = 0.89) was obtained f a  
an unambiguous combation of mode1 parameters, although the relatively good qudity of the dam suggests that 
a better f i t  may be achievable. Although the overall convergence of the parameter fit was quite smooth for this 
restriaed regicm. OGaUatjms of the Oprimizer values around the maximum can be observeci using a h e r  grid for 
the parameters domain, as seen in figure 6.44. These oscillations show tbat the best parameters combination do 
na smoothly anverge to the optimum set but it hopped, from a combination of parameters optimum fclr a subset 
of experimental point, to another combinatioa, which is tben m a e  suitable for another subset of expeximental 
points. 
Referring to figure 6.43 b), the reada will appeciate chat ehis second fit, to a region of PACSO restrided to a 
photolysis energy above 37000 an", overestünaces the PACSO between 37000 and 43000 an''. Another 
obsgMtim can be appbciated m this figure: the two points at the bighest energy in the PACSO values indicates 
a point of inflexicm- These two obsavati011s have a comma physical rarionale. One must recall that both 
Ranand and V e ,  and Huebert and MartinP. -ose results were reproduced in cbapter 2, have observed that 
absarprim by ihe s amg  B band, which becornes obvious at  190 nm, m u t  extend to longer wavelengtb up to 200 
nm, a to eaergy as low as 50000 cm-'. 
Photolysis photon energy (cmœ1) XIO 
Figure 6.42 a) Plot of the optirniln functioo showing the bistable path to the maximum. which is itsclf of poœ quality; 
b) Canparisaa of simulateci PACSS fa two points aear the optimum. in cacb biscable patb. and fat the optimum. 
ptimizer 
Photolysis photon energy (cmœ1) .W 
F m  6.43 a) Plot of the optirniam functim for the dctcrmination of PEC('I1) by a fit to the PACSO above 43500 an-': b) 
Cornpariscm of optimum sirnulated and cxpcrimcntal PACSO. 
Fi- 6.44 Pl- of* optirnian îüncticm fa the Qtaminaticm of PEC('II) by a fit to the PACSO above 43500 cm-': dctaiicd 
look at the behaviarr of thc oph'mim fuaction arourid the optimum: the 'b~cillatay'' behaviour is discussd in the tcxt- 
Renrming to 6-43 b) one can appreciate that the point of inflexion suggests the onset of an absorption band, the 
B band. Ccmsequently, the region of the PACS(1) data fitted to PEC('II) should also be restricted to the energy 
range below 5ûûûû cm". because above this energy it is very Uely tbat another state pertaining to the B band 
system also amtributes to absurpaon. 
Amed with th& imowleûge, a Ihird m e  of ophimi011 wu perfocmed using the experimental values of PACSO 
havhg photolysis photon eaergy above 42000 cm", and below 50000 cm"; the results of the opt;m;lrrtim are 
ploaed m fi- 6-45 a) for a low resduticm grid, and in figure 6.45 b) for fhe finest grid to identify the values of 
the optimum parameters. The optimizer fimcticm ooaverged very smoothly to the optimum parameters 
umhatim, which mdioues a wzy good œr?ainty in determiaiag tbat the mode1 represeots the reality well, The 
goodness of the modei's representaticm is quantiZied by the maximum value of the optimizer fiincticm, which 
reaehes the value of O-4-98 fa this thiid fit; aote tbat this is very close the maximum possible value of O= 1. 
A f\irtber set of uptünizer caiculatioa was used to obtain an estimate of the parameters unoertainties, as we did 
for PEC(T&,+)). 
Figure 6.45 Plot of the optimizrr fiuiaim for a fit ta a region of expcrimentai PACSO rcsîrictcd ta lbovt 43500 an" ancl 
below 52000 cm-', a) fœ a low d u t i c m  grid of tbe parameters danaio. aod b) a 6nc pid frr PEC('II) p ~ r ~ m c t c n r  
dctcrminatiori. 
d) The 31& stase 
Tbese optimum parameters are used to calculate an exvapoiaticm of PACSS('fI) at aU values of the energies for 
which Ogiivie has determined the TACS, which is then ampareci to the experimental PACSO in figure 6.46. 
The dükrence between PACSS(lII) and the experimmtai PACSO is also plotml in the latter figure, where the 
low energy bump is assigned to PACSS('II,), while the dinerence above 50000 cm" is due to the omet of the B 
band absorption. Consequentiy it is cmcluded thac PACSO = PACSS('I1) + PACSS('%,) + PACS(B band), 
within the energy range of figure 6.46. 
mgurc é.4 ~ o m p ~ m  aibc P A C S S ( W ~ & B ~ ~ &  m- @&)ri& the orpcrimcntai PA&& 
note tbat the parameters far the PECI'LI) wnc detamincd h m  the range of experimental PACSO includcd betwœn the 
vertical lines. Note the onset of the band consistent with prcvious sptcaoscopic obscmaticms (sec chaptcr 2). 
The reader will note that the "experimental" P A C S S ~ ) ,  detennined fiom the previous relation, has a weïî- 
behaved shape, Le. its energy dependence has the qualitative amibute of a partial absorption cross secticm fiom 
a single state. Once again the parameters of the PEC(aI) can be caiculated using the ogtimizatioa procedure 
desaibed above, f a  which the results are illustrated in figure 4-47. The maximum optimizer value foi the fit to 
this third state wax 0-9.72; although it is not exceedingly hi@, bis is quite good amsidering the additive 
errofs tbat acamuiate alang the successive subnactive steps of the procedure. 
Optimized PES for the 'IIl stote 
Figure 6.47 Cornparison of optimum simulatcd and cxpcrimcntal PACSS(9,). 
* Decomposition of the First Absorption Continuum of H I  
Figure 6.48 Canparism bcmecn the sum of the simulatcd PACSS and the TACS 
63.5 Summary d the QM determination d the PEC 
The present malel of the first absorption continuum involves three dissochtive states: two of whicb (q,, 'II ) 
caresporid to the production of the ground state ialine (*=) products, while the other one (3&) is responsible 
for the podwtim of the excimi state iodme (q,) poduct The procedure described above was used to derennine 
the PEC parametrized by ttuee amstants, aad characterized by a value of the transition dipole- 
Using three PEC, m e  for each state of tôe Q-group predicted by Mulliken", the A band absorption can be 
demnposed mm t h e  partial absorprim Secljm fir each state (PACSS). The PEC parameters, for the states 
of the Q-group tbat best corresponds to our okrvables, have been obcaiaed. By using equaticm (6-3) as an 
anaiytical representaticm of the PEC, tbe ornerical values of the parameters obtained are lïsted in table 6.6. 
figure 6.48 illustrates this by cornparhg the sum of the caldated PACSS with the experimental TACS. The 
results of tbis QM model provides reasaiable exmpoiatiot) to preâict the products branching ratios R between and 
beyond our measurements; in hct, the prediction of R could be already obtained afier the determination of 
PEC(%+). 
Table 6.6. PEC parameters for states of the A band, determined through the analytical form equation (6-3). 
We mentioned that other explanatioas, such as a more camplex PEC, or a radial dependence of the uansition 
dipole, oould modify the explanation for the PACSO and PACSO*). However more experimental information, 
n a  presently available, are required to quantitatively test these hypotbesis, if they are to cmuibute in an 
enhancement of our understanding for this system- Nevertheless. our procedure rats  cm simple but consistent 
gramd. To hather edmce the howledge ai this topic the authœ suggests an experimeniai test of the prediction 






In figure 6.49, we compareci our predicted R calculated d e l y  oa the basis of our measurements, with those 
obtained in previous experimental measuremen ts. The agreement is encouraging, since our calculation predicts 
a value in agreernetit with the value of R around 5 1800 an". observed by Xu et al.,' and whicb was not included 
in the input &ta of tbis analysis. 
A (cm") 
11550 I 80 
11542.5 12.5 
24298 k 20 
B (a-') 
1.92 * 0-03 
3 -984 * 0.004 






0.0067 * 0.0007 
0.0278 & 0.0003 
0.0559 & 0.0014 
1.0 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 ~  1 1 1 ,  1 1 1 1  - - R predided h m  PES determined in tbis work - 
van Veen et al. 
Xu et ai. 
Clear et al. 
Schmiedi et aï. 
p-t W O ~ ~ Z  nt ~2 
Excitation Energy (1000 cmœ1) 
Fi- 6.49 Camparisoa of out calculateci R with the rtsults hnn prcvious photofiagmcnt spectmscopy studics and ours. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 
The centrai resuits of tbis thesis are: (i) the experimental detennmaticm of the anisotropies and the electrotiic 
branching ratios for the photoftagments fian HI photolysis at nine photons energies throughout the A band, 
(U) the mespcmding determination of the panial mai cross section (PACS) for eacb electroaic produa. 
and Cui) the determination of the parameters for the poceatial energy awes (PEC's) representatiou of the 
dissociâtive States, obtaïned by a quantum mechanical (QM) caiailation done within the Franck-Coadon 
approximation (FCA), and the amsequent extrapolation of the branchïng ratios over the A band absorption- 
7.1 Photodissociation dynarnics of HI upon excitation in the A band 
7.1.1 Observables from Doppler spectrascopy d H-.tons 
The analysis of Doppler spectra from H-atom photoûagments yielded precise values for the characteristic 
Ob6Bvables offbis phocodissociatiai ~ocess. The observables obtained fkom tbe inversion of the Doppler profile 
measwements demonstrated that there is a one-teone correspandence between the elecuonic product and the 
transition symmetry in this phOfOdiSSOaatim procas. The electronic branching ratios, obtained from rhe averaged 
measurements of Doppler profile at nine photolysis wavelengths, wete listeci in table 6.2. 
The values obtained fa the anisotropy parameters indicates bat the excited ioâine a t m  result fiom a transition 
of paralle1 symmetry, while the ground state iodine atoms were hown to result fiom perpendicular transitions, 
in agreement with our observation. However, this result was found to be in marked disagreement with those 
obtauied in a previous photohgrnent specnoscopy study by van Veen et ai.,' yet it was in good agreement with 
the themetical mode1 f h t  deriveci by Mulliken2 oo the b i s  of symmetry conelaticm- The autha demonstrated 
ttiat ihese discrepancies œiginated !hm ciustering in the molecular expansion, which affected the results obtained 
in the earlier study of van Veen et al.' 
7.13 Expianation or the discrepancies 
Fm it was hypothesized that the meas\aanents fkom van Veen et al-' may have been significantly affected by the 
presenœ of a relatively large ccmctmtratim of clusters in their supersoaic expansion of pure HI. This suggestion 
was prompted by the observation of a coaspicuously wider eoergy spread in the TOF peak f a  the slow 
perpendiailar p d ,  whih bai neither beai observed n a  predicted befclre. By an opportune coincidence, Zbang 
a ais3 have very receatiy pubiished the results of an expcrimeatal saidy cm the photodissoàatioa dynamics of HI 
dimers Their resulu were cmsistent with the prescrit bypocbesis, and they also supportexi the evidaice of 
condensatioa regarding the brœdening of the kinetic aiergy distribution. Mœmver, they observed tbat the 
mditicms under whicb the experiment of van Veen et ai.' was cmducted hvour clustas f m t i o n .  
A-ding to theü paper, van Veen et al.' were seemingly not aware of the presence of clusters in t h e ~  pure HI 
exyensim. 00 the brtgs O€ the& results, they caacluded that ~ u l l i k e d  was mistaken regarding his predicticm of 
tbe 2, sfa[e- They a s d  tbat tbis state, the lowest elecpcmic state fhat both bas the appropriate symmecry and 
carrelaies io the srtiteü iodine producf, was in faa at a lower energy than Mulliken2 predicted. Van Veen et ai.' 
a h  did a quananu mecbanid QlcuWa~, whicb was kd on a modified 8-appn,rimatim, œ r e f l d o a  metho& 
for the calculatim of the overlap integrai betweea the grouad and exciteü srare wavefimction. 
On the basis of the same experùnental results, k v y  and Shapiro4 perfcnmed a detailed quantum mechanid 
caiailation, and they folioweü the interpretaticm of van Veen et al.' coacerning the presence of the state- In 
acier to provide a quantitative explanatioa for the observaticms of van Veen et al., IRvy and Shapiro found that 
nonadiabatic ooupling effects betweea the various States of perpendicular symmetry had to be included in the 
photodissociation dynamics. This fiutber complicated the pbysicai picture for this process. prior to our study. 
A reasonable explanation for the discrepanàes present amongst rbese studies have been presented. which brings 
cmsistency arncmg the results of ail previous experimentai studies. The observation of van Veen'. conceraing the 
perpendicular componeat of the slow chamel. should not bave been atuibuted to the photodynamics of ~e 
monomer. but rather to the photodynamics of an undetennined mixture of monomer. dimer, and other heavier 
c l d .  Moreover. in al1 experimeatal studies on HI photofiagrnent specuoscopy performed after 1987, Men 
general awareness of clustering bad became m a e  genefally reagnized, the anisotropies of the exuted electrmic 
product has been observed to be of pure paralle1 symmeay type.. 
7.13 Coirseguence for the phdodissociation mode1 
The assumption of noaadiabatic in teraction in this dissociation process was a cmsequenœ of the elecuonic 
structure hypothesized by van Veen et al.' This hypoChesis was a cmsequenœ of the observed perpendicular 
cmtributicm of the excited eleamic iodme produd, which was showed to be an experimen ta1 artifact, Tberefae, 
there is no  need to take açcount of nmadiabatic effects in the HI photodiSSOciation. 
The realization dthis point, combined with tbe hi@ velocity of the H-atom fragments, suggested the vaiidity of 
the axial recoil approximation fm this system. i.e- in this dissociation process, the molecular rotation merely 
witness îbe boad breaking. Maeover, the observaMa obtained in cbis work indicam a ranarkably symmetnc 
picture fm the dynamics of HI photodissociatioa in the A b d .  wbich hntber substantiates these hdings. 
- - -- -- 
A Note that in tbe pcscnt study, cxpaimcnts w a c  d e d  out with an HI ooaccatratioo -ad 5%. fa wbicb Zbuig et ai. 
waking in vlcry sidu amditioa har sbaaad bat thc diwr dynamics ans ooatnbuting to lcss than 2% of ibc sigoal. the rest 
king clcarly due to the HI moaomcr. 
7.2 The low-lying dissociative states of HI 
72.1 Quantum mechanical d e l  aIcuiation 
The values of the aperimeaul observables indicated that the mode1 based on symmetry correlation. whicb was 
derived in cbapter Z is indad vaiid. The quantum mecbanicaî calailarion of section 6.3 has applied the 
theaecicai ooclcepts mtrodmd in chPpvr 3. in arda ro quantify the approgtiateness of thh mode1 fa this sywmi. 
Three dissoaative states were required to bat rrpmduœ the expetimentai observations. The PEC parameters, 
and the uimrs-p~liding average transitioa dipoles obmhed fa these dissoàative states. are listed in taMe 6.6. A 
cmtparûcm b e ~ e n  the 6nal nsuln of om calrulacion and Mulllürai's predictim2 is reproduced i. figure 7.1. 
It a n  bC apgm%kd that îhis modcl. dcrived cm the baris off- symmetry arguments desaik the physid 
process with reasoaable agreement, 
l5 
ï'his thesis demmstrated experimentally that the assuniptim of Muüiken2, regarding the representation of the A 
band absorption by the (Q - N) uansitims fkorn the ground state 0 to the Q-group of dissociative state, does 
indeed provides a valid physical representation for this process. 
723 InferenCs h m  the d e l  
Because the model caicuIati01ls are based cm optical transiticms fran the ground state, the validity for the PEC of 
the dissociative states, represented by the analytical form of equatioa (6-3). can mly be ascertaiaed within the 
Franck-Condm region. However, this limitation does not lirnit the use of the PEC to infer PACS at arbitrary 
energy through the A band absorptim. 
Mareover* it was iIlustrated in -ter 6 that, oves the Fianck-Coadoa region, the numerical values of the PEC 
obraiaed firom the quantum mecbanid caiailarim, are independent of the analytical model employed. The reason 
is simply that @cal bansitiais fiom the ground state mly sample a very narrow range of internuclear distances 
on tbe dissoaative PEC, and this h c t i a i  is mly chmazkd  over that narrow range by the observable measured 
in a photofhgment spectroscopy experiment, when the direct dissociation proceeds adiabatically. 
Nevertheless. the electronic structure for the dissociative states of Hi can in turn be used to interpolate and 
exnapdate the values of the ratio f a  the elearonic hanching. and the PACS for each product, beyond the energy 
range of our measurements. This caiculation was doue in cbapter 6; the results, listed in table 6.5, are plotied in 
figure 7.2. In 7.2 a), the uncertainties over the branching ratio are also represeatecl, as estimated Botn the 
uncertaincies on the PEC parameters obtained from the quantum mechanical calculation. 
7.23 Note on the low-lying electrdc structure of hydrogen baiides 
In itself, the hypothesis regarding the possibly lower T state, made by van Veen et al.', was a teasonable 
assumpticm, in ligbt of tbeir obsavatim; but it was due to an eXpenmeata1 artifact in their case. However, because 
the T state is mixed with the ion pair coafigwaticm at shat intemuclear range, an argument can be devetoped 
regarding the amparaiive probability fa the T state to amaibute to A baad absorption, in the hydrogen haiide 
fiimiIy- 
In table 2-7 of chapter 2, the atrmric popmies that determine the asymptotic values of the PEC f a  the iai pair 
in the hyûrogen halide m y o f  moleailes wae canpared. Tbe main trend i1Iustrated tbtough tùis canparism, 
was the relative position of the asymptoric energy levels f a  the ion pair state, which can be seen to lie at 
increasingly high energy, 6rom HF to HI- In the section 2.3.3, it was indicated that the ion pair can afEect the 
electronic structure of the ground state. Here, simüar arguments are used to suggest our expectaticm fa the 
eleammic structure of the first dhaiative coatiauun of outer hydrogen balides, in oomparison to HI molecule. 
Photolysis photon energy (a&) xl w 
Fi yrc 7.2 a) Extrapolateci R vaiucs bascd a. PEC caiculated in this wak:  b) tbe TACS and tbe PACS for cach proriva 
Reftzring to figure 2.1 and 25, it can be obseNed tbat because the irm pair W state) is mixed with the % (T state) 
in the United atun symmetry, these States can pernrrb each orber. Thus, the locatioa of the V staie may possiMy 
a f f i i  the T state. in appropriate amditions fàvoutcd by ciaset interatomic distances in the molede- 
In the present study, it was coaciuded that the T state does not amtribute to abwqjcirn m the A band- On the 
basis of the afaementioned arguments, it is expeueü tbal as the ion pair state gets lower and lower &om HI to 
HF, the contribution from the ioa pair to A ôand absorptioa may becorne signiacant. Moreover, because the 
average intanuclear distance gets &orter for iighter hydrogeri héalides, the mùung between icm pair and T states 
becomes more favoured by the increased coatribution of the United amn symmetry, fiom which the mixing 
origiaafes. IIhese arguments suggest that the propensity fm the involvement of the T state in the fkst absorption 
band inaeases ficm HI to HF. As a amsequace, if the optically accessible T 'E, is either dissoaative or 
predissociated, the product &anael caresponding to the exuted halogen a m  may show a perpendicular 
coam'butim thmt the aoguïar distribution of the hgments velocities, for the Lighter members of the HX fhüy. 
7.3 Epilogue 
IL was attempted to mxi@ a previousiy ataMisbed madel of HI photodihtion,  in which nonadiabatic transition 
was playing a major role- The final results of the preseat investigation indicates a much mae seraighdcxward 
piaure for the photodissociation dynamics of HI, yet predictable and consistent with the bdamental concepts 
of mdecular physics. Within the precision of our measurements, we observai that the standard mode1 of direct 
dissoQati00 cm a single PEC, Qrived m tbe basis of symmetry correlation 6m the atomic structure, dœs indeed 
describe the dissociation of Hi in the A band very well- 
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Appendix A Cryostatic HI source and h e  supersonic jet expansion 
A uymtatïc H E k  sa~ce was amsbruaed to beü= a aiastant coaoentration of gaseous HI:& solutim to the Bec 
supersaiic jet expamh; the pirprse âtbis seuia, is to describe bah these systems in suffinent detaiï to estimate 
the gas flaw 6ran tbe source, and the amcentratio11 and temperature of HI moledes in the interaction regim of 
the photonagmentation experiment. After a desaiptim of the HI:- source, a brief accouat of the theoretical 
amcepts aad aaalyticai famnla used to desaibe the supersonic expansicm will be maâe. 
A. 1 Cryostated HI source 
a) Desaiptim of îhe &vice 
The apsmic Hkie source was iïiusuated in the upper part of figure 4-4. The design of this source is bas& on 
the constant equilibrium vapour pressure of a thennostated Hl source. The source is thermostami at m e n i c  
temperature in an elhanoiidry ice slusb, which provides a constant temperattus bath at -72 OC. At this 
temperature. the partial pressure of HI can be calculateci fiom equation (A-1 ), where K is the temperature in 
Kelvin, and P. the pressure is in Ton. 
LogloP = (-0.2185 A / K)+ B (A - 1) 
Using the values1 of AsSO58.2 caioridmde and Ik7.475631 in equation (A-l), valid &on -123 to 127 "C, the 
partial pressure of HI at T= -72 OC cm be calculateci to be P= 95.8 Tom. Applying a quiescent pressure of 25 
PSIA of Ik gas, and maintaining a very slow flow determined ùelow, pennits to maintain the equilibrium in the 
500 ml source of Hi, and this raults in a -6% HI:He mixture. As ilïustrated in figure 4-4, the SS lecture bottle 
was fitted with two gas pms: me at the top, to inject a constant pressure of He used as the carrier gas, and one 
at the side, fiom which the equiliàium mixture flowed out to the pulsed valve- 
b) Flow measurement 
To calculate the gas tlow through the vacuum expausim, the volume of the gas that flows out of the bottle was 
detennined thraigh a pessure decay experimenc, Le. we recorded the lifetime for the pressure of a preset vdume 
to dearease by = 0368. Tbe peser volume defhed by a seuim of the gas delivery system betweem the & u t 4  
valve at tbe exit pan of the HI source up until and including the pulsed valve. has been estimateci to be 1 1.5 cm3. 
By obsaviag the rate of the decreasiag pressure in the gas manifold after the shut-off valve is closed an estimate 
of the flow can be obtained by recaiiïng tbat gas tlow fkm high pressure to vacuum depends mly an the high 
prasr~e side; die gas ikw ûiVat = 4 P, whae K, (mde/[sec-PSIA]) is a amstant tbat depends cm gas viscosisty 
and cm the dimensiai of the restriction to flow. Assuming the ideai gas, i.e. P = CN (using W=NRT), where: 
C=3030 (ISfA/mde) at at mianpaaaaie. One dnaias Mdt = &C N , whicb is soiveà to fiad: N = No exp(4t). 
IL hor beai observcd mai ~rl/&C) = 600 sec, whicb implics- i$, = l/(rO = 5 5  - l(r7 moles I (PSI-sec). However. 
in narmal operacmg amdiaai, the number Qosity oa the bigh pressure side is kept constant, which implis, ht' 
N = PIC = 2513030 = 825- 10' mole, and therefcne <ùN/at> = 138- 10' mddsec = 0.19 cm3~sec, at 23 PSIA. 
Heuce the steady-state flow of the HI:He nWtture was around 10 milmin a 1-4-10' molelsec, at stagnation 
pressure of 25 PSI.- During a gas pulse, the average amouat of HI* gas mixture released in the vacuum 
expansicm is L 4.106 mde/pdse a 2- 10' an3, at 25 PSIA. 
C) Notes on peculiarities of the HI source 
1) On the chemical reactiidy of SS 316 with hydrogen iodine 
Caution regarding the naarious feactivity of HI suggested to use Manel aUoy to build the gas delivery system that 
supplies the HI gas mixture to the vacuum expansion. Subsequent modifications in the layout of the laboratory 
requireâ the gas delivay system to be reàiilt; fa the sake of simptiaty and economy, we ccmsmcted the new gas 
deiivety system out of regular SS 316 alloy. Through operatioa of this gas deiivery s y s m  witb HI gas mixture 
of 5 to 100% Hï:He, it was observed tbat if proper care is taken LO avoid trace water in the gas line. the SS 316 
metal shows no sign of surface degradation even after more than two years of usage, as observed fiom the inside 
flange of the pulsed valve- Oa tbe otha band a gas Iiae of the same matenal exposed to M and air con-tively, 
fa few &ys at a time, showed surface damage witbin weeks. Therefore we observed that the water-fkee SS 3 16 
metai is chemicaiïy stable witù respect to )II, while the m i t e  is o h  assurned to be m e .  
2)  On initial irrduction t h e  of the Hl source. due tu reactive passNation of the SS surfiace by hydrogen iodine 
The reaaivity of HI on metal s ~ c a  ammm to the frunily of hydrogen balides, is such that a naction the HI 
molecules partially decompose cm hesh metal surhces- ïhis resuits in an apparent induction rime, befae the 
steiuiy-stace d u e  of Hi targec ~~iceatration is reachexi, when me introduces the gas in the line fot the first time, 
and to a lesser exmt, afkr it has been exposed to tbe lakatory atmospbere. However, steady-state conditions 
are observexi to recover after a h t  20-40 minutes of pulsed flow, depending on HI concencratian of the source. 
This dxmmia~ is explained by a pwsivaticm oftbe SS surfàœ of the gas deiïvery system. A simiiar effect is also 
observed in excimer laser systems usiag halogen and hydrogen balides. 
3) On the thermal equilibrium in the cryostatic HI source 
Aaother peailiarity of this source was observeci. with regard to stabïiity: if the SS HI bottle was surrounded with 
the dry idetban01 mixture up CO the tap of the boule, while the level of HI was approxirnately at 1/5 of its full 
volume, the partial pressure of HI was reduced to 30% of the steady state cmditicms, within a @d of 30 
minutes, after 3 4  hours of haviag kept the boule at low temperame. It was found that if the 118 inch OS). SS 
tubing feeding the He pressure was heated at 60-70 "C, the proMem was reanediated, and the steady-state 
equilibrium Qow condition of the mixture were stable over the Ioagest rime observed i-e. 20 hours- 
To explained these observations, we hrst recall chat the HI is solid at 72 OC, so that heat amduction tbrwgh 
mecùanical amvecticm of tbe tiquid is hindered. Seamdly, tbe latent heat of evaporatioa, A=5058 calorïes/mole 
a appmximately 0.2 eV, is quite large- The fîow rate calculated above implies tbat 0.8 mWan of heat must be 
leaked to tbe sotid HI in ader to keep a steady-state flow at thermal equiiibrïum. The heat flow depends on 
thermal gradient, and it witI be small if the foot loag SS lecnae M e  iswell sunamded by tbe etbanoVdry ice 
slush, SS being a ratha poor heat amductc~. It was deduced that tbe solid Hi ends up king cooled dom by the 
orxistant evapaatioo of fhe solid Hi. Caisideraticms oa a similar problem with HBf were menticmed in the Ph. 
D. thesisZ of Dr. Hepbufn. 
A 2  Supersonk expansion for a HI:He mixture 
In a supersonic expansim. the short-range intermolecuiar poteatia13 am to couple the in temai degree of Ereedm 
of tbe HI seed moleailes to the cdda translational degree of freedm of the He carrier gas. In propet amditioris, 
a reducticm of the temperature to few Kelvin is typically reached- The basic mecbanism of supersoriic expansion 
for a pure mmoatomic gas bas been well understd f o ~  mme than thirty years, but the finer details amcerning 
the coding of the vibraticmal and ro(atima1 degree offieeulan of seed molecules are stili object of investigatioris5'. 
A synopsis of the model' for tbe supersoaic jet is summarized below. Formula f3om the th- are m l  y invoùed 
to the extent requùed to obtain an estimate of temperature and number density of our seeded supersoaic fiee jet 
expansion. 
a)Theoretical concepts 
Recause the numba density n, of the seed gas is of the order of a few percents of the carrier gas R, it is generally 
assirmeri that it is the carrier gas whose relaxation drives the expansion. The camier-carrier molecuiar cdlision 
frequency, a, is roughly the same as the seed-carrier molecular collision frequency, ~ r s ,  and lhese are much 
larger than the seed-seed wllisioa fkequency os. This argument justifies the seed gas contribution to the 
expansion m g .  Caueqwtty, the prob1em of the seeded superscmic expansion can be treated. at leas t in f i s  t
approximation, as the expansion of a nearly-pure carrier gas, and the thermaüzatioa of the seed gas Ui the 
surrounding fiow field of the camer gas. 
b) Theorerical formula 
Since the exact description of the oooliag of a seeded gas is beyond the scope of this wark. we will amtent 
ourselves witb the simpler calculatiai of the local temperature of the carrier gas to p v i &  a lower limit f a  the 
temperatirre &the seed The local temperature of the carrier gas and the local nuniber deasity of the seed gas are 
expressed below as a fimcoiaa &the reduœü distance fmtn the ride cm the fîow Stream axis, defiaed as: z=ZId. 
where Z is the distance fkom the ride and d is the aozzle diameter. The dependence of local equilibrium 
Seeded Supersonic Expansion 
Stagnation pressure = 35 psia 
Nozzle diameter: d = 0.5 mm 
Reduced axial distance (dd)  
Figure A4 Rodicci00~ of tbc mode1 fa tbc supcfs0lllfSOlllc expansion of tbc HEHc mixame. At the cxptrimcntal positim. t/d= 
20. the translatiaiai temperature O€ the He carrier gas is d g  1.6 K. and tbe HI numbcr deasity O€ tbc sœd. ~ 5 .  can bt 
cstimatcd by using îhe gas ratio at the stagnatioa pressure. 
tempetanne of the carrier gas oa the Mach number is expressed by equatim (A-2). At large distance from the 
aozzle, z>5, where the flow is radiai, the Mach number is givea by (A-3)- 
M(z) = clrY-' (A - 2) 
C) Numericul applicmwn 
Fm a mmatomic gas. y=5/3 and C,=3.23. We are interested in the local number density of the seed gas in the 
expansion. The local number cîensity of the Cames gas, at large distance fiom the n d e ,  is given by (E-3). 
Assuming a quiesceat pressure of 25 PSI& the formula developed above are applied to our M:He mixture. The 
result is showo in figure A. 1. 
A Iower Mt fa the number density of the HI seed is provided by assiiming: n, / n, = n, / n, , i-e. the number 
density ratio remains constant through the expansion. The effects of Mach number focussing, discussed in 
referenœ 4, tends to mcrease the heavier seed amcentration. Fa our seed concentration, an estimate of the effect 
of Macb number focussing is represented by an upper b i t  factor of 5 for the uncertainty in seed concentration. 
Tbis was obtained by using arguments of momentum conservation and angular dependence of the fiee inviscid 
flow for the independent gas4. Inspectioa of figure E.1 indicares that in the typical conditions used in the present 
study, the number density of the HI molecules in the experimental volume were approximately between 1 -0- IV - 
1 .O.lO" molehi, or in m a e  usual unit, 5.0- 10'' - 5.0- 10'~ molecules/cm3. and tbe target temperature was 
s<mewbere between 1 and 15 "K. This thecneücal estimate is in good agreement with the temperature observed 
ihra,gh the rotaticml distribution of CO molecules, measured with VUV LIF (see chapter 4), and cooled in the 
same conditions. 
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Appendix B Laser dye concentration 
B. 1 Optimization of F548/NaOH dye laser solution for 532 nm pumping 
The absarptim aoss section f a  the Fiuaescein MA (F54û) laser dye depends suongly cm the concentration of 
sodium hyâraxide (NaOH) present in the etha1101 solution. Although this fact was known, no systernatic 
characterizaticm of bis biaary sysm bas been made. Because the NaOH bas a reactive nature, poreritially 
mgnïki by the pesenœ &hg-lived aiplet excited state in the dye solution excited by the exposure to intense 
radiation, it was deemed wise to find the minimum [NaOHJ tbat optimize the opticai properties of the gain 
medium for the binary system F548:NaOH. in ader to minimize the dye degradation and maximize the gain 
medium solution lifetime. 
To achieve bis goal, a set ofF548 solutions in ethanol were made, with varying concentrations of NaOH. Each 
solution was charactenzed by its absorption specuum, measured with a HP diode array specuomerer, using a 
quartz absapcicm ceIl with a 1 mm opticai path. The results of the measurements are presented in figure B.1 a), 
for seven ccmcenaatioa of NaOE at 20 mgfi mcrement Then the absorbance at 532 nm was noted, and it was 
ploued aga- the NaOH amoaitratim m figure B. 1 b), where a clear maximum is observe& A quaciratic fit was 
used CO determine the optimum amceutration, which was found to be 74.6 mgAl This optimum value was used 
to make laser dye solution- The conversion effiuency for the dye laser &-as found to be 33%. at 150 aJIpulse 
pump power at 532 nm- Mmmer, the Liferime of the d~ sduticm was observeci to be more than 500 hours, which 
is extremely long for a chernical exposed to sucb intense radiation, 
B.2 Laser dye concentrations 
a) GREEN (532 nm) pumped dyes 
These laser dyes solutions were used in various FWM scheme to generate VUV. In general, the solution for the 
amplifier are 113 of the conan tratioa f a  the osciilatm, unless indicated in the table B. 1. 
b) BLUE (355 nm) pwnped &es 
The sdutiau listed in tabk B.2 wexe employed in the dye laser used f a  tbe generatian of the UV pump laser. 
The reiativeiy high c m  sectiai of tbese dyes, and the amcilmitant low saturation tbreshold f a  absorptian of the 
pump power (bleachtog), tesults in the k t  that these sdutims have to be oprimized for imîh oscillata and 
ampli6a. M a t m m  tbc opmium amoaraaaion a n  be slightiydinerent in the high and low limit of prmip power 
for a giwm dye; the fdlowing collcentratims wcre optimized fa a lasers pumped with nanioally 100 mJ1pulse. 
A. Excitoa inc.. Daytoa. OHIO, USA 
Optimization of NaOH conanbtation for F548 (550 mgll) 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figiuc B-1 a) S p e d  absaptiai measurancnt: b) optimizatioo of NaOH collantration fa 532 nm absorption. 
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Table B.2. Dye solutions used fm VUV generatim 
Table B.1. Dye solutions used for the generatim of the UV ( P m )  pbololysis 
-- - - -  
A. McOH: methanal; E1OH: ethanol. 
'. Optirnid @ 843 mm for four-wavc differenœ-mixiog ( FWDM) in Kr at L a 
Wotolysis 
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Sol ven tA 
EtOH with NaOH 80 mgil 
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Appendix C Generation of VUV by THG in phase-mitched KrAr 
The technique ofnai-resoriant third harmonie generation m) in phased-matched krypton and argon ( K r k )  
gases mixture is desaibed. This technique was sel- ammg others as the m a t  appropriate to generate an 
intense caherent light beam in the Lyman a region- The experïmental setup used to generate VUV for H-atom 
L E  spectrosc~py isdescribed. a h g  with the tuning range that was observai. Then the obervaticm of VUV 
depletion at  speatic energies indicates rescmant multi-photcm ioaization, whicb suggested the impatance of 2 
near-tesonance in tbis pn~ess, as dïsamed in section C.3 below. 
C. 1 FWM techniques for VUV generation at Lyman a 
a) The van-ous technique 
Four-wave-mixing are nmlinear optics techniques of bequency mixing' in atomic gases, which cm be 
employed to generate tunable frequency in the VUV region of the elecuomagnetic specuwn, Le. 115-180 nm. 
These techniques rely on resoriance a near-resaiance of the nmlinear susceptibility, and on the relative dispersion 
of a gas, cx mixaire of gases, to phase-match the different firequencies involved in the process. These techniques 
aim at generating tunable narrow-band VUV Iight beam, with an effidency varying in the range of IO4 to lQ3. 
To generate the VUV probe beam, three FWM techniques were comparai experimentally. four-wave-sum-mixing 
(FWSM) in Mercury (Hg) vapour, fair-wavecdifference-mixing (FWDM) in Kr, and nonresonaut THG in phase- 
marrhed &Ar, It must be appreciateü that the efficiency of these proçesses is &pendent on the intensity of the 
input bearn. FWSM in m e ~ l a y  is mas &cient aear specinc rescmance ünes, which are nor umveniently located 
for Lyman a genaatiar. Mmmer, the problern of metal deposition cm the optical window was very detrimental 
to mgged operaticm for this system. 
It sbdd  be notai that atanïc mamœ in Xe, such as the ds [1!4]1° canpoaent with J=Z at 67068.047 an-' offkm 
coaveaient two-photon resauance which allow to apply the same FWSM technique that can be dme in Hg, but 
withait the pmblem of metal deposition cm the window. Resonant FWDM in pure Kr has the bighest efficiency 
f a  low input power (< 1 mJ/pulse for 10 nsec pulse), and it bas been shown2 to generate VUV at Lyman a with 
an efûciemcy ui the vicinity of5-106 at 1.8- 106 W peak fluence of the fundamental frequency beam. Higher input 
beam intensity produces efficient multiphoton itmizatioa, whidi rapidly degrades the conversion efficiency. 
On the a e r  haad, the technique of THG in phase-marched Kr,& mixture has a much lower efficiency at low 
input m tensity, but the la& of direa resaüaiœ cesulis in the dielearic breakdom ocainiag at much bigher input 
intensity. The THG technique has been shown3 to produœ VUV radiation at Lyman a with a conversion 
etüdency of 1.4- 101 by using a laser intensity of 5- 109 W/cm2 at 365 nm. A theoretical limit to the conversion 
efiicieocy, due to self-foaissuig, pedias a conversion efficiency of 1-1C3 . asswning a threshold intensity for gas 
breakdown of 1- 10" W/cm2- 
The technique of THG in phase matched U A r  gas is the FWM tecônique that was selecteü to generate a VUV 
probe beam in the vicinity of the Lyman a transition in bydrosai atams. Further indications that this was an 
excellent choice was corrobaated by the fact tbat tbe EURATOM pojea had aiso selected this technique to 
execute DoppIa hadening measriranait of the )Eatrims temperaane in the plasma of their tokamak, Maeover, 
recent expecimeat oo spm polarized Batoms in magneto-optic aap* also used the technique of aonresooant THG 
in phase-matched KcAr. 
b) Nonresonanr THG ut phase-marched Kr:Ar 
The following brie acunmt of tbis theory is taken from BjocklundS. This process relies on the third ader 
susceptiïty of Kryptoa. xol (Kr) = for the sake of notation clarity, When a TE% laser beam, witb a power 
1 ,  is foaissed into a gis having negative dispersion for the fiindamentai and third harmonic fiequency, the VUV 
intensity produced can be expressed by equatim (C-1). 
1-- ( N X ~ ~ Y I ~ ~ F  (C-1) 
In the latter quatiai, N is the numbet density of the gas, and F is a phase matching fâctor tbat depends on b-Ak, 
where b is the amfocal parameter, and Ak=k(A)-3k(3A), f a  which, k(A)=2m(A)/A, and n(A) is the refractive 
index, Note that Ak is so as to be negative in the rirmain of interest. In the Mt of tight focussing of the 
input laser beam (sp size of the focus r 1@ 1). the phase-matching factor F is given by F=(xbAi~)~ exp(b - Ak); 
in the gas, Ak=CN. where C is the wavevector mismatch per atom. Although F has a maximum at b - fi=-2, 
since 1- a WF, the maximum VUV is obtained for b Ak=-4. which axrespoads to a maximum gas pressure 
p,&&Cb, aibac -= 33M-lû" at 20 OC. At Lyman a (1216 & tbis conesporids to Kr pressure of &= 54 
Ton; higher pressure of Kr results in decreasing VUV power. as a resuit of decrease phase-matching by tbe Kr 
negative nispersicm. In order to poduoe higber VUV mtaisitits, phase-matching can be recovered by usiag Argon 
gas, which bas a positive dispersion, yet negligible third acier susceptibility at these waveleagths. Usiog this 
method. the VUV htensity can be enbanœd by m m  than two aders of magnitude, in cunparisoa witb the 
intensity poduced at the optimum pure Kr pressure. Using 10 mJ/p at 365 nm and a lens with a focai of 20 cm, 
a Kr:& mixture of 300:785 mbar was found to be optimum for the generation of VUtr radiatiaa at Lyman a. 
b) Gaussian oprics of the laser beam 
Gaussian optics musc be used in ader to evaiuate the intensity of the radiation field in the focal regioa. The 
c m f d  beam parameter. 2, ia equation (C-2). is calculated by taking the value of the beam waist of the 
VCO NUT VCO BODY -5' VCO BODY 
SS-12-vcO-4 SS-12-VCO-1 SS-12-VCO-1 
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L 
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SS-12-VCO-3 SS-12-vco-4 SS-12-VCO-1 
VCO NUT 
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Pressure 1, sov 
Figure c-1 a) Exploded view of the WV a l 1  dcsigned for our experiment. b) Gas bandling systcm to 6U the al1 with 
accurate gas mixture: W: k - w a y  valve, SOV: shutsff vaIvc. W. wtcring valve. 
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hrrming 365 nm, ckfhed as the value ofradius at whicb the intensity has reduœü to l/e of the value cm the axis, 
estimated as: q1=û.-65 mm. Using the formula (C-3) fm the propagarioa of Gaussian beam6, we can calculate 
the spot size at the focus, which can be used to obtain an estimaie of the power intensity in the facal regim. 
We a d  ~=3.64 meter for our mrrmnig 365 nm kun. Ushg a lens witb a focal of 20 cm, the resulting spot size 
at the focus o, is caïculated to be equal to 36 p- Using a typical value of %IO dfpulse f a  the laser Quence 
during the 10 nsec pulse, the intensity at the focal spot cm be estimateci at 2.5 101° Watt/an2 with relatim(C-4). 
An aüer of mapinide for the dielectric breakdowu of the gas oa be evaluated by setfing the elecoic field of the 
electtomagnetic radiation equal to the electric field inside a hydrogen atom. An in tensity of 5- 10'' Wact/cmt is 
obtained. Because this simple minded picnne dœs not take iuto accsnmt the multiphoton racmances oçcurruig 
in such high field, a i s  is  by far an upper limit to the intensity requUed for dielecvic breakdown; in fact it is 
o b e n d  to occur already in the range of 10n-1012 Wattlan2. Note tbat although we are operating in the regim 
apprœching the observsd intensity iimit for gas brealcdown, we observed a third ader power law dependence of 
tbe VUV fiwnce genesated as a functiai of the UV fluente. It wiIl be showed bowever that $ resonanœ already 
produœ ionizatioo for specinc photon energy, even at the uitensities used in this wak. 
C.2 Implementation of THG of V W  
a) FJcperimental setup 
The @cal layuut to generate the 365 nm W radiation pumping the THG of VUV was illustrated in figure 4.7. 
The rnixing ce11 and the gas manifold to haadle the Kr.& gas are illustrate. in figure c.2. The flexible design 
of the optical port of the VUV œil mites advantage of a standard fitting, whose dimensions mat& the standard 
1 inch diametCr window, in addition to providing the * ~ g  seal which acts as botb a mgged seal for 
vacuum/high-press~ire mat and a sdt seat easiaing mecbanical stability of the window. As sbown in figure 
c.2 a), by arMing a Teflan insert to the standard C a . A  VCO fiaing, tums the vacuum fitting into a flexibie and 
eclniomical optical pat. 
Figure c2 b) shows the optimal design fa the gas handling manifold used to meter each ampoaent of the =.Ar 
gas mixture. The gas handliag systetn aIiows m e  to deal with hi@ purity rare gases of Krypton and Argon. The 
1500 
P(Kr) was kept constant at 300 mbars 
1500 
P m )  was kept constant at 300 mbars 
nrV photon energy (-82000 cm-1) 
Figure c.2. VUV wavclcngth tuai08 range of tbe ccii for various gas mixture 
best shutdf  valves for prolcmged leak-tight operation are the Whitef "40" series bail valves. The compauy also 
manuEdcrures 3-way vaive that hdp to simpiify the design of the gas handling manifold s h o w  in c.2b). To meter 
each cunponent of the gas mixture, a ~upro~*s "Suseria metering valve anis used to ccmtml tôe flow such tbat 
the cell pressure  car^ be varied at a rate adjustable between 0.2-10 rnbarlsec, witb the gas regulator of the gas 
delivery adjusted at 10 PSIG. Tbe œll pressme was measured witb a piezoresistive pressure gauge, ( h m  
ICSaisor, mode1 13A-050 A) baving a precisioa of 1 mbar and a iinearity of 0546, installed m the gas manifold 
before the celï shut-off valve. 
In typical operatim, the ceil was 6rst evacuated by a mechmical pump; a Liquid nitrogen rrap was used between 
the ce11 and the pump to condense the beckstreaming oü vapour fkom the purnp- Then, 300 mbafs of Kr was 
introduced, a f k  wbat the Ar pressure was slowly adjusteci for maximum VUV output at the desired wavelength. 
Because the timescale for the gas mixture to becorne cornpletely hornogeneous is about 5-10 minutes, few vials 
were typically required to ger the mixture having tbe desired tuning range. 
b) Resulrs: gas miffures and runïng range 
A study of the VUV aming ranges was caiduud. by miroducing 300 rnbars of krypton in a clean ceil with a a e d  
amount of argon. After an induction time of 10-20 minutes, ihe gas mixture was bomogenised, as wimessed by 
the amstancy of its noalinear optical properties- The tuning range was measured, f a  inaerneutai values of the 
partial argon pessure, raoging fian 350 to 1025 mbars. For inaeasing partial pressure of the argon amponent, 
contributing positive dispersion in this range of VUV frequencies, the peak of the hmhg curve shifts to lower 
energy. as illussated by figure c.2- Using 10 mJ/p at 365 nm and a lens with a focal of 20 cm, an optimum 
mixture of300:785 mbars was found to be optimal f i  VUV grneration in the vicinity of Lymana (82260 an"). 
C.3 Resonant ionization of Kr: signifïcance of x5 
In figure c.Z me can observe that there are peculiar dips in the mning curve at speafic VUV photon energies, 
at 82380 cm-' and at 82650 cm''- 
Detailed observation of the behaviour of tbe THG process in a range of energy spanning 150 an'' around 82350 
ad, indicates tbat the dip in the VUV nining curve is located at 82380 cm". To investigare this sQectral feature 
systemacicaiiy, we expanded the dip, as plotted in figure c.3 b), and compareci its position with al1 the electronic 
States of the two a m s  involveû having the proper symmetry of total angular momennun, fa the p d b l e  
multiphotai transiticm. Figure c.3 a) indicaies that rcsoaant multiphatoa ioaizaticm of Kr a t m  is the physical 
VUV photon energy (-82ûûû cmœ1) 
Figure c3. a) Absorptioa xsonance obsennd and b) th& cxplanatim by faur-photon rcsmant five-pbotoo iooizatioo. 
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cause explaining ais feature- Because a great care has been taken to ensure the highest purity of gas bandlmg 
system, and tbat this signal was repeatable and stable, it is a deemed a pro~erty of the atomic system under high 
intensity radiation. The dip at 82650 an'' can be readily expiained in similar way. 
It bas been found bat structure observai in the VUV tuniag curve çaa be expiained by a fwr-photon resooant, 
Gve photon ionization. As a ooosequence of the present musideration, if the four photons resotiance can be so 
efficient to produœ ioiiization, it is suggested that the importance of its nearby presenœ may then have been 
overlodred in the expianation of the observed bebaviour f a  the "n<]~~escmant'* THG FWM process. 
This po~ess has been observed in Xe by Ldrasik and Vailee in the early 80'. A resoaant fifth-ocder process was 
observed m VUV generation around 1400 A. Because the scheme goes as: o, + w, +o, + w, - o, = q, no energy 
is extraued fran the field for the fourth and nfth photon. and consequencly tbey would not a f f "  the third a d e r  
dependence of the VUV intensity on the UV inteasity which is verined experimeritally. 
As a amciusion, our observation indicatexi that the ncmresotlant THG process might indeed have to be renamsd 
"near resoaant five-photm phase--& THG generatim*. A test of bis h ypothesis would be best affmded by 
application of the praent assumprims in designs to improve the effectiveness of other nonlinear optics processes. 
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Appendix D Stability and Linearity of the dye laser wavelength tuning mechanism 
The dye laser F L 2 W E  fkœn Lambda Physik is a very good mstrument, but as witb any instrument. it is not 
perf'ect The relatively demandiag reqwfenients of the preseot smdy have provided the opportmiicy to be 
cmîtamd with tbe limitations of this insirument, althougb at tbe îime when the auth- was smsgling with this 
smningly dnsnlvabie poMem it may n a  have appeared to be such a wonderfiil opportunity! Nevcrtheless, these 
problems bave been dved and due to the relatively high popdaricy of tbis instrument, these solutioas were 
deemed waîhy dbeiog axununioirerl T m  main problerns have been observed witb this insîrument: (i) motioo 
reproducibiiity of the tuning mechanism, and Ci) quasi-periodic ncmlinearity of the wavelengtb nming- These 
problems have baai cbme&a& md solutims bave beea implanaited in bod~ cases. They are desxibed below. 
D. 1 Stability of the tuning mechanism 
a) Observation of the problem 
The la& of reproducibiliîy for spectral measurements, obtained when different step sizes where used to move the 
dye laser grating, was mentioaed in section 4.3.4 e) of cbapter 4, and illustrated in figure 4.12. After detailed 
caisidgaticm and numerais tests of hypotheses f a  probable cause of this problem. it was found that the problem 
was due to the carelessness of the ciriver generating the electr'.,cal pulses (steps) cm~oil ing the stepping motor 
which actuates the grating- Ir is meant that a sharp force was resulting fram the abrupt change of fiequency of 
the step driver, which translated into abmpt velocity change for the motion of the motor. 
b) Analysis of the system 
The precise requiremeut for the mechanical motion of this system was apparently aot satisfied by a driver 
operating at a few preselected driver fiequencies. Nevertbeless this situation is customary f a  stepper mota 
ccntroiler, as eleurmic design of typicai controller includes an osciUator and few 6requency dividers. However, 
the availabiïity of a amputer to generate a sofiware driver f a  the stepper motor amtrol News gre- flexibility- 
By seeking the smoothest motion fm bis mechanical system, tbe "smootb drive" software caitrdler was 
developed. The caicepts emerged fiom the solution of the fdlowing cuustraints: to generate a weiidefined 
number of pulses, in a sequence of pulses in the least amount of rime, at a rate smalier than a preset tkequency, 
and at a change drate below a preset value. It cm be shown, that there is no analyticai solutim to be famd f a  
sucb sb~uenœ &pulses as a resuït of the Iimit of sirnultanaais preasiai on time and ikequency (Fourier limit); 
sureiy* a dhwwe muime can smiuiate tbe pulse srquenc~ and aw store them in the m#nœy* but it is Simplef and 
faster to calculatt tban in real siaoe the suiutkm to Uiis poMem bas an iterative nature. Figure D. 1 pegaits 
a amceptual cornparison bemmm the aistromary metbod of analog driver, and this software driver. 
Inertia constriaed conml (Smootù drive ): 
- Conml over instantaneous force 
- Conml over mstantaneous velocity 
- No mechanid overshoot 
- Require real-time dcuiation of period 
Ftequency cOaStrained coatrol (customary): 
- No control over instantaneous force 
- Mechanical backhsh due to iuertial oversboot 
- A priori caiculatioa of period and Ziequency 
Set maxiniuni frequency 
Set nurnber of steps 
Set maximum force 
( Automatic frequency selection 1 
I 
Set maximum frequency 
Set number of steps 
1 Reselected fkequency 1 
MOTION 
Figure D.1 A amparison bctween the propcrties of customary clcctrcmic driver and the "'smooth drive** software driver, 
Figure Df Example of m d o a  canmaadcd by the smooth drive software driver. 
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C) Solution anà Unplemeniation 
This "smooth drive" amcept was implemented in the software driver controliing the motion of the grating, and 
reproduable measurement were obraiaed. Because the umtroller use dummy loop of the computer to generate 
p S e s  train ofwdde6ned periocl, the compter ciodc was calibraced pior to hplement the software âriver. Tbe 
onIy information given to the algorithm is a maximum Bequency or velocity, a maximum acceleratioa and a 
number of steps- The iterative algorithm cornputes the sequence of periods in real-Cime. 
The suongest argument in favour of this software driver method is its results, which are wimessed by tbe 
caisisteacy amoogst the spectral measurement of figure 4- 13. To illustrate the motioa resulting 6nmi îhis driver, 
we a& the cornputer to strire the instantaneous bequency values used during the executicm of a grading motion. 
The plot of instantaneuus stepper fhqueocy versus time is iIlustrated in figure D-2, for a displacement of 20 A 
and 40 A. The smaorb ramping of the 6requency can aauaily be heard by a user standing in the iaboratory. 
D.2 Lïnearity of the tuning mechanism 
a) Observafion of the problem 
Whenever a calibraticm of the Lambda physics dye laser was obtained fiom a spectrosc~pic referace, a residual 
was always obtained, which is 2-3 times broader than the experïmental linewidth obtained from the very same 
measurement Dr. Lewis, h m  Australian Nationai University, bas communicaced to us that he also bas observeci 
a quasi-periodic noalinear deviation fkom a wavemeter measurements on a laser from Lambda Physik. 
Although a waverneter was n a  available for the present study, a reference specuum, having an appropriate line 
densicy, can provide quantitative information on the ncmiinear deviation of the waveleagtb drive. The absorption 
lines of an iodine cell were f m d  to satisfy the requirements of our study. Mmeover, the same nonlinearity 
rneasuremcmt couid also be obtanied h fnage measutetneni of a Fabry-Rerot etdm used to monita the dye laser 
q=w'- 
b) Analysis of the problem 
The signal f3an an 1, œii penaits lineiuïty &muaiaiai for the tuning wavetength of the dye laser, in addition 
to pavidmg an abdute vacuum waveleogth caü'hariai. This operaàcm was aE0cded by the fact that the spectrum 
of the 1, maleaile bas beeri meas\ired by interfer~metry, and the Liae po6itims are taùulatedl oves this range of the 
visibie spectnrm. Cornparisut with this referenœ s ~ e c ~ n n  enables calculation of the ncmlinear deviatiai fiom 
the wavelengtb tuning of the dye laser. A typid measmement of the ncmlinear wavelengtb deviatioa &an 
iinearity is iIlusaated in figure D.3 





Figure D.3 Determination 
Wavelength (A) 
o f  the nonlinear deviation of the tuning mechanism by matcbing the correspondiag peaks 
of a reference specaum with an experimental one, 
-calculated by the 1 LIF apectra method - -calcuiatcd bg the e h i i  rpedrurn mcthod 
Dye laser wavelength (4) 
Figure DA Compvisoo of the wnlinclv denation r n d  with two d a t a i  wtbods: i) the noalincar denation 
from I2 LIF and ü) fiam the fririges of a monitor etaïon. 
An equivaleat determination of the nonlinearity fimctim can be measured in a t d y  independent way by 
recording peaks produced with the mges of a moaitor etaioa and a PIN diode. Figure D-4 shows tbat the two 
numerid fimclions derenniaed by these ampletely independent methods agree very well. The noalinear 
wavelength deviaion exceeds the Iinewidth (0-04-0-05 A) by a faaa of 2. Mile the amplitude of the deviation 
exceeds the typicai linewidth by a hctor greater tban 3- The ampliaide of the ncmlinear deviaticm of the atning 
mechanism has been observed befae by otber users of similar instruments made by Lambda Wysiks2, but the 
details of its behaviouf are dearly iiïustrated bere. 
The linearization, Le. the correction of the nonlinearity produced by the mechanical drive, relies cm a pria 
-th of bis imperfection. Questions sucb as: (i) is the nmlinearity reproducible or random? (ii) can 
it be modeiled analyticaüy ? (iii) what is the physicû cause of this nmlinear deviation ? are of interest to best 
sdve this poMem- The issues of the cause of this imperfectian are oaly hypothetical, since we did not attempt to 
rebuild the laser- Tbe important results of these consideratioas are that the norilintzar deviation is reproducible 
within a finite time. Figure D.3 and D.4 showed that rhe ncmlinearity cari be measured and characterized- 
C) Solution implemented 
A correction procedure for this nmlinearity is essential to obtain signifïcant information fiom the spectral 
measurements. In the pesent study, 1, LIF specva of iodine molecules were simultaneously measured with data 
acquisition, by using an 1, œII assembly representeù in the opticai layout of figure 4-2. The typical measurements, 
and the associated correction procedure are outlined in the section 5.2 of cbapter 5. 
Implementation of tbe correction for the nonlinear wavelength deviatian solved a few mysteries, with respect to 
hg-standing problems in our study- As an example, pria to understand the problern of wavelength drive stability 
and nonlinearity, the author of this study was very concemed with a spurious signal in the Doppler speara. 
Although we lmew the width of the Doppler specva, bas& on energy conservatim, the experimental widths were 
always u ~ ,  ~laffow, as iIlusuaceâ in figure D-5. Maeover, a spurious signal was preseat oo the bigh mergy side 
of maay spectra This m y s w  p d e d  us untiï after the realuaticm of the Fact outlined in a i s  appeabix, i.e. the 
grating drive wias sant.rimeS oversbootiag, and nonlinear wavelength deviations d d  be as mu& as ttiree cimes 
the linewidth- 
For the sake of fiinire up&tades f a  ibis system, it should be noted tbat because a cocfectioa of the wavelength 
nonliucarity fimi the grating drive can be implemented on the basis of etalcm h g e  measurements. 0th- 
possibility ensue. As a matter of ha. inegraticm of etalon h g e  mesurement and expert system would allow 
real-time corneciiai of spearal masuremerit, and nigged opration of the iatracavity etalon and grating trackjx~g. 
Doppler Shift (cm") 
Figure DS Iilusuatiar of *knysiaious** problcm witb "spurious" sipd and encrgy amscnratioa: the solid iinc ccprcscnts the 
carrrspoading ûopplcr spectnim wbosc width wcre calculatcd h m  cncrgy conservation. 
a) Present sliding mechanism 
b) Proposed sliding mechanism 
F i  0.6 Illustration of a suggcstcd solution for the hypothetid cause of the nonlinearïty of the grating mechanid drive. 
d )  Solution for rhe hypotheticalfnction cause 
The grating mediaaism is a sine-drive, i.e. a lever pushed up by a screw, whicb is connected on a stepper moror 
through a geared-down transmissicm. Because the period of the quasi-periodic noalinearity corr~ponds to an 
integral multiple of the rotating motion of the screw pushing cmto the iever of the grating, it is reascioable to 
assume that the nonlinearity origiaates fiom an effective wobbling motion of the screw- This wobbiing may 
originaïe a warped screw; however the minute value of the mechanical imperfection, coupled with the fact 
that there is a finite fricticni at the point of contact between the lever and the gratiag lever, suggests that the 
effBcLive warp caild indeed criginate 60m the ficticm at the point of amtact. Because the point of cmtaa is just 
that, a point Wwmm a sapphite beiï and a shinny plate cf hard metal, improvement cnuid be achieved by replacing 
the balï by a cylinder, bence reduciag the friction by arders of magnitude- Figure D.6 was made to provide the 
d e r  witb a dear pi- of what is eavisimed 
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Appendix E Lhearity of PMT detectors and electronic preamplifiers 
The eBéaive dyaamic range f a  signal detectim is determinai by the noise level and the saturation Iimit, for a 
dere~rir and the fdlowing signal praxsing electronics. Whiie the saturaci- of a transistorized amplifier results 
in a clear plateau of the output signal level, the satuCaLi00 behaviour of an electrm multiplier is not as trivial. 
Indeai, the latter typically exhibits a aeeping saturation, to be described below, which can easily go undetmal 
if liaearity tests are mly perf'ed within a small dynamic range of output signal. la the present study, it was 
fouad aitical to meticuiOUSIy characteria the sanaat ia i  behaviout of the photomultiplier tubes (PMI') and 
eleUrcmic preampliners, in a& to ensure the linearïty of the measurements, because the signai fran the PMT 
detectors are îïrst sent to the preampWer, The methods to charaaetize the range of lmearity, for botb the 
decfroaic preampLiners and the PMT detectocs, are described below. 
E. 1 Linearity of the prearnpiifiers 
The maximum input level chat cm be fed to the fast preamplifiers (preamp) bave to be detennined if the overall 
system PMWpreamplifier is to be properly characterized, because the preamps were used to amplify the output 
PMT signals. There was three preamps used in this study, and wbose amplification properties are plorted in 
piuure E.1 and listed m taMe E-1, for 10 nanoseconds puised mput signal. The amplincaticm properties of these 
Amplitude of 10 nsec. input pulse (m~olts) 
F m  El Liaevity of the prieamplinas u s d  in the prescat study. Tbe prramplifiers namcd Jaak #l and IF 934 #î have 
b a n  b d t  by the elecaoaic engincers of our clcctroaic shop, namely Jaak Sabra and Ivan Frola, rebpectivcly. 
deviœs weze deiamined wiîh a digital pulse generator (Starifid Researcb Insirument, Model SRS-DG535), and 
a 100 MHz oscilloampe (TektrcmU, Model 2245A). 
Table E-1 AmpLinutioo properties of the preampliners used in the preseat wak, 
E.2 Amplification and gain saturation in a PMT detector 
Reamp \ -es 
Phillips B-10 . 
Jacek #l 
IF 934 #2 
A) AmpliJiauion in a PMT derecfor 
A photomultiplier tube can be cooceptualizeâ in two parts: a photocathode, cosiverting a photon signal into an 
elmrcm signal, and a elecuon multiplier tube. In figure E.2, a typical PMT assembly is illustrate4 in which the 
numerous dynodes are ccmnected to a volrage divider- The process of amplincation results fkom the following 
faas: Ci) free eleuriris are accelerated between the d y n e  and they suffer energetic collisions upon impinging 
onto the dynode metallic (id) few electfons are beckscattered h m  the metaiüc surface, as a result of the 
energetic collision, which in mm are accelerated until the next dynode; (ii) the energy of the collision king  
determioed by the bias ai the valtage divider. W1thin ünear respoase, the dependence of the gain on bias voltage 
is typicaiiy givea by equatiml (E-1) for photomultiplier tube- 













B) Gain saturation in a PMT detector 
Saturation in a PMT is a charge effecl; it occurs when the pulse of electrons begin to effécüvely produœ a 
significant voltage ou the dyaode capacitance. Because the cunent growth. almg the dynodes chain, foliows a 
power Iaw, the &kt of temparary accumulacion of charge is mainly produced cm the last few dynodes. Tberefae 
the operational cause of gain saairaticm is large output signal V, which in tuni may result fiom either large gain 
andlor large input signal- As it is indicated by equation (E-1). the gain inneases with voltage; however, at 
increasingiy higha gai% high output WU eventuaiiy result in gain saturation- Therefae, as will be demoasuated 
experimentally below. the critical physical quantity determinhg the saturaricm behaviour is the ratio: V B a o .  
Through this chaaacterization wok, it was formd empirically tbat the relation (E-2) describes properly the cmset 
of saturation for our PMT devices, as showed in figure E.6. The nature of this relation is such that the onset of 
gain saturaticm depends effectively m the precision aimed at by the overall measurement procedure- 
E.3 Characterization of the PMT gain saturation 
A) Erpen'menfuf setup 
The onset of saturation was characterized fof the two PMTs descnbed in the chapter 4: Hamamatsu and EMR. 
The saturation behaviour was characterized as a function of PMT bias, and input photon irradiation, !Ïm which 
the dependence of this process on output signal level was deduced. The gain and limit of Iinearity of the EMR 
PiWï were characterized using the following setup: (i) a coberent beam of VUV radiation was send tbrough the 
phouAhgrnent specvometer (see chapter 3) and it was detected after a monochromator (Acton Research, mode1 
VM-52) by a Hamamatsu PMT. whose Mt of respmse linearity had beeo charactaized prim to that 
measraanents; O a fine SS me& was installed at the position of the target to provide a scattering source f a  the 
EMR PMT LIF detector in proportion to the incomiag VUV radiation. The iatensity of the VUV beam and the 
bias of the PMTs cxnüd be vafied in a range over which both Liaear behaviour and mset of saturation could be 
observed* 
B) Dependence on PMT bias volrage 
The -ode inadiatim was kepi amtant, and the bias of the PMT was varied in a range such that the PMT 
gain eaanngasses borir a linear range and the onset of gain samtioa- By varying the PMT bias voltage, and 
recocdiag the signal output quatim (E-1) was verified fa eacb P m .  The measurements are repœted in the 
figure E.2 fa the EMR PMT. and in the figure E.3 the Hamamatsu PMT. The value of the expoaential power 
was obtained by the slop ofa log-log plot of tbe gain versus bias voltage; the values of tbe fit are n(EMRM.58 
and n(Hamamatsu)=7.77- 
Figure U 
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PMT bias (kV) 
Dependena of output signal on bias voltage, at coastant photocathode hadiaticm. for the EMR PMT. 
E + Hamamatsu PMT; data set #S -Exponential fit: G=AVn; n = 7.767 - - Saturation limit of the electron multiplier - 60 > 
Figure E.4 Dcpcndcna of output signai on b i s  voltage, at coiismt phaocathodc irrdiatim. fa the Hamamatsu PMT. 
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Frm tbe above ill-S. it wiil appreciated that the tbmamatsu P m  was weli within linear respoase fa al1 
measuranea& while gain SaOufaticm of tbe EMR PMT is evident for the two highest experimental values of PMT 
bias, and a m ~ t ï y .  they wrre aot Wuded in tbe fit. Also plotted in the figure E.3 and E-4 are the saturation 
levels as a fimction of the bias voltage, which were detenniaed by the foUowing method. 
C) Dependence on input photon irr4diatwn 
Measurement of the EMR PMT response, near the mset of satumiion, dowed for the &aracterization this gain 
saaaatim pocess. Tbe mea~ufaneals were caffieâ out by vafying the intensity of the VUV beam and reccwding 
the relative si@ of the power mmitœ PMT and the LIF scattering (EMR) PMT. The W V  inteusity was variai 
by ming the VUV wavelength over the narrow tuning range afiiaded by phase-matched T'HG in a Kr:Ar mixture. 
The measurements are illusuated in figure E.5. At fkst glance, the two signals seems to Vary in coastant 
proportion, but careW examinatiaa reveals that tbe LiF signal starts to deviate f3om iinearity at a relatively low 
value of output voltage- Data manipulatioa produaxi a plot of output signal versus ~01ttered light input ou the 
PMT photocatbaie. wbich is showed m figure E.6. Further analysis has demonstrateci that the andytical model 
provided by equation E-2 describes appropfiately the gain saturation of our EMR PMT. Few sets of data were 
analyted and campareà to the model, F a  rhe EMR P M '  the value of KS,= 3.43.10-s, witb V,, the bias 
voltage, in kV and V, in mV- 
The gain depeadeaœ on the output signal level V, is such that it decreases sïgnificantly beyond a precisicm 
dependerit threshold. By setting an arbiuarily value of 3% deviatim from Iinearity as a thresbold value, a limit 
of 30 mVkV of linear output signal is obtained. By plotting ais result on figure E.6, a consistent picture of tbe 
gain saturation process was obtained for the elecucm multiplier of this device. 
E.4 ConcIusion 
SaCuration in elearori multiplier is caused by the accumulacion of charges on the k t  dynodes, through a reduction 
of boU~ elecirai multiplication and ~~Uecticm efficieacy. Because the dynode voltage is propationa1 to the PMT 
b h  it is intuitively reasoaable that the dependeme of the gain saturation on the output signal sbould be scaled 
in propcmion of tbe PMT bis. It was showed that P m  gain saturation depends oa the ratio of PMT output to 
bias vdmge, aoardiag to the equati<m 6 2 ) ,  as sbowed in figure E.6 for the EMR PMT. It is cclacluâed that this 
model is a suitable rcpeseaîatiai of the observatiais. Ccmsequeatly, the range witbin which the hear respmse 
of a phatrmultiplier tube can be expeaed ciepenûs sanewhat ai the precisiai within whicb linearity is feguired. 
Fœ example, ifme plans to &tain measilranears up to a Signal-*Noise ( S N )  ratio of 30, the respmse linearity 
of the detection electronics should be smaller than 3%. in acier Co be coasistent. 
VliV Photon Energy (cm-1) ~ 1 0 4  
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Figure E.5 T y p i d  exprimenul data uscd to charaacrilc the saturatioa pmsas of the EMR PMT in figure E6. 
- - LIF PMT:3.40kV Box: 100mV; No preamp - - - VUV PMT:Z.OOkV Box:2OOmV; Preamp: Philips B- 10 - 
* - - VUV SATURATE AT: 1638 - 
P 
C - /:v ,/i !!'- I I - - - - 1, I - - 1 - 
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Figure E6 Charactuizaticm of the gain saturation fa the EMR PMT. 
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Oa tbe other band, if the airput voltage is maintainex! below the Weshold f a  gain saturation, where the relation 
(E-1) isvalid, arrstant gain and linear behavior is predicted and observed. The validity of equation (E-I), below 
the ttiresbold of gain saturation, was illustrated through figure E.3 and E.4. 
The results of these amsiderations provides a systematic quantincatim for the M t  of linearity for an electrcm 
multiplier device. 'Lbe asesment of this ümit was found to be cruciai tc discrimimate among the vast amount of 
data quired- This was dt=emed essential to obtain avefaged data within the S/N ratio tbat was targeted by the 
present study. The characterization of saturatiaa limits fa PMT aod preampliner provided q-titative means 
fm rigatl3us quality caitrol of the data acquisi tim. By using thiesbold for the linearity of each compoaen t of tbe 
detedicm eleçmmic to disaiminate amoagst the &ta and to reject measurements that were pïagued by detecta 
or preampliner saniratioa. amsistent resuïts were obtaiaed fknn the statisticaiiy averaged data. 
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Appendix F Optimization beyond least rnean squares 
F. 1. Introduction 
Statisticai analysis is a crucial phase of experimental iavestigatioo, through the process of liniting a given set of 
measurements to a parametrized model. Wben a large nmnber of data can be obtained easily, the statistical 
analysis is triviai- Himever, when me bas a StatiStidy imisll data set (N<U)), with well defimi statistical 
unaeztaiDties, the best aaswer and its precisian are not as M o u s  as me would like. Tbe specific questioos that 
a r k  are: is the pafametrized modd appropriate, and if sa what are the precisicm of the parameters detennined 
by the statistical d y s i s ,  and how does this relate to the expenmental uncertainties of the data? Ccmsequently, 
the n g m  of the optmiizatim potes$ i- e- the specifics of the relations between expefimeotal un-ties of the 
measurement, and the mes of the paramerrized model. are of prime conœra. The object of this appeadix is to 
introduœ an improvement of the optimizatioo merbcxt and to demonstrate iis aâvantage compared CO the 
customary least mean square (LMS) approacb. 
For h e  sake of the following argumentation, we sball briefly derive the essential concepts underlying the least 
mean square (LMS) approacb to optimization. Consider a set of measurements {yi) for an observable, with 
scatistical uncertainties characterized by one standard deviation {ut), recordai against a set of values ( x , )  for the 
independent variable, on which rbe {x) are un&rstood CO depead; hence the &ta set is represented by: {T, yi, ai). 
A parameuized model. y = f(x; A, B. C), is assumed to affbrd an appropriate analytical representation of the 
obembïe dependence <n the variable x. Tbe gaal dthe  opthjzation procedure is to determine the best estimate 
of the w e  values for the paramerers (AJ3,C) and th& uncerîainties (AA, AB, AC), in additioa to provide an 
assessrnent of the appropriateaess of the model f a  the data set 
The underlying assumptions for an optimitirtim proceâure are simply that: 
1- An experimeatal measurement, within its carespaidhg uncertaiaty, is an estimate of the true value sought, 
2- The paramecrized model, f(x; A, B, C), can represent the me values of the observables; cmsequently the 
optimal parameters values will be air best estimate of the bne parameters values. Tberefore, we want to make 
the best possiMe use of the inf-tim cmtaiaed in the measurement. 
3- For a given set of parameters values (A, B, C), the relative pobebility CO observe the values y, within an 
uncertainty ai, is quantined by the relation (F- 1). 
In this problem, one seeks to determine a parametrized mode1 that best reg?resents the measuremeat; am the 
madel has been chosen on the ground d physical tatirnale, it is custanary' to use the least mean square (LMS) 
method in acier to acbieve this g d -  The LMS ogthhaticm procedure is a method characierized by the 
distinctive assumptim that: the probabiiity for the model to represetlt the whole of the rneasuremeats, is d&ed 
as che pobability tbat it represaits the point i. and tbe point i+l. and i+Z etc- In set tbeory. the logicai operatim 
ANDisrepreseniedùyanmtersecciai,andits %ai implementatioa camespoads to a produn Therefae, 
the p h b i ï ï t y  tbat a p;irameaized model repesents al1 OIE measurements is expressed by the equatim (F-2); the 
opa'immium determiaatiotl amsists in maximiziag the product of the individual probabiiity, as in the 
equatim (F-2). whicb correspoads to the minbhatinn ofx2. aad prescribes tbe LMS rnethod. 
P ~ ~ ~ ( A , B , c ) ~  PI(& B, C) * P2(A. B. C )  * ... * P N ( k  B. C)  (F - 2) 
=(i/a,)* (Val)* - - -  * (Y%)* enp (x2 /2 )  
where: x2 = ~{(-l /2)  [yi -~(x~;&B,c)] 2 / ~ 2 }  
i 
Convenient mathematical characteristics have made the LMS method the dominant me, e-g. it has ied to the 
ubiquitous polynomial regression algorithm However practicai experieace bas repeatedly shown that the LMS 
method i s  n a  very robust for smaü (Nc30) data sample that amtains ouil id points, a situation which may be 
disegarded, because systematic deviation are not perceived by measwement statistics, and their occurrence may 
sometimes go undetected by the experirnentalist, or simply f a  the iack of a better alternative. The issue of 
robusmess is usually dealt witb a posteriori through numerical implernentation of ad hoc hmctions2 âesignated 
influence funaion, which effectively nIters out ourlier points through the iterative application of a least mean 
square algocithm; however, the arbitrariaess of these influence hmctioas leads to a fit procedure lacking the 
guidance provided by a physical rationale. 
The fisu rbat tbe LMS metbai is n a  rohist om be directiy ficm the foiïowing example. Consider the 
produa of individuai pobaiiilities in @-2), far which we wiU assumai that ail the data points but oae overlap with 
the model fa tbe m e  values of piuameters, and that this singuiar point lies more than three t h e  its statisticai 
uncertainty as a resuit of msuspeued systematic erra. In that case, the probability factor f a  tbat outlier point 
wiU becune mu& s n a k  than aie, as a ansequeaœ of wbich the overail probability would be very smaii fcw the 
m e  parameter values, altbough the large majdty of the experimeatal points overlap with thac ~ u e  parameters 
values. CoosequenUy in this case, ibe LMS fit umid p â w e  ogtimal parameter values whicb dinef &an the m e  
values by a greater quantity than the infonnatim amtent of the d e r  &ta d d  aff'aded, would a mon: 
disaminating algorithm be availabie. 
An additirna1 argument against the general apprOpnateness of the LMS formulation concerns the mathematical 
implemenraticm of the probabîty statement. Posing the logical operation AND as a mathematical product is 
defined as such for completely independent probabilities; however, this is not the case here, as the individual 
probabilities &are the same paramded  model- 
A marked impromnent in roàismess a n  be obtained by ao opmuatiai method -ch uses a more accomodatirig 
requirement for optimizaticm: we require chat the model provides an optimal statistical overlap f a  the 
experimaital point ï. or i+1, or ... e t c  The overail probabiiity is a sum of the individual probabilities, equatioa 
(F-3)- b u s e  a logical OR amespa~ds to the imMn in set theory, and to the additiooA in rnatbematics. Note ttiat 
the sum is a weighted sum, wbose relative weigbts are nœmalïzed and proporrimal to the i n f m o n  content 
of each point 
It  must be observed tbat, in the present case, the concept of weight ccmceptually differs fiom its use ia LMS 
metbod- In the usual LMS methoô, the weight is scaling the impcntance of the difference betweea experimental 
and parameuized values of the dependent variable. and as such, the absolute uncertaintics of the measurement 
suffice to quanti@ this model-data relation. Note also tbat in the LMS m e t h a  the factor in front of the 
exponential of the individual probabilities do not enter in the optimization. 
In the novel merhod suggested here, the omcept of relmive weight signifies a very different aspect of the problem: 
this relative weight represents the différent importance of each individual probabilities in the sum of rhem- Tbe - 
existence of the relative weight derives nom the term hctorizing the mdividual pmbabïiities, which loose theù 
importance in the AND f i u l a t i o n  leading to the LMS method. 
The physical meaning of the relative weight is the infmticm content of the experimental &ta point, which 
caresporiding to that individual probabilitr, it is a quantity that weight the i n f m a t i m  am ten t of the data point 
with respea to al1 the otha data peint in the data set Tbere is no preset definition of this quantity, but if the SM 
is a gaxi measure of the inf<nmaticm amteut, it coold be used as a bgsis U, quanti@ ais relative weight, at least 
in appqr&e case. Nbte that this relative weight concept is cunpletely independent of the parametrized model. 
Note also that the absdute unceztaiaty d the dam is use m the same way as in the LMS method, as its involvemm t 
in the aiiiihem?lticai functianality of the problem aiginates 6ran the exponential function (F-1) of the individual 
probabili ties. 
A As it was arguai tk tbe AND logical qmatba tbe fact tbpt the individual probiibilitics arc oarrlatod indicatts cautioa with 
rcgarâs to tbc rtlatiaa bctwieco logical oprator OR and mathematid product opcratiob: in fact. as one may obsavc lata in 
this wœk, the sscmingly q p q c i a t a l  lecd statcrncnt that carcspoods to this sum of cartlattd individuid probabilities caa 
bc deoored the probability that cury individuai probab'ity (as many as possible obviously!) best ovcrlap the madel. 
The probability statement requinng tbat either points will fit the model wili k shown to be be#er suited to real 
experimeatal data in relation to the fact that the individual probabilitics are axreiated by the patamerrized 
rnodel, and the afofementicmed ooacems regarding the reMm between logical operatim (AND and OR), and 
mathunatical operatiai (x, +), it will bt appreciated that in fact, the sum of the czarelated probabiiities, cqaatim 
(F-3) amesponds rather to the tocal pobability îbat mry point statistically overiaps with the model. - 
BSO BSO Pmt (A.B.C) = P:~~(A,B.C) + Pz (A.B,C) + ... + P!~~(A,B.C) (F-3) 
A short glace at the famulaticm in the equatiais (F-3) hdicates its robusmess against outlier points: if an 
individual pdmbüity goes to zaq the sum in (F-3) oni cmly dinet by its respective maximum amtributioa. Each 
mea~ufmentpoint (x, )5, q) tbat de#f~tiy coc~obaates the modei, will amniarte to the sum in proportioo to the 
relative quality of its overlap with the mode1 , and in proportion to its statistical weight, wheace the designatioa 
of the method as best statistical overlap (BSO). If the measurment of the data set is such that the uncertaities 
r d t s  lkom Statistics, the signal-to-noise ( S N )  ratio is equivalent to the &/ ai) ratio, and in that case, the latter 
can quanti@ appropriately the information content, oo the basis of the reasonable assumption that tbe S/N ratio 
is a meaahgfiii measwre of the infocmatim mmt In this case, the reïative weight can be defined by the inverse 
of the relative uacertainty as: wi= O.,/ ai) a ( S / N), and 1 = Ci wi . i-e. wi are normalized. 
In the absence ofaitlier points, and for the case of an appropriate mode1 fitted to a set of &ta having equivalent 
information content, i.e. qua1 weigbt, the LMS and BSO method beconie identical in the linrit of the true 
parameters, i.e. the parameters tbat makes very nearly 1. The latter statemeat is readily appreüated by 
recalliag that m tbe limit x->O, the identity exp(-x)->l-x bolds. Thus taking the weighted sum of N terms of the 
fàm (163 with quai weight (l/N), wbere 4 4,cme obtains 1-x2 as it is showed in expression (F4). Because to 
find the maximum for 1-X2 is quivalent to fïnd the minimum f a  ?* the results of BSO or LMS methods are 
therefœe coaverging to the same parameters values in tbis case of perféct data, Le. data deviating solely within 
the detennined statistical uncertainties, and having identical relative infamatim mtent. 
~enot in~:  pisSo (A, B. C )  = w i *e~p(-8~ ), md using wi = 1/N, 
BSO then: lim Pt, (A ,B ,C)=l -6  -62 - ... 0 6 ~  ' 1 - x  (F-4) 
6i + O  . A-AOP. B - B O P ,  c+c'' 
However, the BSO famuiacion of optimizatiai Mers a marked advanrage when it canes to deal with realistic 
sibiaticm, Le. when the points have different relative infOcmatim amtent, and where the uafornmate possibility 
of systematic enors cannot be dismisw,& the example of section F.3 Çtearly illustrate this point. 
A dkdvaaiage of tbe BSO fcxmulatim ofoptimizaüon. cwipared to the LMS metboâ, is bat the calculation are 
slightIy more involved, which rnake it harder to obtauied closeci fimn expressioa, even f a  simple analytical 
functicmaiity such as pcdynnmial regtessicm. It may be suggested that the realizatim of ihis fact may historicaüy 
had influenced the choice of the AND formulatirn of the pobabiLity in early stttdies, which lead to much mae  
concise analycical formulation. I-hwef* the deveiopment of cornputer technology bas greatly reduced the 
difnculties of aumerical calçulatioo, which remove this limitath associated with the BSO methai 
The advanrage of the BSO metbod will be îiiustraced, in the demcmScrati011 of its perfixmance, at the end of this 
appaidut. Mareovier apofesscmai statistiâan3 have mvestigated the mathematical progerties of the BSO metbod, 
and bave asserted its validity for ogtimization. 
F.2. Mathematical description 
The premiss for any optim'ization of parametrized model is that the experimental data can be represented by an 
andyticai model, which is charactenzed by adjusiabie parameters. The goals of the aptimizatioa procedure are: 
(i) to detwnuie the optimum value of the parameters and their uacertainties, fian the expe!rï.tnental data and their 
statisticai uncertainties, and (ii) to assert t4he overall appropriateness of the model fiom data-mode1 cornparison. 
The presen t BSO approech to optimization is especially suited for the case where a sinaii statistical sample, Le. 
Ns30, d g &  daîa poiats (Le. data points witb smaii relative uncertainties) have been acquired, and m e  wishes 
to extract the inf'tion content in îhe best statisticaî manner- The model is an analytical fundion which bas 
no points of infïe~Üa~ ova the range of interest, clr at kst 30 data points per points of infiexion, because a generai 
statement can only be maâe for oeafly moaotonic fimaion. 
We already desaifi the famiat for the Qta set: {x, #, q ). It must be cmsidered as an estimate of the tnie values, 
which absolute imperfion is quantined by a, a i l e  the relative quality of each point ammg the &ta set is 
quantified by (y&)* the latter ratio is equivalent to a (S/N) ratio, and represeuts tbe infOtIIIiUjcm ooritent. The 
BSO method bas a low seasitivity f a  sysrematic ernns, resulting firom a fine balance between colledive data 
versus mûdel, and each Qtum canparcd to the cdlective data- 
The mode1 is represeated by a hiaction of me variabie x, which is parametrized by (A. B. C) as: pf(x; &B.C). 
The difhmœ betweem modd and datacan be calaibted for a given set of parameters values, fm each data points 
as: 4(k B, C) = y, - f (q ; A, B. C). Tbe functicm q = exp[ -(41q)~/2 ] fa each individual probability terms can 
be labeled ibe seasicivity firnctim; it is the tuncticm that quantifies, in the range [0,1], the acceptability of a given 
patammized model for each data point. 
A) Relative weight 
Eacb experiment.1 point may in general have a different infmtim content, which must be quaatined by the 
experimentatist In many oises, it cm be quantilid m Poportim to the relative uncertainty (y-&) for that specific 
measurement, m regards to irs statistid meaning, as disaissed above. We used the term iafofmaticm content here 
to empbasize the pbysical meaning smght ratber than the specifïc number used: the idea is to quant- tbe relative 
impananœ dan experimaitaï point ammgst the data set lhis relative weight w, is completeiy d&ed by aMing 
the requirement tbt it WU be namalized, Le. Z$ wi = 1- 
B) Optùnizer demition 
Once these concepts are clearly established, a quantity designated by O fa Opbher ,  can be &fin& as the 
weighted sum of the sensitivïty for each point, as in equatim (F-5). Tbe optïmizaticm procediire is then simply 
definecl as the maximization of that Optimizer quantity, which in tums defïned the optimum parameters: A', Bo, 
and P. tbat regriesents an best icnowledge of tbe truth. In iaymeaTs mms, this Optimizer quantity is the sum of 
the probabilities mat the paramerrized model represents each data point, each individual probability being 
weighted by its respective infinmation content. The total proûability O is a function considered to depend on A. 
B, C. and it is calculated for a fixed &ta sec (x ,  yi, ai}. 
C) Properties 
The value of0 varies Wwm O and 1, as a arisepueace of the nonnaiized weights (w,). and of the same property 
fa Lhe individual seositivity functions %. The optimuation procedure cmsists simply in scanning the parameter 
space, and in searching for the parameters combination Lhat maximize OfkB,C); the optimum parameters are 
defined by the set of values {A0, Bo. @) which cocrespmds to Max(O(A, B. C)) = O(AO, Bo. C")= O-. The 
maximum value o f 0  is expeded to appaach 1 wry closely, W e  the Merence to this goal can be due to either 
outlier points cr mappropriate madel- If 0, approaches 1, the model GUI be deemed appropriate, if the difference 
fkmn 1 c m  be justined m t m e d  of the statistical tmcmaïnties af the &ta, and the rare occuraaœ of outlier points. 
The uncertainties in the optimal values of the parameters are related to the uncertainfies of the data poinîs via a 
value of +O,, defined by equation (F-6). which ciraunvent a region of the parameter domain, using the best 
estimate of the parameters f"P =f(AO, Bo, CO) to calculate the cumulative information content; equaticm (Fb) is 
easily daived by recalling the amceptual oorrespoadenœ between S/N ratio for a given pouic, and reciprocal of 
its relative uncertainties. The extremum of the region of the parameters danain provides an estimate f a  ibe 
model uncertauities. 
It is intuitively expected that the finite precisim of the data used to calailate the O matrix results in a nnite 
precisioa of the optimum paramecers. A qualitative piaure is Sœded by amsidering a two parameters m& 
. - opomizatiai; tbere 0(A.B) is a siirface, whicû has a maximum. Tbe uncemhties in the values of the parameters 
are amvenieotly defined by O, (<O,& The interseaicm of an hœizcmtal plane at =O, with the 0tA.B) 
surface, defines a locus in the danain of the parameters wbich defines th& respective uncertajnties. Tbus the 
goals set for the optmiizatim rnethod h a .  been reached i.e. the optimimioa procedure allows tbe determination 
of the opcimm pcaameias and th& mcmainries, and Oners a quantitative estimate of the apprqxiateness of the 
model. and a transparent way to account for the effect of outlier ai the overall procedure. 
The distmctive advantage of the BSO method is its robusmess, which results f3om its intrinsic ability to pfoperly 
deal with outlier points using the dominant collective agreemem of the &ta with the model. 
F.3. ïiiustrative example 
W e  shall now demonstrate the advantage of the afocementioned properties with a numerical example. We 
produced an artiocial data set of 15 points, with typical relative uncertainties (2964%); the uncertaiaty is crmecùy 
sirnukaml with the aid d a  randan numba generatœ. Additimaiiy an "accidenral" systematic deviatian is made 
to affk!ct 1 point every 5 orber points at random, imposing an additional deviatim of 3096 oa these "measured*' 
values axnpared to the "me" value for these data points. Note that &cm the experimentalist point of view, 
unœftainties are obtained h m  measurements statistics. In the case of the present example, the physicai model 
is perfectly h o w n  to follow a quaciratic fcnm, wbcse uue parameters are h o w n  perfectly in this artincial case. 
The data are l i a  in We El hefeaftet* in which the fint two columns are the point's numbers (#) and abscissa 
(X,); tbe third aduma is the true value Y, and tbe forrrtb and fifth mlumns represents the measuremeut Y, and 
the statisticai uncertainties: AY,. Note tbat the weights for the BSO method are calculated as: w,- 
(Y&AY,& f i e  for the LMS method it is w, a (l/AY,,Jz. The difference lies in the dinerent meaning f a  
weight in the two cases. As it can be s e a i  fiom ( F I )  to (F-4). in the case of LMS, weight mginates h m  the 
denominator in the exponential hindion of the probability, whence the use of the absolute unoertainty ûan the 
statistim o f t k  meaSIPemeat, taken as equivalent to a standard deviation; for LMS, weights are used to s a l e  the 
differenœ between data and model. in the case of the BSO, the absdute uacertainty is also used for the same 
purpose, since it aiginates fian the same expressicm for individual probabüities, but it is na denanjaated 
"weight". Tbe relative weight. w, in BSO, refers to the relative infocmation amtent of each measurement with 
respea to the collective of the data, Le- independeatly of the model. This important point is ueated conectïy by 
our rigaous BSO method: the measumneors are independent siatisticai assessments of the true value, the quality 
of which depends of their respective ( S N )  ratio. Wben taken coilectively, witb the aid of an appropriate model, 
parameters optîmizaticm is plesaibed by the dineremes betweea model and data, in proportion of the 
amespoadiag absolute uncertainties. The global quality of the fit is the weighted sum of the quaIities f a  each 
point; this is m t i m  of the fit quaüty is a sauewhat tolcrant definition of quality, which bas been shown by 
experience to be more appropriate tbaa the requiraneats implied by tbe LMS metbob. Tbe analyticai fimaion 
is defined as: Y = F(X;A,B,C) = X*(X*A+B)+C wbere A. B and C are to be derermiaed- These simulated 
experimental data are used to ampare the parameters obtained by using LMS and BSO opcimhtion metbods 
described above- In taMe F.2 the parameters values obtamed f a  each methods are ccmipared with the m e  values, 
Table F. 1 Data used for the comparative example, 
A) LMS metho& 
The most commcm fiuing rnethod for the type of problem in which the anaiytical fiincricm is a second order 
poiynanial, is to operate a quaâratic regression cm the data set; quadratic regressicm technique do n a  take into 
aaiaiat the mea~~vemait  urKmainties, and tberefore it is better suited to the cases of very large data set Ww30), 
and fœ wàicb StatiStics is usually effective in averaging out the negative efka of outhers. A more g e n d  least- 
mean-squares meùiod allows to incl* (LMS) weights, which are based cm the standard âeviati011 for namal 
emir distriitim as a representaticm of the experimentai uncertain ties, as we bave shown in the previous sections. 
BSO Optimiraaion: data set # 10 
BSO Opthkation: data set # 11 
Figure Fol Bustxaticm dëc BSO mahod ftr ppnmc~c mode1 ophizatioci: a) globaï eoiivcrgcna of tbe op- fuoaioa 
(O-funaioa). and b) wtU-dc6aed idcntity of the optimum. 
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In the cornparison made in this section. both the LMS method and the quadratic polynomial regressioo were 
applied to the cietennination of the optimum unhowa parameters, A. B, and C- 
B) BSO methoà 
To iflustrate our BSO method, we used a h t e  fmœ method of grid calailaticm. for the sake of simplicity and 
transpareaœ ofrhe method. The dmiain of the parameters A and B was made dismete mm a grid of sufficient 
finesse, fof which each point of the grid c o c ~ ~ d e d  to an enay of a disaete numerical opiimizer hiaction, or 
O-functioti. For each combination of these tint two parametas, a rough estimate ofC is f h t  obuined, amund 
which a range of value is expandeü, cm whicb the Optimizer was calcuIated; the optimum O over the C range 
defines the O(-) to be staed- in qualitative ierm, w e  optimized A and B in a parametsic direction aloag C such 
tbat O is maximum. A plot ofthe O-huim is shown m 6- F.2 a) and the regim of the optimum is magniiied 
in figure F-2 b). 
After the d d e  O-fiinchiai was caidatexi, this discrete O(A,B) function was scanned for the maximum of 0, and 
the Qmaia fa the A aud B paramm was reiuijusted to imprme the definition of that maximum of O(A,B). The 
procedure was repeated iteratively until the maximum of O was determined with certainty and the desired 
precision. The metbod to determine the uncertaïnties have been already discussed above. The result of the 
procedure is resumed in table ES. It can be dearly appreciated that the parameters estimates and uncertain ties 
calcuiated h m  equatioa (F-6) are a good approximatioa of the uue values, i.e. tbat the error bars on the 
parameters obramed by the BSO are indeed rneaningful, in that they reproduce the m e  values of the parameters. 
Table F.2 Cornparison of the parameters obrained by dBerent optimization method 
F.4. Conclusion 
The goal of this comparative study was to m t  the BSO method, fa which we proceeded in the afaementimed 
mannef. Regarding the superimty of the BSO metbod, in relation to rotbusmess in challenging conditions, the 
cunpetiticm is rrailiog EP behind: the quaâratic regfessim produces results deviating by 15% and 3096 for A and 
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Figure F.2 Grapbicai comparisc. of the pcdarmana of euh op<imization mcthod d i s a i d  in the t u t -  The bigber 
pcrformana of the BSO metbod is amazing 
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Our BSO rnethod displays the besr pedàmance by o f f ~ g  a relatively good precisim: 5% relative uncertatinties 
on the paramefers in the worse case, while 20% of the data deviate by 30%. while the smtistical uncertaiaties of 
the data varies bwween 2446. A 6nai crmparisoa between the estimates of the me, by these three merhods, a h  
includes the true values (stars in the graph) in figure F.3. 
We bave showed tbat the BSO method is clearly Supena to the LMS in the preasioa affaded f a  the mode1 
paramerers. We have discussed the rationale suhstantiating its s m a i t y ,  and its fobustuess was exemplifieci 
in a cypical case with sirnulami dam having reatistic properties. Tberefae, it should beccme the preferred method 
f a  scientific studies having produced definite assessment of the statistical uncertainries of their measutements. 
This BSO metbod is a breakthrougb in optimizaticm procedure, on the basis of ils advantageous properties and 
superior performance, in cornparison to traditional LMS appraaches. 
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Appendix G Non-adiabatic transition in dissociation dynamics 
G. 1 Effect of non-crossing rule on molecuiar electronic structure 
A) Non-crossing rule: homgeneous perturbation 
Henberg' bas shown tbat the eleurcmic stniaure of diatomic m o l d e s  can be understood as being made up of 
lowuder states, which may pertirrb each other under certain conditions, bence giveri rise to higher ader states. 
The former States detennllie the pmhnûmt f e a ~ e s  of the structure, while the lauer states take into account the 
modificatims of the energy levels, brought about by the pernnbaticm, which are indeed obsefved expenmentally. 
As a matter of fact, systematic understanding of peailiar spectral feiahlfes observed in molecules have prompted 
Neumann and Wigneri to de6ne the ncmaossing d e :  for Ulfinitely slow change of intemuciear distonce, fwo 
eiemontë sfutes of the sanie species cunnot cross each other. Same species means same symmetry properties or 
symmetry type. The avoidanœ of the aossing origiaates fian a tenn of the Hamittanian, that was ignored in the 
6rst approximation leading to the fht-order States, amd that must be created as a perturbation, whose inclusion 
defines the highader state. ï b e  nmaossing d e  is the effect of a perturbation that couples the 6rstuder states 
of the same symmetry, henceforth produting a repulsion of the "original" first-order energy levels. 
B )  Diabaric and adiabatic PEC 
The typical &ea of the perturbation causing the avoided uossing is iïiusuated in figure c. 1. The suengtb of the 
coupling betweea the diibatic potential energy cwves (PECs) cm be seen to affect directly the width of the 
spliüing tbat distinguises the xbhf ic  stares from the diabatic mes. An important detinitim must be established 
to avoid amfùsim while disaissng this topic. Tbe diabatic states are the states that correspond to the fïrstuder 
states. The adiabatic states are the states that redis fiom the "nm-aossing" perturbation, cmespoading most 
closely to the observed reality. if the coupling is sucmg. it makes physical sense to approach ncmadiabatic effects 
Cran the point of view of the adiabatic state, while if the coupling is weak. as in the case cansidered in the early 
theoreticai w a k s  on this problem, it can be approacbed &an ihe -tic point of view. 
C) Coupling strength 
By inspection of the PEC iiïustrated in figure c.1, the determinatim of the coupliag strength is obvious to the 
trained spectroscopist's eyes. When the coupling is quite large, as shown in the part a) of figure G. 1, it may be 
hard to discm any effects in the adiabatic PEC, whiie in part b), the k h h  in the PEC is quite suggestive of the 
avoided aossing. Depending on the internuclear region where the avoided aossing occurs, and the respective 
nature of Lbe fïrst-order states, the effect of the coupling may translate in a wide range of adiabûtic PEC. Few 
d e r  possibiiities are show in c) and in d)- 
Figure C.1 Diffèrent cases of avoided cnissiag: a) strong coupling. b) md c) intermediate couphg strength 
at inaeasing internuclear distance, oad d) coupling with a direct dissociative statc (takm h m  ref 1). 
Figure G.2 Racticai examplc- & ekcaooic strilcturc of the LiF mokculc. Note ibe Psat wherc the radiai 
dependence of the couphg sfra~gth is iüustmtcd. The local nature of tbe coupling will bt rcfarrd to below 
(taken h m  ref 10). 
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A praaical example of avoided aossiag is provided by the elearonic structure of LiF molecule shown in figure 
G.2. 'Ibe avoicîeâ aosshg resuits btn the couphg of the ions pair potemiaï with the Iowest t d y  symmecric 
cm6gioaticm of the neutral atans czlllbinatim- This syste~n exempMes well the nature of the perrurbatioa. Note 
the radial dependence of the coupLing tean iilusaated in the insert. 
G.2 Diabatic cwves crossing and nonadiabatic transition 
A) Background 
Many books cm the th- of atrmic and mdeailaf -cm have treated this aucial subjed4'. The initial waks 
on the probIem of diabatic m e  aossing was develapi independently by Landau6, 2ener7, and Stueckelbergs. 
Historicaily. the topic aïmed at solving the problem of charge msfe r  in slow collision. although anaiogy have 
been estaMished with the equivaleot probIem of eoergy exchange, and mimy d e r  generalizaticms since tbea. In 
the theory of collision. slow coiüsioa refers to the dynamical time scale of motion in the electroaic structure- 
Recerit treamients of the dynamitai &&% ofcurve aosing can be found in the books of Cbild9, and Murreii and 
Bosana~'~. The inrerested reader will h d  a clear and concise derivatim of the topic treated below in Bates' book. 
B) Problem definirion 
The generic problem was copicerned witb the probability for charge transfer during the collision between two 
atrms. It was reoognized earïy that such a proœss had to involve aoaadiabatic transitions. The coiiision involved 
two States of the combine. system. which can be desaibed in terms of the diabatic PEC or the adiibatic PEC. 
which are represented respectively by the dashed and the solid curves in figure G.3. Tbe diabatic PECs cross at 
a value of the inteniuclear radius âenoted R, while the adiabatic PECs do aot aoss, because the perturbation has 
been taken into account for this higher order of approximation of the energy level- 
The initial state of rhe system is taken as the asjmMoticJli1y separated atorns in the lowest state denoted O in figure 
G.3. During the wllisiou, the probabitity for the traasfer translates into the probability for making a transition 
fimtn the lower asymptotic state to the higher asymptotic state of the cunbined system. The afaesaid transition 
oca~s predominantly in the regioa arouod R, where tbe diabatic curves cross- Duriag the coLlisicm, this region 
is travelled twice: cmœ during the approacb and once during the repulsicm. To assess the probabibty f a  the 
system to end up in the final state f, the two trajectœïes indicated in figure G.3 must be takea into account In 
diSSOCiâtim however, R, is crossed aily mœ. 
At aay gïwzn braaching point, berweea tbe adiabatic PECs and the diahatic m e s  cxossing, P can be behed as 
tbe pbbiiity fOr the s y s m  to stay on tbe adiabatic curve, while (1-P) is the pobdbility for tbe systcm to make 
a transition between the adiabatic States. The probebility fa tbe same physical situation can be cquivateatly 
Figure 63. ïïustration of the gcneric problem of aiomic collision for which the pmbabity of nonadiabatic 
transition was onginaüy definecl. The solid liaes are the adiabatic cnergy Ievels, whiïe the dashed hes represent 
the diabatic stares. Ibo events have to be considered to calculate the msit ioo  probability: (1) the transition 
occurs during the outward motion, whereas ia 01) the transition happned during the ïnward motion. Arrows 
indicate the path of the wüiding particies (taken h m  ref 5). 
Figure G.4 The Landau-Zcncr cuwc nossing parameters. Diabatic (dasbed) and adiabatic (solid) curves are 
shown- F, and F, am the dopes of the diabatic curves at the crossing point (taken h m  ref 10). 
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desaibed in iams of the nia)ritic states: P is then tbe probsbility fa the system to make a uansiticm between the 
diabatic states at the m e  aossing, while (1-P) is the proùebility for the system to stay on the âiibatic PEC 
curves. Diabatic staces and adiabatic States are diffèrent b i s  states of the dyaamics. 
C) Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg approxintmwn 
S-g developed a detailed 6axnework to treat sucb aaialhbatïc interaction. Hk stafted fian the Boni's 
approximatim, and eaded up with the niiihiltic distcxted wave, chararterized by a varyiag phase shitk the 
Stuerkelberg W. While his famalism cair in principle lead to precise preûïcticm, as it bas been 
demo~strated'~, the levei of precisicm to which the PEC are lmown in ptactice rarely wanaated the appiicatioa 
of this cunplex tbeary. -rn on Stueckelberg formaüsxn produces formula identical to the one denved 
independently by Landau and Zener, as it was first recognized by Mott and Massep, and also discussed in 
~oùnsoa'- Cmsequently, the probability P for the process described above will hencefwh be refened to as the 
Landau-Zener-Stueckelbefg ('US) probability, denoted y. Figure G.4 iilustrates graphically the physical 
meaning of the aigebraic terms referred to below- 
pLZS = exp(-7,/q2) (in tenns of diabatic states) (G-1) 
- - 1 - ~ x P ( - T c / ~ ~  ) (in terms of adiabatic states) (G - 2) 
The LZS pobability refers to the prababiIity of making a transi- fœ a single passage acr- intersecting diabatic 
curves. Note that the aiginal derivation and amcepts dehition was made in terms of the diabatic states; 
overlodang this very fia bas ben the cause ofcaifiision in disnissim on this topic. Most important is to keep 
in mind t?m the LZS formula is ooly an approximriliai, whicb valid in a limited range of value of the argument 
rJs  , = r. Ir will be noted rbat if (v) is very small, I* is very large, and the probability f a  cüabatic a&g 
preûicted by the LZS famulae is very smali, i.e. no iransiticm ocairs becweea the diabatic stares f a  low aiergy 
encounter; this is in apparent caitradiaicm with the ncm-aossiag rule, wbich states tbat the adin)ieric StateS 
qcescnt the physical rcality in the limit of slow dynamics. Hmmx, the coatradicrioa is liftai by feaüzing that 
in gaierai, tbe kinetic energy will diffa a great deal ûom zero in the region of arrve crossing, as illustrated by 
figure G.3. Without discussing dl possible limit cases for rhe variables of r, we can simply state that the LZS 
famulae will give meaningfd estimate for the proûabiliry of curve uossing for values of r of approximately one 
to two orders of magnitude around 1, or the range [O.OZ 501. 
In smmary, we shail fecall the foiiowing ciariticatims deveiopeû above: a jump between the diabatic cutves is 
equivaient to no jump between the nonadiatmtic curves, and vice-versa, Note also that, if PUS is the probebility 
to jump, ( 1 - P )  is the probabiiity not to jump. 
Caifiisiai may arise ait of these di&xait points of view whea me consider a real molecule, because the physical 
states typidly deiermmed througb speaniscogic experiments are the adiaùatic states, whiIe the states considered 
in first approximation theory are the d i t i c  States. Coafiisiai a r e  when that distinctioa is n a  clearly 
established. 
D) Expression for the case of weak nodiabcltic eflect = case of strong coupling ùueracrion 
When the coupling between the tirstarder state is strong, i.e. of the same ader or larger han the kinetic energy 
invdved in the cdlision, it makes more sense intuitively to desaibe the collision dynamics in terms of adiabatic 
states. In the case of suong coupling, the diabatic states are well separatecl by U,, and the dynamics occs 
prefaenwy ai the ari;aiiatic state, in the limits of very low collision energy (outside the range of validity of the 
LZS formula). The range of validity of the LZS formula is for collision with kinetic energy within m e  or two 
orders of magnitude of tbe amplhg aiergy whicb gave rise to the adiabatic states, i.e. it is in the Iimit of relatively 
small atomic coüisian veldties- In the high end of this range, r M 1, and exp(-6)- 1 - 6. The term F,-F, 
repre~erits the spatial variaîim of the potaitial dïEerence causiag the nmadiabatic transiticm. so its physical effect 
will be charadaized by the fundamentaï Fourier composent of its spatial fiequency. The latter spatial fiequency 
of the potentiai, whai expgienced ia the velocityof the collision, will Qanslate into a temporal frequency, wbenm- 
energy. 'Ihereftm. the pobability of nonadiabittic transition on be understood quaiiîatively as king due to that 
part of the Forai= speanmi of tanpcxal fiequencies, resuituig from the combination of the diabatic potentials and 
collision veldties, that "rescmaces" with the adiahatic energy coupLing 
The htta term F,-F, can b appmxhateû approamiateb by:@], where Ar represents that range where the afaementicmed 
caipling is signincaat. Returning to the LZS famulae f a  tbe nmadiabatic transition in terms of tbe aâiaimtic 
states, we can substimte the foiiowing approximatim 0: exp(-6)- 1  - 6 for r a< 1. and the approximation O: 
6 - F , )  = w,JAr], to obcain the approximation of equaticm (Gd), for the probability of amadiabatic effects, in 
terms ofadiabatic states- 
Tbe last relatiai ota be usefiil in paaical applicatim where little is knowa a priori for the PEC, while the value 
for ampling straigth U,2 can be estimated Erom spectrosc~pic observariou ofadiabatic PEC sptitting, and upper 
limits f a  the value oftaaetîc energy and potenrial ciin be evaïuated Born experimental measurements. We detived 
and justifiexi the appoximaticm for nambbaïc msition in the case of adiabatic b i s  States, obtaineü by SFB'', 
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